more with Creahundred Conventions
embodying the wisdom and wrongs—
many and grievous it must lie admitted—
of the entire sex. All this is unjust, but
nevertheless it is a fact, and linn evidence
that the strength of woman’s new position must rest as a basis on masculine
weakness. It would be better were it
otherwise; but, so long as men prefer
loveliness to logic, it will be as now.
The hands of the gods turn off nothing
without a flaw. Marriage, declared to
be divine even in its transplanted state,
is not without defects. The wife gives
it the poetical, the husband the practical
element; but his practicality is so agreswoman can
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tion’s lords than
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inquiry into the facts of experience
■■in developed by a comparison of such farms
as have been chiefly devoted to
dairying for
series of years, with others of similar
haractcr which have beeu
principally demoted to other uses—and by a
comparative
examination of the extent to which the inorganic constituents of the soil are drawn
'ipon to furnish the products which arc
sold to go "if tiK. [arm—it was
plain that
drying furnished the surest course of
The Condition of Germination.
with her slender hands and yellow curling
Ho had sold three papers, and the little the melancholy
How to Manage Him.
..usliundry by which the fertility of the soil
change; but, philosophi- considered, fortunately. Griselda’s 1ms"idd hr lo p' up and improved. In the
hair, so like little Ben’s own, lived in a fellow dimed into a street ear and sold cally ascribing it to the inevitable tendency baml was a prosperous merchant, instinctIt
“How
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shall
occurs
that
seeds
husband?”
quite
mayou manage your
planted
..•■ions «»! Ohio and New
m»nv5iig
large house and had a carriage to ride in. another, lie meant to step oft' at the of wedlock, forgets all about it in a nap ively generous and sympathetic, knowing sivc that it is in constant danger of their
I will tell you, my dear, if I can.
York, tin- annual average yield ol grain has early fail to germinate, and farmers are He's
Time had been when she had such a happy crossing, but the child was very little, on the sofa. Ere long he complains of little of the world and less of women. terialism. lie gains, she loses, by
really a wonderful creature,
compelled to go through the discouraging
•ecu stead.'v and gradually diminishing for
blended
and
is
fresh
condition.
lie
free,
home that she had nothing left on earth to very weak, and missed his footing, and lack of sympathy,
That troublesome animal—man
of replanting, and what they deem
forgetting that it arises Statira was mated with a worthy and
a
long time, and is in fact, now not more ! ! process
wish for. But that time was so
Yes, really a wonderful creature,
In an instant the from conditions he himself has voluntarily wealthy gentleman who had traveled far while she is worn and fettered because their
long gone fell under the car.
than hull as much as it was thirty or forty j a very late day in the season. But it also
Inconsistent and wonderful queer.
is
he
iii
and
because
name,
only
by now that Ben’s mother, in her great heavy wheel rolled over him—and poor and persistently brought about, llis wife and scon much ; was cynical in speech be- equality
vt-ars ago.
On the other hand the dairy j occasionally happens that late planted seeds But. you’ll soon know the secret by learning
exacts what she is too willing to concede.
trouble and despair, looked forward to no little lien never sold any more papers. has ceased to be a companion. When he cause tender in
far
in
called
and
skeptical
dear.
surpasses,
i
rapid
of
The
growth
modus operandi, my
feeling;
some States have not thus divigor,
x-gions
view one may have touching
happiness and no beautiful home till she Never, never more ! They stopped the wishes to talk, she is too tired; and when because he had such ample faith. Their Whatever
mnishe.i, but liave in many instances ac- j that planted earlier by many days, perhaps If he stays out too late in the evening
wedlock and woman’s rights, it is irritatshould pass over the river and enter the car and picked up the little, crushed body she would be fond, he does not want to first
weeks. Many farmers are anxious to get
months
itad
if
all
the
as
was
uiaily increased.
and
year
wine,
Partaking of supper
to be forced to the conclusion that
A comparison
gate of the celestial city. Indeed, so in a moment. A little feeble, trembling be disturbed. The children be was so been May and June, and then as usually ing
I the. dairy sections of their seed into the ground early, so that Don't prove him a base fabricator
the
men who rave about the beatiwork may be “out of the way” as tiiev say;
When he comes, l»v asking the time,—
heavy was her trouble, that she sometimes life yet quivered within him, and lie open- anxious to be the father of make the happens, there came a change. GrUelda tudevery
"iim-r!irut, Massachusetts ami Vermont
of marriage and the sanctity ■>! home
but our experience, observation and’study For he surely will tell you the town clock
lost sight of even that one last
ed his blue eyes lainlly and begged them house unpleasant. Ilis wife can enslave ceased to
■villi tints,- ile-votcd to other branches.
in public with her leige,
hope.
appear
But a moment before rang out one—
have led us to believe that nothing whatThe days of plenty and happiness were piteously to send for his mother. They herself for them, but eve* their merri- and soon the most devoted of lovers seem- regald the former as a convenient parttiielly a mixed husbandry, shows less diiit struck, he had “counted it over
ever is gained by
does the work
so
depositing seed in the When
trrenco, but, the indications tire clearly in
long gone by for little Ben and his knew the child and went instantly, lint ment is intolerable to him. 11c yawns in ed the most indifferent of husbands, lie nership in which woman
three
times
before
it ha I done.”
Just
1 i\
ground before all conditions for germina»r ol dairy ing as a means of
mother that one night they had no sup- the faint, tiny spark of life glimmered her face and thinks his home so stupid cultivated new tastes and found new and bears the bondage, and consider the
sustaining tion
is
favorable. We speak now of seeds And then if his hat in the morning,
!'-rt ility over the others.
In dairy farming
It pleasures. Billiards and whist became latter a good enough place to go when
per. And the next night it was just the feebly and went quickly out before the that he goes elsewhere for society.
Is smaller by far than his head,'
those crops always sown or planted
ibe draft upon ilm land varies somewhat, i ot
It is not strange
same, and the next—and after tliut little mother came. And with the cold hand of does not occur to him that she needs va- passions, and he a regular habitue of the other doors are shut.
Don't hint by the mearest allusion
of
in
aid
the
the
without
a -! ending upon the
directly
any
Held,
what they
product sold, in every
Ben often went hungry to bed
That his lordship went tipsy to bed;
(too day, death stiffening his white eyelids, and riety and change much more than him- club to which in his bachelor days he was that women resent the idea that
1111 id red quarts of milk sold, there is carprevious forcing or stimulating process.
But rather regard the occurrence
watching his mother with his large, wist- dimming his great blue eyes, little hero self; ho believes in domestic women, but almost unknown. During the third year believe—the brief while they are so permit
The germination of seeds can only go on
I iway somewhat more than a
of
A
ted—to be a
of love, is little
pound
phenomenon puzzlingly queer,
inilucnce of certain With a
ful blue eyes, he saw that her work had lien murmured with his last weak breath, ho cannot do without some break in all of wedlock Griselda no longer looked like else than a sacramentculinary
mineral substance
consisting chiefly of! lavorably under the
strange look of mystitieation
and ma•alien from her hands, and that she was the words mingling brokenly with the this dreary monotony, llis wife is no herself.
protracted
Her freshness and roundness
In your eyes, if he’s watching, my dear.
which canuot be sup- conditions, and it is well for the farmer to
i 'hospital ,• of lime
ternal
If
have nature in
At first, Ben cried too, because he death gasps.
training.
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not
because
were
of
feminine
what
these
that
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and
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conditions
ceased
understand
crying.
longer
are,
tyrants
lovely,
gone,
plied by air nor moisture, and must come
And don't fail to sew on his buttons,
di<l not know what else to do,
Tell my mother—I’ve sold four palters to love, but beeauso she is no more be- nature, the nerves, ruled her mercilessly. them, they have good cause for protestlie may wait until they are ready to cooperirom the sod.
laying his
.will therefore require.
And mend all his clothing with care;
If Napoleon’s rude speech to De Stael be ing against tile prosaic office of ad justing
bright little head on her shoulder, and —and—the —money—is in—my pocket.” loved.
:m m,l.
wit!*, eii• iini.Ktamvs and relative ate for carrying on the phenomena of vege- Don’t tease him for money for shopping.
tation.
A crowd of men and women, most ot
What we wish to be we must live for. correct, Griselda is likely to be one of the shirt-buttons and destroying temper and
By understanding these, he may
Don’t frown when he acts like a hear.
out \\ i e.
clasping his weak arms light about her
from one to three per
pi
escape that disappointment which will be Don't tell him too often, my dreary,
neck, as if, poor child, that could do titty them with tears in their eyes, saw the Men expect their wives to be graceful, ; greatest of women. Everybody deplored complexion over kitchen ranges, espe
■'ip. of 1 he m moj
\ able of 1 ho milk, at
the result of his own haste, if lie tries to
when such olliee is paraded in the
That your head is aching with pain,
■vi...:. •!
liit. to replace this mineral
good. Presently lie said :—
long, bright curls, all draggled and dusty, elegant, and attractive, without giving her decline but him who had most reason dally
force nature to work faster than she can Lest he whisper, way down in his bossom,
name of sacred sympathy, and whatever
;!Mi!rr upon the land.
11 the product sold
what arc you crying for?”
two poor little slim hands, broken at the them any opportunity to cultivate grace, to deplore it.
“Mamma,
hardly
anyone
To-day
1
wish
I
was
“i>,
I”
single again
in
there is the whey remaining, work, lie may plant his seed early, and
Then his mother told him that she had wrist, one of them hanging quite dead elegance, or attractiveness. They de- could tie persuaded that Griselda could in humanity is redolent of the divine
-e,
think lie has got along well with his opera- Don't tell him that Mary, the housemaid,
ha 11 contains, in addition to the mill; suno supper
for him, and no breakfast and
lifeless— a heart-broken women velop themselves and permit their part- ever have laid the smallest claim to beau- There are higher things than minee-pio
but
if
the
conditions
And
are
the
tions,
Ann,
.i which is its chief constituent, a portion
surrounding
obstreperous cook,
either, and did not know whereto get any moaning and crying, and clasping wildly ners to stand still or rather decline; for ty, or that elegance and brilliancy had and mending, though all the simpletons
Refuse to receive you suggestions.
not what the seed demands, it had better be
ot the mineral matter, and if this lie
from Solomon to Smith proclaim the eon
more breakfast or supper,
to her breast the crushed, shapeless
With even so much as a look;
ing what docs not advance must go back- even been remotely acquainted with her.
mili/.cd the b'ss i-. lcssfiied by so much. If out of the ground than in ; there is no gain, Don’t tell him how
If men look on m image as might
which
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the
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lien!
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who
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live
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can
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seems
some,”
very
“Maybe
golden-haired
annoying.
angels
bring
forty, be inferred from their utterances,
Barely thirty',
butter ho the only product sold, there need but rather a loss from having it there.
You so often toiind il'to he,
why do
iineimiati
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[I
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‘■e no hiss whatever ol mineral matter, bethey must plant To be told to “get out of the kitchen,
not wed cooks and chambermaids
they
“There
are no angels
and
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med
more,
children
must
forever.
their
but
minute
esany
Benny,”
seed
gardens early,
cause all of this is contained ia the casene
And don’t come a botherin’ of me!”
and save the expensive luxury of taking
J
said his'mother.
restrict her influence to the census and
Statira's first year was like her sister’s;
and whey, while butter consists only ot pecially should not be planted until the
Woman’s Rights ^sthetically.
Alter thilt little Ben stood by her side :i
surrender all hold upon the liner issues of but when her husband showed signs of peers who, at least before they have learn
weather is thoroughly favorable unless But always seem cheerful and happy.
m b elements as are produced in air and
And
look pleasant and gay.
j protected by
ed better, demand appreciation ot then
We eopy the following article from the lile.
weariness she resolved to charm that weaglass. VVe have often been Than a always
long time, very silent, very quiet, (he was
water.
frown there is nothing more potent
virtues and reciprocity for their affections
Wo blunder fearfully with our domesti- riness away.
obliged to replant hills of corn (hat the
iii i-oiii|»ar 1 nil the drafts made upon the
In driving one’s husband away.
always a quiet hoy,) trying to get it Galaxy for May, to which it is contributed
It is time men had found out that all the
crows have
taken, and almost invariably And thus you must ever keep striving,
••oil !>v dairy products with those made by
“You would be a well-bred truant,”
city in America. The country seems inthrough hi.s childish head that there was
Junius Ilenri Browne. The aesthetics
have found it to go ahead of that which
'i ou will lind it an excellent plan.
no more
of sustaining a golden mean in she said “as you nave been before, but liberty and loyalty and devotion should
with their white by
truly
capable
leiy, “tain nr roots, <>r by my thing »rn\vn
angels,
But whatever you do, dear, remember.
was out of the ground when it was planted,
not be on one side
that light and pr ice
dresses and shining wings, such as he had of woman’s life, or her perceptions ot the anything; its entire tendency is to ex- I shall 110L let
upon th-c farm and soid witliout having!
you. You have thought it ami
That .your husband is only a man.
simply because the conditions for its gersweetness, ease, rest, ami wit. 1 Tight
frst been converted into some kind of anseen in a picture his mother used to have.
beautiful and enjoyable, form so large an tremes. Our wives generally are only of well to flirt with other worn at, but with
j mination and growth were more positive
talk ami sentimental temptation.^ -with
ma! product. we find the di lie mice to be
The angels all looked like his mother,
two kinds—the family slave on one hand,
your wife your intentions must bo serious.
then when the ilrst was put in. [Maine
accessory of her existence naturally, that the
We will as- |
argeh hi favor of t!i.■ dairy.
somehow, it seemed to him, and she would
frivolous woman of fashion on the You have vowed to love me, and 1 shall something of the ol 1 days when genii'*
Little Ben, the Newsboy.
Farmer.
it
is
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wonder
that
a
wider
of
line
•'lime that
milk is worth three cents per
per- other. We are
wooing edged even tin* ledger with romake a beautitul angel herself, if she only
taught to believe that make you keep your word by always ap- mance,
iiait. loot) quarts would then be worth
and hour, i vulgar hank-hook
Some months ago, or a year ago, may had broad white
and cultivated taste should con- mothers who do not wear their children
But
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1
ceptions
am
and
fair
and
wings.
pearing lovely.
Distance Tai&i.k. The following table he it was -I have
young
and that two p r cent, of this is rejust how long, his supper awfully, and some supper for sider her rights in relation to them. We about their necks like millstones to weigh accomplished, and, what is more, 1 intend with velvet and gold—-should keep i h«*ir
forgotten
will
l»e
found
in
useful
the
numcalculating
K\»*n
pined
lor I (hurt remember times and seasons mamma, too, the child
the household gods.
ivplae«- upon the soil the mineral I ber of
and drag them down until health and to remain so.
You have not exhausted place among
thought.
are sure that our readers
plants that, can he got on an acre,
Let us also as- ;
ieinents contained in it.
generally', and
very well -two people were walking down
and by, alter thinking a while longer,
ambition are crushed, are not flic me, and you shall not; for every day 1 though they do not know it, men want in
and
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the
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hope
manure,
laying
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''lime that
are
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the ladies especially, will be thankful for
street one day.
A big, bulky newsboy, Ben went
mothers they ought to be. Almost every shall unfold a new leaf of beauty, and, their homes spirits of grace and presene.
quietly out doors and into the
ii>Iu I. and that fifty bushels bring the I out bed, &c.
There* are 1‘>,500square feet in an acre of very rough looking, very dirty and un- streets, stole so softly out the back way the privilege of its perusal.
household is tyrannized over and made sentimental botanist as you are, you can- of gentleness, the things that cheer and
>.io.
•uine sum, viz
Now if we reckon
comfort and stimulate; pleasant changes
combed he was, walked slowly along, just that his mother did not see him at all. lie
ground, and when set at the respective disWoman’s natural rights are to love and exceedingly uncomfortable by its juvenile not fail to be interested. 1 shall be a true
'he mineral constituents of these fifty
from day to day; calm mornings ami soft
before the two people, crying, in a hoarse, went to the
who lived next door and to be loved.
ushels. as shown by analysis at a corre- | tance apart, will coutaiu the numbers desit is very members. Every apartment is tansfo>-m- wile, but I shall be a charming woman allady
these,
Having
for interchange of sympathy
brazen voice:
in the table below—
said :
if she would ask or feel the ed into a nursery. Children scream in so. When you come home I shall read evenings
ponding value, then \se find it to amount i ignated
questionable
and thought. They need the goddess
“Yer’s yer evening pippers, 5 o’clock e
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Number.
fo about
“Mrs. Gray, will you lend me ten need of any other.
.si .7:., or nearly three times as ;
Because she is depriv- the library, roar in the corridors, and riot ami play anil talk to you; and it will tie
there
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Git by (iff
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shine to their impassioned eyes, and the
tlust a> hundreds of rough looking un-n» of i s prie.
L we estimate potatoes j
The lady, hearing the timid, trembling rors, by the opposition of
If you go
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the ship the memory of Herod are compelled and your caress conventional.
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destiny,
by
rustic
of
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whose
robe made music to their
combed newsboys do, everyday.
oil s p. r bushel, sixty bushels amount {
But a voice beside her, looked down and saw a unkindness of
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circumstances, or by the to witness wonders of infantine accom- out in the evening, 1 shall go with you.
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'.me in these, at the same rates, amount to |
a little one, was walking
timidly. He was childish faith and its childish beauty; saw seeks to reestablish herself in her own es- gered by the perforating lingers of can wean you from them by such means young nor so rosy perhaps, but rounded
70
dioul 8:*. or rattier more Ulan <1 per cent.
into larger li e ami more sanctified with
the merest mite of a little boy, not more two
40
blue eyes, with the tears quiver- timation by
amateur
but
weaned. as are at my command. My quiver has
which
large
are
opticians
newly
demanding rights
We will also assume that good upland hay
if they
than seven years old, 1 think, and small
in them already, as if the sensitive ex- at once political and social.
Even the table is not sacred from the ma- not begun tube emptied yet of Cupid’s ar- joys and sorrows shared together,
ing
It
is
doubtworth >ejo per ton. Then one and a
will but let her walk in tin* broader ami
of his age, too. lie was a fragile looking
a refusal.
a
ful it any womanly woman wishes to or rauders in bibs and pinafores. There they rows, and tbe lioy-god is, 1 am sure, my
pected
Something,
Heeling
hall tons amount to as much money as
l’kink.
Prepare a system of spouts little fellow, with a pale face and slender recollection,
ways of Culture’s royal garden.
maybe, or a wandering ten- can live higher than her heart. Her heart distinguish themselves by confounding firmest friend. I shall so show my love higher
a thousand
and reservoirs in your barns and outhouses
quarts of milk at three cents a
little hands. IBs hair was combed and der
Give, () man, to her you have made
about like a thistle- is her true sphere, and if that be full, her chaos with etiquette, and relieve the that you cannot help but love me in rethought,
floating
Hut analysis shows that the for the preservation of the liquid voldings
qua l, or sTo.
curled carefully, in long yellow curls,
down, seeking some place to rest upon, whole being is rounded with sympathy, monotony of the vexatious meal by a turn; and even when we have grown old your partner for life tho fullest freedom
phosphate and potash in this ton and a hall’ ot your domestic auimals of all kinds. almost like a
girl’s. None but a mother’s touched Mrs. Gray’s heart at the moment; sweetness and peace. Among all the heroic determination to eat at full length. I shall expect from you the courtesies and to grow and expand in richness ami re
<»1 h ty is "O much that, at a like valuation
This is an article of great efficiency in prosourse.
Grant to her
hand can comb and curl a boy’s hair just she remembered the
opportunity
as
before, it would amount to upwards of moting the growth of plants. If allowed
strange feeling long worlds this little globe of ours contains, The mere suggestion of confining children gallantries you showered upon me on our to cultivate the love of every
the beautiful born
that way, L have noticed.
or more than P> per emit
of its price!
to stand until it becomes putrid, its effects
afterward, and sho patted little Ben’s the world of the affections is the purest to the nursery is regarded hero as bar- bridal morning.”
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her always
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soul
The small boy had a few papers under
Encourage
In the light of such facts we see clearly
are more immediate than that of any other
Statira was true to her wont. Site conbright hair, as she gave him the money and most beautiful; and to it every worn barous; and so the friends of the parents
the daintiness and desire which is gratithe great advantage to lie derived from
are made the
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foes
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outward
and
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stimulant, not’even excepting soap suds. his arm, trying to hold them as the big and said he was a good child.
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a
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lovely every
longing
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(inverting vegetable growth into animal When applied to plants it tends to preserve boy held his. And when the big boy sung
Then little Ben went into the newspa- which, amid all the ambitions and excite- carry away from the domestic delights, than in the inward spirit,and she was fondly fied by graceful and attractive forms!
products before selling them—thereby re- them from the attacks of insects, and also, out his cry, “evening papers-—5 o’clock e per office, to wait for the !> o’clock edition. ment of the other worlds, can never be to which they have been treated, a reso- loved. The years that have passed since her Make her lovely by steady yielding of
and stand between her and tin*
dish- ing!" in his loud, rough voice, he It would have fared
taining as fully as possible, the means of at the same time, imparts new energy to
badly with him then, wholly repressed. If this be so with man, lution never to wed, so help them Malthas. wedding find her fresh and bright, for your love,
sustaining the fertility of our lands. It the circulatory and assimilating system. would turn immediately around to the though, only for Bat
vulgar cares which are ever in danger of
for the young how much more is it with woman, to
are little more that
as in her girlhood, and
wives
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heart
Ilagans,
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happy
e learn no other lesson but this—that the
No article is more desirable lor irrigating little one, and nod
encouragingly, and ruffians of newsboys, seeing he was a new whom home and love are the poles of ex- servants. Hymen and Eucina mar all the her husband falls newly in love with her marring the finenesses of her conscien•-a
of hav is, under ordinary circumstantious nature! Do not let her sink to tin*
gardens. It should be saved in large quan- tell him :
boy and a green one, fell upon the poor istence.
gifts t'ypria and Aglaia have brought. every radient morning and every blessed
the speediest way to reduce the value tities.
routine which hired servants are
“Now, you say it, Baby.”
child and began to beat and cull' him
Man values freedom, woman values af- The books wives pored over in their night.
She has made the name, of wife dreary
>f a farm in proportion to tin* money rotoo glad to follow !
Hear ln*r on the
Then the pale little tellow, with the long,
savagely. But another wandering tender fection, above everything else; ami with maidenhood arc thrown aside; the guitar sacred to him who was wont to jest at only crest
eived from its sale. the tinn might, not be
Kvku<;kki«:ns.
l'lant evergreens arouiul
of the billows of advancement,
yellow curls, would take r.p his cry, faint- thought, floating about like a thistle- her to be bound sentimentally is the and piano are wholly neglected; and if marriage, and all the swallows of his fan- upper
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Statira has wrought a miracle by the with
Book Farming/
tool queer about the throat, to hear that For
your lips!
just as a big bad boy had struck poor disturbing element in the union of the Italian are forgotten, and prose and prosShe has kept her husing, and they will rarely fail to do well. In
means.
To be firmly held, man’s alfeciional,
little voice.
Ben and made him cry, burly Hat Hagans sexes, and is likely to be until the nature iness steal steadily and increasingly into simplest
Poughkeepsie, Is V.. in tin- Rural; removing such trees, are should be taken poor
band’s heart by the tender tyranny to intellectual, and
The
was
spiritual nature should
large boy
teaching the small roared out:
of both is changed. Man and woman, their daily life—all because they are told which
New Y"iivi\ oaciudes an article 0:1 ‘-Book to remove as much dirt with them as posstrong and chivalrous men are be appealed to, and she who can do this
sible, and in transporting them be careful one howto be a newsboy. Next afternoon
that up, rot yor!
Ycr dassent although equal, arc so radically different that to be domestic they must be dull,
“Dry
not
know
does
submit.
Statira
to
is tin* queen of his heart. Such queen
1‘arilling" a> follows
that no injury occurs cither to the tops or the two boys had another rehearsal, and lick a boy of yer size, nowhow !”
and to be model wives they must unlearn prone
m organization and temperament that it
what the -‘Revolution” or the “Woman’s
‘•Tin- I'arni is not llie place for a man who tile roots. Evergreens have a most splen- the next, and that time the little boy venevery wife should be, and will be too, it,
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trouble to wheedle them. gentleman, to be as young as 1 am ?"
an asphyxia
take
us
will
but that the buyer, with a rare discriminaAt last a terrible thing happened.
able, and had friends. But it must have
generates
I years, she sinks from her radiant fresh- mismanaged by
Seizure ok a Stockton Vessel. The been always in him to bo weak and bad,
to
their
sentiment
and
tenThe
mind is through their “Why, sir, I think,” replied Johnson, "I
tion, inferred from the horse’s chest that
in
which
path
know
how
to
gallantry,
write it down, for ness and fragrant bloom into a superinhardly
almost consent to be as foolish."
the capacity of his appetite had been un- brig Pomona which arrived in New York or he would not have fallen so
sensibilities—it
their
last.
be their vanity per- would
breathe
soon
derness
I
when
when
may
to
write
of
that
easily
go
my hand shakes tendent of the nursery and a household
wittingly unstated. lie bought him on the Monday, from Cardenas, picked up off temptation came. An old tradition, and the tears come in
woman will
moro
haps—and
there
were,
two
quickly
of
few
A
me, and drudge. Usually after the first year of
lovely
years ago
spite
hazard of an opinion, and he had no reason Elbow
Ivey, a boat containing Charles which tells how the angels fell from Para- somehow I seem te be
The Philadelphia
of one who marriage, the growth of the wife ceases sisters hereabout. Their beauty was the win them to her way of thinking clad in
Age, speaking of acto repent his judgment.
smiles and symmetry than if armed with tions at law for breaches
[Working Farmer. Haines, mate of the schooner Lillian of dise, says that the thread which drew was a very near kin towriting
their
of
and
me.
theme
ot promise of
and
since she has no
general
beauty
mentally
praise,
spiritually,
Stockton, bound for Baltimore, and John them into evil “was at first as thin as a
One alternoon little Ben went out mer- leisure for culture, and the cares and was mental and spiritual no less than all the thunders oi ratiocination.
marriage,sensibly
says: “The very purpose
mate
of
the British brig cobweb, but they did not resist, and it
The best and ablest pleaders for femi- of an engagement should be to give time
Tentin' Yield. A correspondent of the B. Caldwell,
rily to sell his papers, his slender, deli- anxieties of her state expel the gentle in- physical. Their wholo being had the
Canada Farmer furnishes that paper some Elizabeth Ann, for Portland. 'Jhe vesstrong as a cable.” So with little cate hands and pale face very clean, and fluences and graces which composed her rhythm and rhyme that belong to the mad- nine rights are they who, keeping their for an acquaintance that may assure the
at
for
seized
en’s father. lie did not resist the cob- his long, bright curls
Sagua
statistics will) reference to the turnip yield sels were
having two
shining in the sun. charm. The third year is worse than the rigals of fine flesh and gentle blood. They rights out of sight, demand and get much parties of the prudence of a marriage beiu Nortii Wellington. The yield of one lot negro stowaways on board. Theso men web at first, and now the cable bound him His mother watched him out of sight from second, and before
five-and-thirty she were, from their inmost soul the external- more in tho name of courtesy. Men in- tween thorn. If the engagement develto
leave
were
was 1,150 7-H bushels to the acre, and
andstop atElbow hand and foot, and left him no power, nor her window, just as always. That was looks like the mother of the fresh, sweet cst line of their gracefulness, such crea- cline to assert themselves, and prate of ops an incomputability, there is no greater
requested
be
would
called
where
to
another 1,237 1-4 bushels.
over
rise
These were Key
for, even the wish,
they
again in this the last timo she ever curled little Ben’s girl she was when she went to the altar. tion as Nature makes in her happiest their prerogative; but they aro readily wrong possible than a reluctant, enforced
purple tops, grown in drills eighteen inches when the vessels would be released on world. With the father of little Ben we long bright hair; tho last time she was The husband sees and sorrows over this, moods as if to compensate for her innum- managed, even mastered, by the delicate fulfilment of it. This does more lasting
apart, ami the roots about seven inches in showing that they were the guilty par- have nothing more to do.
ever to watch her darling from the winbut makes no effort to have it otherwise. erable blunders.
creatures they could crush with a tighten- damage, causes more unhaptness, than
the drills.
A dozen fine and
Time had been when the gentle mother, dow, l’oor little Ben!
He never atcuses himself as the cause of * They were married, and both as it was ing claspmagnetic any breach ot promise.”
1>\
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Supreme Judicial Court.

guileless maimer, and with an evident desire
to tell the whole truth, that frequently moved
the jury and spectators to laughter.
Francis Farnham, defendant, called hv his
counsel, testified: 1 have lived in 1*01101)5001
over since I was born: mother is living; I was
married the 17th of Sept. 1805; first knew
plaintiff when she came to work for me Aug.
Jih. 18i>3; ha I heard of Mr. Perkins' family before. She was stopping at Mr. Bowdoins; 1
sent up word and she came down to see me;
did not walk three miles together. I never
was engaged to her and she knows it too; did
not know that she claimed to he engaged to
me till duly 1870, when Mr. Abbott sent me a
letter; once went with her from my house up
to her grandmothers 3 miles; she wanted me
to drive the horse; I did not want to go; never
sat up to court her; never thought of it: never
owned a gold ring in my life. The Lord knows
I never saw that ring marked ‘‘Forget me not"
before to day. Her aunt lloseline Perkins who
lives in Penobscot came to our liou.se to see
her; she said her aunt wanted to take mv
picture —would fetch it right back again;
thought it would he mean for me to hold on to
it. and her aunt took it away from my house;
she told me so and she knows it too: have a
small farm, worth £500 or $000; did not know
Robert Condon till a day or two ago, when I
sent for him as a witness; never heard of
Esther Howard; should not know her from
Adam; saw plaintitl posted in paper; was not
there to see her married; did not send anybody
there; was engaged to my present wife’when
plaintiff came to my house to work; Abbie
knew I went to see her and she did not like it
at all: was always jealous because T would go
and see the Webster girl; other girls that lived

Waldo County.

ITTTIXG, J., PRESIDING.
April ‘27.
BradstrcctM. Ilawkinsvs. Henry F. Hawkins.
This i.» :iu action of trover, brought by father
against son, both living in Waldo. For many
years they lived together in one family, with ah
things in common, and everything pleasant.
At length the old lady died, and the father martied Mrs. Logan, a widow. Straightway there
was trouble in the family.
The second Mrs.
Hawkins took her husband and lied to her own
house. Subsequently the matter was submitted
t<> referees, who gave the son three horses, a
cow and s»mO in money, and awarded that the
son should leave the premises.
The plaintill'
claims that in doing so. the son took articles
not belonging to him.
Verdict for plaintiff
SlOO.Ob. Abbott for plaintiff*. Jewett and II arriman for defendant.
Nathan Hills of Brooks, for being a common
seller of intoxicating liquors and keeping a tippling shop, was lined $800 and sentenced to 10
months in jail.
Columbian Insurance Company v». Horatio
H. Johnson. Action tor payment of premium
note given for marine insurance. This is one
of a large number of notes, the debris of a rotten and defunct concern, with which shipowners in this vicinity are being liarrassed.
The defence embraced two points—lirst that
the note had suffered a material alteration, by
the erasure of Mr. Johnson's name, who made
it payable to bis own order, and the substitution of the Company's name. Second, that the
ship insured had suffered damage, and no insurance had been paid.
Verdict for defendant.
\ ose for plaintiff. Williamson for defence.
SatritDAV, 20th. William Parks vs. James
•I. Whctmore. Action of replevin ot certain
*ails of the sell. Alice, from defendant’s sailloft. Defendant claimed a lien for abor upon
them. It was claimed that the lien had been
released by the payment of the bill for labor.
The jury separating the sails, found for the

plaintiff
hold

on

one

all but

foresail.

one.

The

there

herself. 1
self!'

Abbott

The Court proceeded to the hearing of the
Abby F. Perkins vs. Francis Farnham.
The plaintiff* is a stout, healthy looking girl,
plainly dressed, her general appearance indicating familiarity with labor; her features are not
very prepossessing, and her eyes glance restlessly and uneasily about the court room. She
was accompanied by her father, mother and one
M'ter. If good looks were to influence a case,
the latter would he more likely to win. The
plaintiff's testimony was given with rapid and
jerking responses, in reply to questions, like the
successive discharges of a revolver.
Abbot appeared for plaintiff, and MeLellan

to

inch of length in coiumn,) $1.25 for three weeks,
and 25 cents.tor each subsequent insertion. A fraction ot a square charged as.a lull one.

Administrators. Executors and Guardians

desiring their advertisements published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

j

When T went to Farnham’s house to work,
parents were living in Belfast. 1 had nocn
doing house work before that for Mr. Bowdoin
and Mr. Beni. Condon; I went to Condon’s in
the fall and stayed there 'till March: ami wont
from there in March to Jeremiah Bowdoin's:
and the last of September I went to Mr. Farnbam's. When 1 first went to Mr. Farnham's,
hi* family consisted of himself, his mother and
*bter: his sister was sick at the time and 1
went there to take care of her. Mr. Farnham
ame after me and asked me if I would come
there to live. I told him I would; lie walked
up to Mr. Bowdoin's, three miles, and 1 walked b:u*K to bis house with him; was at home
twice during the two years that I was at Farnhaiu'*, once I walked to Castine and took the
packed, and the other time Hutchinson J>cvei'caux carried, me to Castine to take the packet:
defendant has carried me to Castine two or
three times. When 1 was at Farnham's. there
was a young man by the name of Wilbur Perkin* worked there during haying time; should
not think he was there more than three or four
weeks: he

j

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
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Tactics

Radical

The recent

in the District
lumbia.

triumph

of Co-

of the radicals in

the first election held under the new territorial government for the District was a
the Democrats

everywhere.
locality supposed
to be pretty nearly evenly divided, might
well excite inquiry into the cause of the
remarkable growth of voters. The cause
of the unexpected result may be classed
under two heads.
First, the fraudulent
negro vote; 2d the equally fraudulent
vote of the department clerks.
Nearly
surprise to
A majority

one

of 4000 in

a

half the voters of the District

are

negroes, whose similarity of appearance
favors greatly the dodge of repeating at
tlie polls. Virginia and Maryland are
conveniently at hand, Irom whence to
draw material to answer to fictitious names
on the voting lists, and who can presume
to say whether any given Sambo presented
at the polls, pertains to Columbia or VirThen the clerks in

ginia?

the

Depart-

ments. poor devils who live on the smiles
of their masters—-who vote in their distant homes in the States at every electionanil will continue to—were forced to com,
at

mil the crime of

Washington,

or

lose their

sturdy rural population,

who stand

;

fined $10 and costs.
Isaac W. Ilavner vs. Isaac George and als.

The North

Anson

Advocate of

last

of the neatest parryings of a vicious thrust that we have over
seen.
Nine of the intensely loyal citizens
one

Assumpsit on note on six months, against the of that town published a card in the
defendants jointly.
Defence Oliver Clarke
that Mr.
signed in fact as surety and George the princi- Skowhegan Reporter, charging
pal, without his knowledge or consent for extra Moore, editor of the Advocate, and Chairadvanced interest procured an extension. man of the
Selectmen, had dark and sus-

This. Ilavner denies.
Verdict for plaintiff
$.V,fil. Nickerson for plaintiff'. Abbott for
Edwin P. Treat vs. Nathaniel P. Littlefield
in two actions, for cash paid to complete a
job
which Littlefield agreed to do. Defence never
promised. Testimony out in Doth cases when
defendant consented ton default. Full costs in
one case and no costs in the other.
Williamson
for plaintiff. Hubbard for defence.

Tho Washington correspondent of the
Now York Tribune says that in the event

the subject of San Domingo annexation is
ed magistrate; he is a married man.
extra sesup at the
brought
Mary Perkins, called by piaintiff testified: sion of the Senate approaching
ils fate may be
am sister to plaintiff; made my sister a visit at
easily
Jle
foreshadowed.
remarks
Kuril ham’s in .July
had a conversation
further:
“The passive friends of annexation are barewith defendant down in his potato field; he
said he was engaged to be married to my sister ly in a majority, if, indeed,
they do number
in the fall, her birth day. My sister had the a
while the earnest advocates of
care of his chest, keys and money.
He said it majority,
are less than a fourth of a
that Abbie would soon be mistress of his house.
quorum. As
Emma Perkins, called by plaintiff testified : annexation could not get a two-thirds vote
as the Senate now
am mother of plaintiff*; while Abbie was home
stands,and in the present
<*n a visit she made known to me her
engage- light as regards tho island, the
project of
ment to Karnham; she wrote me a letter in ]
annexation could not
get a two-thirds vote
ism about the courtship; but I cannot find it.
!
hy any turn it could take The Senators
TESTIMONY FOR DEFENCE.
leading in the matter are aware of this, aud
The defendant’s side of the case was begun it is not probable that the subject will he
alluded to in the coming session”
his own
lie is

picious dealings with the paper ereilit
Augusta, in filling the quota of
that town, and asked for light. Mr. Moore
replies, publishing extracts from the town
records, vouchers, &c., proving that his
proceedings were perfectly square, and
that the only dark dealing with paper
credits was by certain committees, nv.de
up in part of the fault linders themselves !
thieves at

those
insanity murder”
trials, that of Mrs. Fair for the shooting
of Jmlge Crittenden at San Francisco,
has just terminated in a verdict of murder. Every considerate person will rejoice at it. The collusion with and the
apology for bloodshed which has characterized so many verdicts in years past,
Another ot

and the

encouragement of feigned
sanity for purposes of murder, are to

inlie

Whoever shall in future presume to waylay and kill, from motives of
A brief telegram announces the arrival hatred or
revenge, is to receive the punpearance of a smart and hard-working young
at Queenstown, Ireland, on
farmer. F-ike a good mauy men who are new
Saturday, of ishment provided for murder. The errors
tho Cunard steamer Aleppo, with the
to the witness-stand, he insisted upon testifyof the public sentiment and the weak
crew of the barque Merrimae of Boston,
ing too much, emphasizing his statements, and I the
remains of which vessel were recent- sympathy of juries, are being rapidly
arguing his own case, so that McLellan had ly found
lloating about below that port. cured.
a good deal of trouble in
keeping him within The Aleppo ran into and sunk the barque
bounds. His testimony concerning his alleged in Boston
At the present term of the Supreme Court at
Bay on the 20th ult., hut saved
courtship of Abbie, and of the genuine one of the crew and carried them lo Queens- Ellsworth, Oscar P.
Cunningham was admitted
his present wife, was given in an open and town.
to practice, on motion of Arno Wiswell,
Esq#
testimony.
an intelligent
looking man, inside of 30, with the general apl»y

no

more.

Letter From

Items, &

Local

her last appearance prior
to her departure for England.
Norfolk strawberries are in town, and

Dickens. It

Boston.

was

c.

two

"ti

s

a

see

Tim fates are not

their own soil, live by their own industry, and call no man master—men

week contains

Mrs. Wellman, going hume at night,
from her millinery store, was attacked by—

a

on

who arc shaken neither by force, or lraud,
Robert Condon, railed by defendant testified:
or intimidation—it is there, thank Ilnavcn,
Have acted a< justice of the peace; never saw
Farnham till last Sunday; have seen this plain- that Democratic victories arc achieved.
tiff before; married her to (Jco. W. Howard, at
The follow ins: extract from the WashHoward's house; ho presented me with what
purported to be a certificate from the town ington Patriot, of the day after election,
clerk: married them in Howard's kitchen; this
plaint iff stood up and consented to the marriage; throws a Hood of light on the means by
my wife and two daughters were present; went
which the result was attained—
to meeting that evening: Mr. Howard and
“The "Radical ticket is elected.
For days
bride, Ibis plaintiff, walked along with us.eighth
past this result was foreshadowed, from tin
of a mile to the school-house; services about an
cours.- pursued l»y the administration and the
hour: after meeting Wc -eparated at the doors;
unscrupulous means us -d by a corrupt rim?,
our homes lay in dilferent directions; plaintilf
both l»eiui? equally interested in currying the
i n*xt saw planibad<* my wile good evening,
election
under the new territorial gov'eminent.
titf two or three d iys afterwards; knocked at
For the first time in our history, the whole
in
the
I
invited
her
door
into
the
morning.
my
of the President and Cabinet was openly
house; she deciiiu d and -.aid that she wished power
exerted to eoeive and intimidate the public
me to mimarry her; that she did not wish to
employes into submission to their authority,
live with Mr. Howard, lie was too old a man
livery clerk, without exception, received a for1 told
for her and she wished to be unmarried.
mal notice from the chief of his bureau requirher 1 could only marry. 1 bail no authority to
Howard was fifty-four years old ing him to report and to register as a voter,
unmarry.
and yesterday the departments were all vacated
then.
at an early hour in order that this command
(Jeo. W. Howard, called by defendant, testimight be obeyed. Hundreds of men who have
fied; have lived in lirook-\ ille all my life, sixty no
color to legal residence in Washington and
years July coming: never saw the defendant
who had regularly voted in the States, were
till last week. Moss Cove, where they say he
to commit moral perjury for fear of losforced
lives, is about a dozen miles from my house.
ing their offices. It is estimated that nearly
I have been married three times and have had
2000 votes* were furnished from this class for
three children, a *on, who died in the war and
the Itadical candidates. There is not a particle
two daughters married. Julia Reason, Henry
of doubt that the success ot our opponents is
Reason's wife, wrote a letter to plaintilf for me
due
exclusively to the alien vote in the departand I received a letter from her; did not go for
ments and to the frauds in the negro vote,
her at all; she came of her own accord by the
which
we
exposed in the false registration
stage, to my house with her trunk and things; before thefully
It was then shown that
elections.
my neicc Esther Howard was stopping with
the
colored
registry on the basis of population
me for :i short time: it was not more than three
was 2b 1-0 per cent., while the white registry
or four day- from the time pit. came before we
I did marry plaintiff with her was only 10 1*2 per cent., with extraordinary
were married.
efforts on both sides.
This vast disproprotioii
consent; she was not drugged. 1 went to cannot he
explained except upon the prechurch with her that evening and returned
of
frauds.
But
there is another and
home with her; occupied the same bed with sumption
her that night: she got up and "ot breakfast still more conclusive fact, to which we now beg
as
it
to
invite
furnishes
the proof of
attention,
for me the next morning; said she wanttod toi go down to Mr. Hutchinson's, want- guilt beyond the possibility of controversy.
ed me to come down and come home with her. The census of the district was taken only a few
I told her 1 would.
1 went down to come months ago, and there has been no accession of
home with her.
I told tier I heard they were population since the census. The white male
of 21 years old and over is officially
going to serenade iis. She said they would population
Of this number, 17,74b
returned at 23.17b.
not have the privilege of serenading Abbie Perkins that night.
1 told her she took my name, were registered, which is a very large percentof
tiic
and exhibits unusual efage
aggregate,
-he said that she was going to lie unmarried;
that i< the last time I saw her. She went to fort to bring out a full vote. The colored male
21
of
population
years old and over is officially
my house Stmd.tv, when I was away, got her
trunk, wheeled it away on mv wheelbarrow returned at 10.110, while there were 10,774
names registered, or 625 more than the entire
and brought the wheelbarrow back.
I posted
her Xov. 23d. lsijfi: have .* »t been divorced population. This is palpable and irresistible
proof of a daring and extensive fraud. It is
lmt want to be.
thus established bv two modes, either of which
CROSS KXA.MIXr.I).
is unanswerable, that the black vote was swellEsther Howard bad lived with Mr. Emerson. ed several thousand
by a corrupt conspiracy.
During the three day-that the plaintilf was at Adapting the basis of white percentage of regismy bouse, I did not court her any. She put
try to the whole population, viz: 10 1-2 per
me right up to marry her there dr not at all.
cent., and the colored registry exceeds in proand f consented to be married. She told me
portion by 2s42. Upon the basis of white registhat she would have me the day before we
tration to white males over 21 years of age, the
were married; and the next day i got the cercolored registry exceeds its proportion by 2378.
tificate and was married.
So that either way a great fraud is transparent
Tuesday morning. McRellan addressed the —far more than sufficient to have determined
the result. For several days past multitudes
the
for
defendant,
and Abbott for the
jury
of negroes were brought to the city from the
plaintilf. During Mr. Abbott's address to the neighboring counties of Virginia and MaryJury, the plaintilf was moved to sobs and tears, land, and from the fisheries on the Potomac,
so much as to disturb the
upon the registration that had been
proceedings, she who votedfor
their advent by black repeaters,
prepared
arose, passed in front of the Jury, and left the trained
by the skillful knaves whose former exroom.
perience had made them adepts in this infamous
Judge Cutting concluded hi< charge at eleven work. We give a telegram, illustration: ‘The
from Alexandria are being sent up by
o'clock mu! in about fifteen minutes thereafter negroes
every boat to vote the Radical ticket. (Jet
the jury returneil a verdict that Hie defendant Alexandria men to watch the boats, and follow
did nut promise, us alleged.
negroes to the polls /
James F. Churchill and Francis Tower, for
assault and battery on John Dickey, at lirlmont. Plead guilty, and were lined'each
and costs.
James F. Churchill, for assault and battery
on John Dickey, in 1s:,s, plead
guilty, and was

Dark.

are

Correspondence of the Journal.
News of the County aniKCity.
disguised ruffians, who filled her
Boston, Apr. 30, 1871.
cents
box.
had
bo
Reported lor the Journal.
per
sixty
mouth, eyes, nose and ears with vitriol, A PAINTING OF THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG. can
One of the five Pullman Palace Cars,
which burned her horribly. It is one of is now on exhibition at the Meionaon. It
City Affairs.
Monmay. May 1, 1871.
the worst of the ku klux outrages yet re- was painted by P. F. Rothcrmel, for the ordered for the Eastern Railroad, to run
Vi.titions Pkkskntkm, viz. Harrison Mahoney
corded, and we trust will lie vigorously- state of Pennsylvania. The painting is between Bangor and Boston, arrived yesand S others, open road between lots No 44 and 4.j
ferreted out by the President, and severe- very life-like, and brings all the horrors terday.
to the shore.
Mrs. Sarah C. Preston lor road to her
of
the
lease
The unexpired
Olympic house. Daniel Lane and :u other, extend Front
ly punished. It didn’t happen in one of of that fearful day fresh to one’s mind.
has street through Darter’s
ship yard, to Sanlord wharf
the Southern States, but in Stoughton, Sitting there and looking at the fearful Theatre, together with all its contents,
Read and referred to Committee on l&o.tds. Prescott
strife pictured upon the canvas one can, been sold at auction.
Massachusetts.
llazeltine and JO others, sidewalk on Court street,
A mean fellow attempted to rob a little lrora Miller to
—The Machias Republican is urging with a little aid from t ho imagination,
Grove. John West and 22 others,
this nation, and in every branch of the
Charlestown
on
basket
of
a
Bridge side walk from Win, If. McLellan’s toCobbett I.ane,
hear the booming ot the cannon, t he girl
public service from California to Fassama- the construction of a three feet guage
shrieks of the wounded, the groans of the the other night; but unfortunately lor him so called. George McDonald and 00 others, side
quoddy. Accordingly it is not surprising railroad from Caslino to Calais. If the
walk from J.S. Caldwells, Waldo Avenue to High
must see the picture, in the draw was oil', thereby stopping his
of
statements
cost
of
who
now
Mr.
the
street. Read and referred to Committee on Walks.
that
building dyifig. One
Roberts,
published
sways
it. A description with progress. The bystanders, finding out
Itici’ou rs on Pktitions. On Petition of A. G.
Custom House in this locality, should bo and running those roads, and their ca- order to appreciate
set upon him Jewett and others lor side walk. That it Is expedient
the pen would give but a taint idea of its what he was trying to do,
for business, are correct, there is
the
same
pacity
question.
perplexed by
to build same. On Petition of Wight and others,
There arc many prominent anil gave him a severe beating.
That
tor change &c on School Districts 1 and 2.
Among the unnumbered patriots of the no reason why such a road should not be grandeur.
draw
tears
of
would
symfigures, that
they remain as now established, and an extra up
locality, a few seemed to have claims that a success.
of the lookeron. One
propriation be made lor No. j. Read and accepted.
—A committee of the Executive Council pathy from the eyes
could not be ignored. Of this class was
Generalities.
On Petition of It. Sibley, Admr., to discontinue por
of a poor little ilruniMr. Wm. A. Atkinson, who had reasons to has been investigating the State Liquor in particular, is that
tioa nt Front street. That same be done and legal
He
mcr boy. scarcely more than a child.
The Louisville Courier Journal say*
••The
taken to discontinue. Accepted and adopted.
expect the position of special revenue de- Agency at Portland. After enjoying Mr.
Rochester Democrat, oue of Grant’s organs, steps
A
comis
has
been
and
wounded,
Rutouts or Commitrr.Ks. On City Printing
dying.
The local powers Shaw’s hospitality, they report that lie
tective for the locality.
intimates that Washington used to swear like
that they had contracted with Wm. H. Simpson,
that control the appointment were willing sells a very fair article, and don’t make rade is supporting his head, while the life- a trooper. Probably he did. it his macular
and prophetic soul ever told him that the Am.
Journal Office. Accepted. On Schools, recommendblood
is
At
from
his
neck.
slowly oozing
that he should have it, providing he could too much money. All of which is reican people would one day elect such man as ing fidoOO :c appropriation for 1671. On Rnad$, rehis left elbow is his shattered drum, and Grant as his successor, it is utterly impossible
be substituted for Mr. Ames, of Bucksport, spectfully submitted.
commending$000e Labor and $2000 Cash, as appiothat ho could have kept from swearing Ilk- a
his right hand still clasps a drum-stick,
priation for 1S71. On Fir.1 Department, recommendThe latter
now acting in that capacity.
whole batallion of troopers.”
—Marston, who achieved notoriety bying $1000 as appropriation for 1S71. Accepted and
lie is looking up in his companion’s lace
have
been
could
too,
fearful
scenes
when
some
the
There were
gentleman,
accepta- sailing over the Augusta dam in a boat,
referred to Finance Committee.
in
State
Insane
such
a
with
and
still
Lincoln,
look,
a
Nebraska
Asylum,
look
pitiful
On Financk. Claim of T. Thorndike, late City
bly sacrificed, because he has made him- wanted to do it again, but the police inwas burned by an incendiary fire on the night
One
is
that
must have a
fur additional compensation. Laid
very patient.
self too forward in ferreting out certain terfered. What have the
of the 15th April. During the early stage of the Treasurer,
Augusta police
heart of stone not to be affected by all tire one of the inmates seized a club and threat- table. On Finance, appropriation tor 1*71. Recontraband matters in the sacred precincts
Kenof
the
to
the
do
with
Two
committed
children.
on Accounts and Claims.
Roll of Ac
all
the
women
navigation
and
ened to kill
got
this.
lint the official having
of Stockton,
insane men had been confined in an upper room counts No. 1, viz.: Coutengent $50.00; Highways,
nebec?
One of the spectators related an inci- and whe n the watchman released them and en- $174,1)4; Schools, $221.10; Fire Department, $!«,oo,
charge of that department at Washington,
deavored to get them out, they insisted upon
—The Baptist Church in Akron. Ohio,
dent in connection with the battle. Never
Paupers, $»;>0.00. lotal $1052.79. Read, allowed
reluming to their rooms again. They perishknowing the uselulness of Mr. Ames, re- is constructed with a
and ordered paid.
tank and
baptismal
having seen it in print, perhaps it will ed in the flames.
fused to assent to his removal.
Order presented by Alderman Kaler, for change in
furnace by which the water is warmed,
A Wandering Buoy. Mr. Moran, Charge
1 lie next move on the board was the
prove interesting. A young nobleman
tax. Was laid upon table.
d’ Affaires of the American Legation at London, Highway
and the road to Heaven rendered more in
Alderman Ferguson appointed Committee to emEngland, having displeased his lather says that a buoy seven and a half fee: long, becreation of a now office in the Belfast disif
not
more
certain.
comfortable,
was found on tie
ploy Bridge1 l ender, and report same.
by marrying beneath him, his father cast longing to the United States,
trict, that of Special Detective, with pay
western coast or- frehtnd, in the vicinity of 'Ar
City Clerk was directed to continue notice tor Col
—A hearing beloiv the Governor and him off.
He came to this country with ran Island, in the latter
part of March. It i> leeting Taxes until June ah.
amounting to four dollars per day and exC'ouneil for tlie pardon of W. (1. Kings- his wife, entered ihe army, and soon rose supposed to be one of the buoys which wer.
In Municipal Bo.wtn. Clerk was in-tailed to
po. Ss. This Mr. Atkinson’s friends were
lliver about two mouth'
in
Prison for procuring the from the ranks to a Captaincy. The night loosened in the Hudson
issue License for Billiard Saloons,Victualers and Inn
given to understand, was to be tilled by bury, tlie State
ago.
Holders, to those Licensed last season.
rebefore the battle, he told a friend that ho
him. Wo do not slop now to discuss the burning of a meeting-house in China,
The Portsmouth Chronicle learns of a lady in
The question ot appointment of Liquor Agent was
was impressed with the idea that he should that eity who has the same kerosene lamp and
need of such an office; but simply remark sulted in a refusal to pardon.
but no action taken.
chimney which she bought when kerosene oil discussed,
from
the
battle
come
and
if
never
The Board adjourned until Wednesday, May :H, at
alive;
—Brunswick is excited over the capture
that the quarrel recently going on in Portfirst appeared in the market, which have been
still
use
ever
and
are
as
'.»:43
A.
in
constant
since,
goo.!
M., to take action on City Railroad Stock in
It is ho should die he wanted him to inform his
land over the division of §20,000 seizures, of a lobster of a bright blue color.
as new.
Stockholder meeting.
shows that something has been done in supposed that somebody had been read- wife of his fate. After the battle was over
In Convkntion. Milton F. Carter elected City
It was a very Hard-shell Baptist of Tennesthat lino when such an office was un- ing to him the late proceedings of Con- his friend looked for him to come in with see who suggested when he heard of the reform- Marshal, in place ol Thumbs, declined.
the living; but ho came not; then he ation ot an ungodly neighbor, that no ordinary
thought of.
gress.
would do for that man; the only sunfor him on the battle field. For a baptism
Well, strange to say, when this new
The extensive use of cheap printing material
way would be to tie a grindstone to his feet,
—15. F. Brown, a lire bug, of Centre sought
and “anchor him over night in the middle of in
country towns, hv traders ambitions to proplace came to lie filled at Washington, Harbor, N. II., has been sent to State long time his sear’ll was fruitless. As lie the
river.”
was going from Die field, he espied in one
duce their own circulars and cards, is leading
under guidance of hints from Stockton, Prison. He had a weakness for
putting
Joel Perkins, charged with murder and ni- to a fearful demoralization oftlie art. A friend
corner n heap of the slain, and going to
Mr. Jacob ft. Tucker, of Lincolnville,
cest, has been convicted at Litchfield, Conn
matches to buildings, and enjoyed the
murder in the second degree which will hands us a specimen produced in an interior
for
he
found
Ins
where
friend.
But
was found to be the incumbent.
they lay,
People spectacle of a rousing good fire.
send him to State Prison for life. At the same town of this county, which presents itself thus—
another had come before him and drawn
wonder what special aptitude, fitness or
place Frederick Hall, for murder, has been senI have in tnv
DF.AR
SIR:—A doctor in Kansas is charged with
lie found tenced to he hanged.
the body from under the dead,
.001). Dollars worth of DRV A
Store about
training was found in Mr. T. that fitted
his
an editor, in order to get
FANCY
(i«M)D>
A
(»ROt
FIMFS
; They arc
poisoning
at
the
Pembroke
in
the
arms
of
John
Collins
him
enfolded
a
Jr., employed
him for the place. A lew years ago he
female,
I
Iron Works, was fatally injured on Wednesday just hindi goods a> .mi iilt-ii qtirchase.
wife. It shows how dangerous it is for who
was a raiser of horses and sheep among
proved to be his wife. The shock last by a large 11 v wheel. Ilis arm was broken hereby most res*p-ctfully .invite >011 to come
a newspaper man to expose his life in
had probably killed her, for she was lying off between the elbow and shoulder and thrown ami buy of me. when you an* in want of anv
the Vermont hills, and one a good deal
the collar bone broken, the mus- thing oi' the kind
some
that way.
bv his side as cold and lifeless as himself. cles ondistance,
1 always give good w. ight and measure, an I
more likely to understand the device by
the shoulder lacerated and tlie stump of
—Simpson, of tlie Belfast Jnunuil was in I'pon her breatt was an infant sleeping the arm horribly torn. He died on Sunday will not cheat you in tin quality of the goodwhich his patriarchal namesake divided
I
also ell’ & MARK all kinds of men ant
lie
town yesterday, looking fat and hearty,
night following the aceiilent.
boys OLOTHING I have some of the best!
the herd of cattle with Laban, than to has not yet received that accompaniment to a sweetly and calmly amidst all the horrors
S.
Kansas
has
arrived
at
V.
steamer
SKA
MSTRKSSKS at work for me in the < ’.muKey
tirst-class
machine.
Journal.
sewing
[Kennebec
The friend took the infant
of that night.
know how to foil smuggling that no
West, Fla., from the Tehauntepec exploring ex- try It you want any thing in thn line call on
fat and
account for the
Which
may
and
confirms
the
that
had
it
his
and
cared
for
until
to
the
ine
and
sue how we can trade
tent,
report
practipedition,
longer exists. The need of such an office
route for a canal across the I-thmu- <»f
IF you will give me your patronage 1
condition.
lie then made a visit to cable
war was over,
we leave to be explained by the sup- hearty”
found.
has
been
If I can
can get as I think an lion -t living.
Tehuantepec
not -ell lieit will damage me ver>
—And noiv Wiscasset moves to have a England taking the infant with him, found
porters of an administration that is pledgThe Gazette says Mrs. Samuel Farrar, of 1 >ex- milell. Hca-egood-!
rail alld
me alid oblige
ed to economy and retrenchment. But railroad through Aina, Whitolield anil the child’s grandfather and told its story. ter, has a tame robin which has been an inV ollls with Ke-peel.
her household for the past fourteen
The old gentleman's heart was melted, mate of
the public would really like to know how l’ittston to Gardiner or Augusta.
years. The bird is a good singer and lively as
A couple of eilt/eiis from an adjoining town,
it happened that. when tin' cup was raised,
—Lizzie Watson, a nice young widow, and the child was acknowleged his heir. ever, notwithstanding his advanced age.
who had taken several skyward observations
Till: TIIF.ATI1K GOERS
The citizens of Kendall’s Mills are about to
the little joker underneath was Tucker has been elected
thiMUgh thick-bottomed tumblers,found an abansupervisor of schools in
erect a building for a High School. They aland not Atkinson.
doned wagon wheel near the hav-seales on Satof Boston anu vicinity, for the past week,
Pittston.
have three thousand dollars subscribed
ready
urday. Straightway there arose contention
oyer the advent the building when finished will cost six thou—Trains on the Knox and Lincoln have been rejoicing
sand dollars.
h el aiming to liconcerning th ownership,
us of four noted English actors
amongst
are
now
to
Railroad
Love irt Haying Time Again, with a Little
running regularly
They grasped the raThe Prussians aver that while the French the original di-eovei'er.
Ores
Walter
William
wick,
Montgomery, lost trophies and standards by the hundred diating spoke and tugged vigorously; they
Variation.
Wiscasset.

always equally

kind.

Whatever there may be ill the inherent merits of the eases, or however legal minds

business.

my

married; first learned that I was married
at singing-meeting; Mrs. Hutchinson said i
was married.
I told her I was not; he never
claimed me as his wife after that pretended marriage. They said that Esther Howard went
home from the singing-school with this
pretend-

i:\-AMINT.n.

When I joked her about Perkins, she flew into a passion and allowed it was none of my

CROSS EXAMINED.

were

j

men, a

together.

CROSS

if;

spoke to me about marriage or
courtship. Esther asked me if I would have
her uncle; I told her I did not want him. I
had nothing to do with him after they said we

I
|

joked Abby
ing engaged to Perkins; she said shejwas en- very liot-bed of all vice. Hut in States
gaged to Perkins and wa> to he married; have like New Hampshire, the abode of free
seen Perkins and plaintitf walking several times

morning;*got

DIRECT RESUMED.

Did you hurt your-

j

I

that

W«ys

The great question to be solved in party
is the ways and means of
management
THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1871.
providing a teat for every pig, and thus
prevent angry squealing m the litters.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
This problem is akin to that of the disof perpetual motion in mechanics,
covery
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. or the
squaring of the circle in matheANI)
PROPRIETOR,
[EDITOR
matics—a thing much pondered over, but
In
Si uscRiPTiON Terms.
advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, ;$.*.50; ‘at the expiration of the never realized.
It has plagued the honest
year, $3.00.
For one square, (one and self-saerifioing patriots who now rule
Advertising Terms,

fraudulently voting
places. And
thus was the result achieved, disgraceful
to the dominant party, and a burning
shame in the sight of every honest man.
known Farnham seven years have seen plainIt is gratifying to know that radical
titf at Farnham’s house; Farnliam was then
are obtained only by such means,
Mi<s
triumphs
Webster’s
and
has
since
keeping
company,
married her, knew young Perkins; he was at and in localities notorious as
being the
work at Farnham's; once
about be-

remain in his house after ho told me that; went
to Mrs. York’s, the next neighbor's, to work,
lie was owing me when 1 went away; went
back for my wages the next
im
wage*: then had a talk with him about the way
he had treated me; staid there about half aii
hour: talked the matter all over: he then took
out $f>0 and offered it to me if I would say
nothing about it. 1 told him I did not want
did not take the money.
I went to Mrs. York's
and stayed there one week; next went to Mr.
Emerson's and stayed there a week: then went
to Mr. Howard's one Tuesday and came away
Friday night. I made known to my mother
the fact, that he was paying attention to me and
that ! was expecting to’ marry him.

never

Ques.

1 was engaged to tier after I had been to Farnliam's about two days; never saw tier before I
went there: plaintitf could not help knowing
that Farnham was going with another woman;
don’t know why she broke otf her engagement
with me; perhaps she liked the looks of some
one else better; did not tell Farnliam nor any
body else, that I was courting Abbie; I recollect
distinctly of setting up with her three Saturday
nights. I asked Farnliam for .the parlor and
then asked her to sit up with me and she did: 1
am sure of that: I was there the morning she
came hack and got her pay.
James Ordwav, called b\ defendant,testified:
Am twenty-two years old; live iuCastinc; have

Abbie F. Perkins, plaintiff, called bv her
counsel, testified: My father lives in Belfast. I
was twenty-four years old the 20th of last Dee.;
have worked out ever since T was old enough!
I went to defendant's house to live, the last of
Sept. 18G3; was there a little over two years;
quit there in 1S(V», the 17th of Sept.; that was
tin- night he said he was married. Farnham's
family consisted of himself and his mother.
His father was dead; his mother is living now.
lie commenced courting me in Sept. Oth. ls(D,
and continued till Sept. 17th, 1805. when he
broke oil'. In May 1805, he gave me his photograph. (witness shows photograph.) I did not
give him mine; had none taken. He gave me
an engagement ring in June.
(Witness shows
ring marked “Forget me not.") He asked me
for that wng again. I thought J would keep it.
He b married, in June, just before my sister
was there, we set the time to be married my
birthday the 20th of Dec. lso5. in is05 he cut
hi-, foot, was disabled: had no man to do the
barn work, and 1 did it for him.
I would not
have done it if we had not been engaged. He
gave m«' the key to his chest: had money in the
host and entrusted me with that.
I mistrusted
that he was paying attention to his present wife
about three weeks before he was married; before he attempted to get this ring from me.
I
was not present at his marriage; did not know
any thing about his being married, till he told
me of it the night lie was married.
I did not

Howard

think.

CROSS EXAMINED.

for defence.

who swung this
handkerchief in my face; was at home in Belfast that fall and stayed 'til sometime in the
winter; then went to Mr. Wardwell’s in Penobscot ; was there two months; then went to
Mr. Hodgdon’s, in Castine, where I am still living : came home to Belfast week ago to day, for
tin* purpose of this trial; never rode out with
Perkins.

Perkins

Ans. Yes, when I cut myself; never rode
to Castine with plaintitf; never gave her a ring,
God knows it: came here to tell the truth;
wrote two or three business letters for her to
send home; did not let her keep the key to my
chest; never told Mary that 1 was going to
marry Abbie.
William II. Perkins, called by defendant testified: live at Penobscot; age 27: know Miss
Perkins; went to work for Farnliam in July.
1KG5; boarded and slept at his house; was at
his house when lie was married; had heard
that lie was engaged to his present wife,
Frances Webster: lie was not engaged to Abbie
Perkins; never saw him sit up with her nor
walk with her. I sat tip with her as maiiv as a
dozen times, in the parlor, alone; Farnliam
knew it; carried her to my father's house and
stayed three days; she went home with mein
the stage once: staid one night and I carried
her hack to Farnham's with my father's horse;
I was engaged to her to ho married: she left
me; she went down to Mr. Howards and I
lost run of her then.

case

woman

Young

do the work: sometimes she would take me to
the barn on a hand sled; once in a while she
would pitch some hay down : she did not hurt

OF PROMISE CASE.

acquainted with the

me.

married; plaintiff left me the day 1 was
married; left nobody in the house to do the
work hut mother; don’t know as there was
more than one beside plaintitf jealous of me:
plaintiff use to run the woman that 1 went to
see; don't know but she did me sometimes; in
winter of 1SGJ cut my foot; she use to help me

was found to
rest of the sails the

was not there when I left.
I merely passed the time of day with him. I never
told any of my neighbors that I was engaged to
Perkins, never set up a night with him. Mr.
Vork'* family consisted of himself, wife, one
daughter and a son by the name ot Fred. I
‘-tayed at Mr. York's a* week; York lives next
house to defendant; next went to Geo. Emer'on's in Fastine, about two miles from defendant’s; bail a letter from Esther Howard, Geo.
Howard's neice; told them 1 would come down
and it I liked, would stay: got there Tuesday
night; Howard’s family, at that time, consisted
ot himself and niece; the next Friday, they said
I was married to Howard; went to a singing
school that night.
Friday i was quilting on a
quilt; after supper Mrs. Howard said she wanted to see me in the bed-room.
I went in. She
asked me to sit down on the side of the bed:
'-be had a handkerchief in her hand;
kept it
*winging back and forth in my face; we were
the only persons in the bed-room; I carried the
quilt iu to see how it fitted the bed. We talki d
about going to singing-school; 1 commenced to
grow sleepy; the next thing I remember is
standing up; that’s all I remember; did not
tall down; remember of going to singing-school
with Mrs. Esther Howard and Mr. Condon;
don't remember whether Mr. Howard went;
slept at Mrs. Hutchinson’s that night; did not
go home with Mrs. Howard; did not go to
Howard's alter that excepting one Sunday, to
get my trunk; did not see inis defendant at all
while f was at Howard’s; don’t know as lie
knew there was such a man as Howard or Condon: did not know that Howard had posted
me; do not know whether the defendant was

of

CROSS EXAMINED.

and Pierce for defence.
( larissa E. Thayer vs. Beni. P. Hull and
others. Action to recover value of clothing
mortgaged to plaintiff*, and by the mortgagor
sold to defendant. The case was so much mixed. that the contestants themselves, in despair
of unravelling it, entered neither party and
• ailed it a draw
game.
Monday, May 1st.
DKKACII

jealous

Plaintiff came to my house the 4tli of An*?.
1SG3; 1 put it down in my book; did not bring
my wife home till about :t week after we were

The lien

plaintiff' keeps. Hubbard for plaintiff.

were

worked for me that summer about two months;
he courted Abbie; and they use to sit up
nights after I went to bed; Abbie said so and
sin; knows it; from 1805 to 1870 I was never
called on by her for money; had the same
property then as now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

maj- draw distinctions so line as to be imperceptible to the ordinary faculties, itdoes
seem

hard that the exhibition ol

erated

heart

umphant

lac-

bear away a triverdict of 82,000, and the other

be answered
never

one

should

Washington,

promised.”

a

got hack

to

tolerable state of preser-

dames M. Mason, who was Confederate Minister to England, died at Alexan-

dria,

Friday night. Mr. Mason, it will
be remembered, was taken by force, with
on

from
judgment of Slidell,
an act which
pathetic story

of Jacob’s service for bis wife, reversed
to illustrate Abbe's service fora husband,
even to
the care of Hocks and herds,

in

has

vation.

with the cold
The

Grant

—President

the British steamer Trent,
came

near

bringing

on war

between the two countries.

A letter from Mr. C. J. II:dl, dated at lvist
Sullivan, intimates tliat Mr. Palmer. wlmi-c
stave jointing maehine we have nolieeil, «toriveil his ideas from him—that Mr. 1’. sawliis model
id'
a
man’s
that the keeper
chest-key and in progress and constructed one himself. Mr.
of his spare shirts must of necessity be Hall says—“As 1 learn about Mr. l’-s maehine
Vain the photo- it is the same principle upon which staves are
the keeper of his heart.
graph, and useless the ring with its tender jointed* now—viz : sibling on a curved track.
I am happy to state that T have a full
motto of Forget Me Not.
grown
machine,
capable of doing the work fast
There seems to run all through the
enough, and well enough, together with a conwarp and woof of these rural stories of sciousness of having stolen my ideas from no
blighted affection, the sweet memories of one." The late hour at which Mr. [[all's letter
haying time. The scent of the new mown is received, prevents its publication in full.
With a wish to do justice to all parties, we see
grass assails the nostrils of imagination.
One hears the clink-clink of the scythe that this matter is liable to grow into a staving
controversy, of small interest to out readers.
sharpening, the tips}- song of the bob o’ That we wish to avoid.
link, and sees the towering hay-rick slow-

moved not the hard-hearted interpreters
In vain the plea
of the law and the facts.

ly wending

homeward.

Bryant says—

thou idly ask to hear
what gentle season
Nymphs relent, when lovers near
Press the tcmlcrcst reason':"
We should answer that conundrum,
••! lost
At

decidedly, that in this latitude it is
haying time. Nature doubtless infuses
into humanity something of her pervadrestless, unsatisfied
ing calorie. The
longing” then becomes most urgent in its
demands, and the days and nights doubly
dangerous.
A word in Ihc ear of philandering
most
in

young men. Beware of the season of
cutting and curing grass. When the sun

is in
wave

Leo,

and

the

ripening grasses
scythes and

in the breeze ; when the

True

Words.

Let Republicans say what they will ot
the Democratic party; the groat truth
still remains, and forces itself every day
upon the convictions of reasonable men,
that the mad career upon which extreme
Radicals have entered can bo arrested only by the power of the Democrats.
Thoughtful men sec with undisguised
alarm that tho Constitution, strained to
the utmost during the war, is now in immediate danger of such an overthrow
that the will of one man, or of a party
caucus, shall lie our only supreme law.
As a Republican Senator recently admitted, the Constitution has already been so
shingled over with amendments and precedents that its original form can scarcely be discovered. Each new precedent
acquires, under Radical hands, all the
power of an amendment; each amendment is strained and magnified into a revolution in our form of government.
Today', with the assent of a majority of the
Senate, the President grasps and uses at
his pleasure the war-making power.
Without even the pool' pretext that a
treaty is still pending involving inchoate
rights he dictates with his guns to one
foreign power, interferes actively in the
internal affairs of another, and, at the
risk of war with any civilized nation,
pushes a corrupt scheme in defiance of

pitchforks are gotten out; when the
hay-rick is repaired, and the. grindstone
hung—then unless you mean business,
keep away from Betsy Jane in the kitchen.
Keep your sheep’s eyes from wandering, go early to bod, and don’t set up
to look at the moon. Hide your photograph, and don’t buy jewelry. If you
neglect this advice, and are brought to
the temple of justice in this city, don’t
blame us if you are east in damages, and
public censure. Even while the Executhe Journal is made piquant witli the
tive thus usurps power in dealing with
sworn recital of all your tender but repuforeign nations, and grossly abuses the
In short, young men, be- power thus usurped, his party adherents
diated wooing.
are demanding for him a new and almost
ware how, in the language of Choate, you
the

“seek to soften the

asperities

of

hay-mak-

ing.”
Quarrel

over

the Spoil9.

in the U. S. Court
going
Portland, between William A. Cromwell and Norman A. Bingham, to recover
$5,000, the informer’s share of forfeited
The parties were
contraband goods.
A suit is

on

at

detectives, and Cromwell claims
that he didn’t get a fair “divy” of the
revenue

spoils.

The seizures

were

made in Bel-

fast, and witnesses have been summoned
As evidence that he is
from this locality.
entitled to one half the informer’s share,
and that Bingham expected that ho would
have it, Cromwell introduces the follow-

ing

letter—

Portland, March 3, ISfiT.
I wrote you nuile
Fill KM > Oromwki-i.:
hastily yesterday. The Belfast offenders have
Mr.
which
terms
Devereux will exproposed

plain
I

to you.

Mr. Devereux is of the opinion that you and
are entitled to the informant’s share ot what

is paid as penalty for goals brought or sold by
Howe and Anderson, other than the goods that
were brought in the Wakulla, which it is agreed
I think he is right about
is about one half.
this, except what may lie outside agreement or
understanding between the parties, of which,
so far as you are
concerned, you know of
course made between them.
One-fourth of the
amount to about $1,200,
will
share
informant’s
aftor the costs are all paid.
We must meet and have a sit down when the
fox is skinned.
Write sure.
Yours as ever,
Bingham.

It seems that after the animal’s

hide

oft’, Bingham pocketed it, tail and all.
Hence this suit. The Jury came in on
Tuesday with a verdict giving Cromwell
was

$i500 and cost3.

unlimited extension of power in domestic affairs, (five to him the light to send
troops into any State without application
from any local authority, with none of
those restraints which the Constitution
wisely interposes between despotic centralization and local self-government, and
of his own mere motion, upon information known only to himself, and of which
he is the sole judge, to proclaim martial
law wherever he likes, and what farther
step toward the subversion of our liberties will remain? Only one—if indeed
that is a farther step, it will remain only for American freemen to copy the example of Rothc and decree that erne man
shall “take care of the Republic.”
[N. V.
World

during the

dames Bennett, and Chas. Kemble Mason.
There has been a revival of Shakspeare’s
characters. The

one

lost lnit

far recovered as to he able to ride
about the house. His brother hasn’t
a moment since he was taken ill.

Not

j
[
tors in the drama, the exhibition !

was indefinitely postponed.
They were j
brough up from the jail on Wednesday
j
morning, in one of the Black Marias, and j
in
the
Tombs
to
await the opening
lodged

of the Court.

In the back part of the cell
the prisoners, and partially

occupied by
exposed to their view

Opinion.

[ Kxtract from his Speech, delivered recently at New
Orleans.]

liefore signing the agreement with (ion.
.Joe Johnston I called together all the
Generals under my command, and without a dissenting voice they agreed with
I believe they surrendered in
me.
good
faith, and would have lived up to the
letter
of
the
very
agreement, and, in my
opinion, if there had been no reconstruction acts of Congress, and the armies
been left at the lime to settle all questions
of difference between the different sections of the country, the people would at
once have become quiet and peaceable.
I probably have as good means of information as most persons in regard to what
is called the Klu-Klux, anil am perfectly satisfied that the thing is greatly overestimated; and if the Klu-Klux bills were
kept out of Congress, and the army kept
at their legitimate duties, there are
enough good and true men in all Southern States to put down all Klu-Klux or
other bands of manraders.
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strongest propensity in woman's natun •,
says u careful student of tin- sex, is to want to
know what is going on, and the ne\t stron-'v.:
i>. to boss the job.
The
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recently, a family oil cillireii
poor dilapid it.ed old fellow picking
at tie* b.t iv do n*.
They
the kiteh-u. and replenished

the >will barrel

invited him into

his inner man, with a a >d
meal
li
tuar
declined to say much about himself, furthei
than that he had travelled 011 foot from Au>

The writer of an obituary notieeof an estimable lady, said that the bereaved husband was j gusta. Tlie people who took him in thought
“hardly able to hear the demise of his wife.” I there wa- a touch ot the Insane Hospital about
line, used to conduct heat into the apart- Imagine his disgust on reading in print that him.
the bereaved husband was “hardly able to w< u
ment of the t'lerk of the Municipal Court.
the chemise of hi* wife."
A <•«»tii»l«• -1 !• »>' of this city while on a huntitijj; ex. ursion in !li«■ back part of 1 !n* «• it> on
They set to work, and with the aid of
s’ wr,
Mrs.
Susan
noon,
Libby,
Thursday
Link* ipsvt st tvaUl. :i few d:iV> :i^<>, stirred up
their pocket-knives, soon had a hole cut old, of Portland, fell back in her chair and in
water 'ii ilv*
a colony -a
which li.nl mu.I.in the tine large enough for a medium stantlv expired without a struggle.
Alter killing :i eonple.it
home in tin- I*•• 1
of
ilo/.eil
tired
the
they got
sport several escapTin- Maine Centra! Railroad Co., have [landsize man to pass through. Three of them
ed. The iurgest one was four feet long :nt.l six
ed real estate in Augusta with a view to the in<
m any u(‘our exsucceeded in making their escape through tensive enlargement and improvement .>t tin ;r inches in iivmntcrcnei
changes tell a bigger snake M-ita lhal is tro
the Hue into the clerk’s room, and thene0 depot grounds.
l’rog. Age.
If the citizens of liangor will expend about
into the street. The fourth one, front to
There is one in the third chapter of lieueM*.
£.5000 in preparation and give a guarantemuch obesity, was unable to crawl
which rather excels it in magnitude. and is
against loss, the State Agricultural s ».deiv will
generally thought to he true. In that ase the
through, and finding that his attempts to hold a Fair there this fall.
Two girls in a smalltown in (>li i«» run a Maek- snake rather got the advantage.
do so were useless, he raised an alarm,
all bv themselves. They dre>* in
smith
A < ’aslille letle| ill till
Lwistoil bilinial
but his companions had gone no one bloomershop
well
costume and shoe a hor-e iu-f
vere blow oil Tuesday,
savs that during tlie
A large force was deknowclli whither.
a lobster boat coming op the bay
it Turtle
Hon. William McLoon, of lioekland. a prom- head, was dismasted. There \v i-, but one man
tailed by the chief of police to look for
on board and he was without oars and utter!)
inent shipowner and wealthy eitizeu, die-1 Fri
them, and it is hoped that ere long they day morning, aged 'is years.
helpless. < apt. Hatch if the pael.et Spy. at
Castine, hearing of his situation started in
will again be in the clutches of the law,
.lames M. Mason, ex-C >nf«-derate Minister to search of him, and towed in his boat. The man
from which they will not so easily escape England, is sinking r.ipi llv at his home invir had been In this situation tor xe\. ral hours and
Alexandria.
had nearly perished with the cold.
a second time.
The Augusta .Journal learns that Mrs. Philip
A KIVKIIF.AUTKP .H'tMSE.
It is currently report'd that, the hoiseoi a
Addition of Do\tor, attempted tooommil suicide
to the Fourth Ward m
Boston c:in boast of having among its on Friday by cutting lior throat with a razor. gentleman pertaining
She did not succeed in severing any of the large the <'ily < iov eminent, t it i. iieioiisl v went home
varieties, a tender hearted Judge. Last arteries, but out a portion
the
windpipe. the other night, leaving the biped t«► use hi
yl
Her physician thinks then i- about an even
Wednesday a young colored hoy was chance
legs, "iveirm: was in oidei about that time.
for her recovery.
brought up before Judge Churchill, on
Our fellow eiti/.eii, \ iron I.car, has lost his
The city of Calais has passed an order inst metcomplaint of a colored woman, who keeps ing the Mayor to call on ('. It. Whiddcn, ■
\\
'aw the once pawing and prancing
horse.
the
inn
Jo
tin*
to
back
and
him
city
a sailor's hoarding-house, charging him
request
pay
stead ignomimoiis|v drawn away, with a chain
of $128f>.4;», with interest from the time In iv
with assault. The. boy was lined three ceived it to tin*
around his u> ek, while \ iroii looked on with
present time, and if he ivfo-<*- .>•
dollars and cost, amounting in all to eight neglects to do so, that the cit\ Sohi-itoi in* in- a gathering tear in his eye. Such is the fate ol
structed to commence an action for the r.-eoven
boss tlesh.
dollars.
When the Judge found he could of the same; says the Press.
not pay it, and by going to the House of
-May iiiir in i- l»ni.'I it. balmy and uulin aWilliam Low, the well known Bangui* market
Correction, he would lose a chance of go- man, died suddenly. Monday morning. «»l *»n- a limit If ilof s\v»rt si vleen. I’li. sun shone out
of the lungs.
gestion
warmly ami tin* /**|»livi* fame -oftlv from lli«
ing to sea the next morning, he put his
that Mr. James spear, a
The Reporter
west. fivii'hled wiili tli.• rich promise «»t leaf
hand in his own pocket and paid the fine well known and says
esteemed citizen of West ti tr- ami flower an.I blossom.
for the hoy; thus restoring him to liberty. iliner, aged about70 years, was found dead in hilield, where he was at work, on Wednesday
Mr. W. T. Colburn In- shown us specimenFrom the testimony given, the woman forenoon.
•>f wooden shank.- tor hook- and shoe- which
provoked the assault.
of
Holden, Mo..-hot
B. (’. Young, a printer
are now manufa. lured in lanm .piantitirs at the
his wife through the head, Saturday, instantly
A PISTOL ACCIDENT.
Roberts mill, in Brooks. Tin* wood is sawn
killing her, and then shot himself, Cause, ininto sheets, softened I»v steam, ami eiit by dieAn almost fatal accident happened in temperance.
Hanover street on Saturday evening, from
The Boston <fe Maine Railroad Company, it i- Cver fifty baud-, men ami women, are emthe careless use of firearms. A young reported, have contracted for the rails and sleepers for the extension to Portland.
man named Lall'erty, was
The entertaimnent by the Stockton Debatim.'
playing with a
An admired young minister of Boston, is
pistol supposing it to be unloaded, when said to be the happy but embarrassed possessor (’lub, on Saturday evening was a decided sucIi will be re
cess, and gave great -atisfaetion.
it went oil", the ball taking effect in the of a barrel of slippers, the gills of young ladii
interested in the welfare of his sole.
peated on Saturday evening. May bib.
lung of a young girl named Burke, who
The British government has sent a valuable
John McCabe, of Belfast, all iumate of the
A physician was
was standing near by.
telescope to C'apt. Poland, of schr. Charles T. Reform School, is giving the oilicer.s some
immediately summoned, but did not suc- ileyer, as recognition of his services in saving
trouble by breakimr out. He wa- mf during
ceed in extracting the ball until the next the crew of the brig Sharon.
minority, for burglary.
morning. She is lying in a very critical
was a

tin hot air
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condition.
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A LOAD OK

UNWHOLESOME

MI*:AT

seized in North street on Wednesday
morning, by Mr. Rice, Superintendent of
Quincy Market. There was beef in the
team which looked as though the animal
had died from some disease, and the Doctor who inspected it pronounced it unwas

Sherman’s

broke

Wheel away.

crutch
left him

An Illinois man is under arrest lor killing a
friend in Texas. It is alleged that after the
murder he returned to Illinois and married his
victim’s sister, standing at the moment of the
ceremony in the boots he had taken from the
murdered man’s feet.

disputants, with a scientific
the hold ol each, and rolled the

the collar of the

jerk

a

Agricultural

Products of Maine.

■

Gen.

I blasphemed and pushed, tumbling over steps
I and box* s, .md -coined in way to realize the
old time punishment ofbreakiug on the wheel.
At length a stalwart policeman laid a hand on

The statue of Prof. Morse, the inventor of
the telegraph, will be unveiled in New 'i o,-k
nr-June Nth. and the the telegraph operatm
to have a i ubilee on the occasion.

being ready for trial, they were locked up
in jail t > await that event, which waste
have taken place last Wednesday morning.
But owing to the nonappearanee of the
a(

haw

Chang, the paralyzed Siamese twin, basso

Some three weeks ago a band of noted
burglars and robbers, was arrested by

chief

they themselves

The Charleston (S. 0.) Courier very sugge-Lively heads an article upon the anarchy which
prevails in France as follows: “France in
search of a master.”

REMAP KAUI.E ESCAPE OF UUP.GT.AUS.

of the fourth station.

standard.

1

received with the most

representations and was witnessed by
large and delighted audiences.

officers

late war, that

A miserable old bachelor says that one <»f the
most lamentable effects of the late French wai
is the distressing fact that there are only twcu
t v new styles of spring bonnets this year.

favor, probably because the most rare,
It received three
was
Julius Caesar.

the

one

wholesome for food.

Resides the beef

Thu Census Bureau has just collected
the agricultural returns tor the State ot
Maine. The total quantity of improved
land is 2,719,793 acres; value of farms
$102,961,951 ; of farming implements
and machinery $4.809,113. The total value of wages paid during the year. inelud
ing the value of hoard, was $293,292.
The value of live stock in the State is $23,307,128. Some ot the productions of the
year were as follows: Wheat, 278,790

several calves which could not
The owner of the
team was wise enough to keep at a safe bushels; Indian corn, 1,089,888 bushels;
distance, and has not yet been discovered. oats, 2,351,351 bushels; wool, 1.774,108
tlier

were

he over live weeks old.

pounds;

Irish

potatoes7,771,009 bushels;

are

indebted to Mr. I

II.

Reynolds,

at

present sojourning if I’homi-tou, lor a bov of
large, erispv lettiie. -an appropriate salad a*
eompauiment to the spring lob-dor crop.
I’ll'1 selectmen of Freedom Im\ c petitioned
;i new road IVom
tli.it village to tin* Thorn
iliko railroad station. Freedom will furnish a
large amount of business to tho railroad.
loi

t'ol. Wildes and Hon. S. II. Make \v>‘i«* m
tin* city on Tuesday, inaUiii : ili«* [• iodic d examination of our railroad. which is the duty of
tin* Railroad Commissioner-..

The Belfast Saving Bank wants state of
.Maine Bonds. See idvcrtisemcnt.

handsome specimen
We liavt* l»een shown
butter, 11,036,482 pounds; cheese, 1,152,of the natural pro Inets *>f Nevada—a silver
590
forest
1,063,115
hay,
pounds;
tons;
Giant's
Irish
Thursthe
captivity expired
productions, $1,531,741; home manufac- hrlek wtighing H ouiic.-*, and worth
day morning. lie was received with much tures $450,988 ; value of animals slaugh- It was >ent I»\ Mr. I*. IV lla/.eltiue to his moth
joy by the sporting fraternity in our city. tered, $4,939,071. The estimated value er in this city.
They gave him a benefit at the Olympic of all farm productions ^including betterA sale of «-oiitrahand goods at the Custom
ments and additions to stock is $33,470,on Friday and
last week, put a neat margin of profit
Saturday evenings, lie 044. The
weed” was cultiva- House,
“fragrant
into the pockets of those who happened to
says he shall do nothing that will make ted to4he extent ot 15
pounds. The rank
hear it in mind.
him liable to the laws of the State again. of counties as concerns production is as
follows: Penobscot, Kennebec, SomerNFAVS IN ISKIEK.
Lewis K. Hubbard, of Winterport, was adset, Cumberland, York, Oxford, Waldo, mitted to the
Kate Field lectured on Thursday evenpractice of law last week.
LinFranklin,
Androscoggin,
Aroostook,
Mr. Hummer, of (tnity has sold his tavern at
ing, aL Horticultural Hall, in aid of the coln, Piscataquis, Hancock, Washington,
that place, we learn.
North End Mission. Subject, Charles Knox, Sagadahoc. [Press.
NEl)

O’lSAI.DWIN,

Railroad Least'
At the

nu

etiug

ot

Patents. Issued to Maine inventors, for the
week ending April ‘25th, 1871, and each bearing
that date. Reported for the Journal by Wm. F.
Scavey, Solicitor of Patents, Schwartz Block,
West Market Square, Bangor, Me.*.
D. W. Brockway, Dover, Trunk Fastener;
Jas. Dunning, Bangor, Watchman’s Time Detector; p. W. Sawyer, (tray, Water Elevator;
li. Woodman, Saco, Dividing ‘Wheel for Weft
Thread Knitting Machines; E. II. Woodsum,
Harrison, Grain Cutter; Daniel Sullivan, Bangor, Boiler; I). W. Washburn, Brewer, Guide
for Circular Saws.
Whole number of Patents issued for the week,
28b. together with 10 Re-issues, 5 Extensions,
17 Designs, and 1 Trade-marks.

Accepted'

the stockholders ot

of the ltellast and Moosehoad Lake Kailr.i-id, on Wednesday, it was voted to ac-

eept the lease and rental of *;»(>.000 often d by the Maine Central, for a term of
lilt v years. The lease takes effect May
l‘»lh
The whole stock vote was f>30 1
all but -J_’

shares
The

following

the stockholders

being

in favor.

resolution

previous

to

«

and
Parlors and

left

Fair-Crittenden

All work done in the best mnnucr.
Slate promptly attended to.

Ask for Dr. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters.

J.P. (>.

MARRIED.

Peter C. Barker, Orrington,
Janies F, Murray, Glenburg,
Joseph S. Wheelriglit, Bangor,
W. Donigan, Oldtown,

j. p. u.

Horatio B. Barker, Blnglmm,
Rcnj, K. Bartlett, New Portland.

J. P. Q.
Ded. Jus.

of tin-most exciting criminal cases ever
WALDO.
it .1 lx lure the courts of Sail Francisco, is that
J. P. Q.
Elisha 11. Haney, Belfast,,
.I l ,am a 1*. l air lor tin1 assassination of Judge
J. P. O.
Hiram
Palermo,
Worthing,
\. F. t i-ittcmlen, which has just been brought
:>» a * losc in the Fifteenth District Court of
Belfast Police Court.
'alifornia. Judge Dwindle presiding.
M rs. Fail is ;;t years old. a native of Memphis
Reported lor the Journal.
uid a woman of education and ability. When
nut IS years old she was married to a Mr. Stone
April, ‘29th, John Brier, charged with at
who died within a year and in a twelvemonth
tempting with two others, in the night time, to
lus willow was married again, this time to a
lnval; into the dwelling house occupied by Ann
Mi tirayson.
With Cray>on she was very mi.Sentenced to a fine of
Kent and family.
hajipN. and alter living with him on'v six ,s.
montlis tin \ M‘|cirated. and -lie sued foi a di- three dollars and costs.
vorce.
He lota- a decision had been rendered in
tie divorce -11i: she Went to California, arriving
l)r. Wing has been a student ever since he
then- in September. lsV>. Shortlv after her arcommenced to learn the A. B. &. C. Whether
al in San Franeiseo, she removed to Shasta,
he is at home or abroad medical books are alat which place she became acquainted with Col.
ways with him, and every opportunity is occuH iliiain D. f air, a lawyer ot Siskiyou county,
2w43.
in study and observation.
md was married to him in lsfii*. Her extrava- pied
e nice and bail eondiiet caused Col. Fair to coin“A handy house” saves much strength to
mil Niiieide in less than two years. The public
women who do their own house work, and a
not knowing the cause s\ mpathi/.cd deeply with bottle of Kenne’s Magic Oil in the house, timely
this handsome voting widow, and about one
used, often prevents much pain and sutiering,
year after the death of her husband, some of! besides saving those large doctor’s bills. Try it.
her friends, believing that she had dramatic
>old by Moody.
talent, advised her to adopt the stage as a pro- j
Dr. S.u.k's Catarrh Remedy is no Patent
She consented and made ail appearfessjon.
Medicine humbug gotten up to dupe the ignoanye oil the stage with small success.
and credulous, nor is it represented as berant
the
Waslioc
excitement
she
During
mining
and precious substances,
went to
City, where she kept a board- ing “composed of rare
from the tour corners of the earth, carbrought
house or hotel. There her partner undertook to
run the national flag up over the hotel.
She ried seven times across the Great Desert of
threatened to shoot him, and did wound him. Sahara on the backs of fourteen camels, and
>he was tried for the offence, and acquitted be- brought across the Atlantic Ocean on two ships.”
ing defended by Judge Crittenden of whose li is a simple, mild, soothing pleasant Remedy,
murder she has just icon found guilty. Crit- a perfect specific for Chronic Nasal Catarrh,
tenden at the time of the Washoe trial was “Cold in the head,” and kindred diseases. The
about 4s years old. lie was a nephew of the proprietor, R. V. Pierce, M. I)., of Buffalo, N.
Y., otters a reward of $500 for a case of Catarrh
late John C. Crittenden. United States Senator
For sale by most druggists
he cannot cure.
imin Kentucky.
While Andrew Jackson was
he
an
i’iesident.
received
appointment to the everywhere. Sent by mail, postpaid, for sixty
West Feint Military School, and graduated in cents. Address the sole proprietor as above.
-.one class with Beauregard and Sherman, in
No Moke Mercury for me! “Put them in
iSoon after the discovery of gold in Calithe fire, my dear,” was the advice of Mrs. Malei nia, he went there, and made Sail Fraucisco
to her son, a bilious and dyspeptic youth j
hi- place of residence,
lie was brother-in-law carlliy
who hud just brought home another box of blue I
■■t the late Tod Robinson, and, at the time of his
“But what am 1 to take, then, mother?” I
pills.
death, was Supreme Court Reporter. ITc was
said he. “Get a bottle of Plantation Bit1
very able lawyer, and ranked high in the proters." she replied; “I’ll guarantee it does you
; ""ion in the state.
He was visiting Virginia
He did so; and then another and an’.tv and boarding at her house at the time of good."
other. With the third bottle all Ins unpleasant
her shooting atfray from the consequence of
symptoms vanished. In a letter to a young
is hi. h he relieved her, at once became
intimate friend he relates this anecdote; and winds
up
ss ilh her and made
apparently no exertions to with “No more mercury for me!”
k. p the matter secret, through Crittenden s
wile was living and he bail a family of grown
Mr. K int;dom Clifford recently said in a
lecture before the Royal Institute that “It is
up children. She went to San Francisco and
he followed her. They were frequently seen in quite possible for conventional rules of action
public and their intimacy was kept a number of and conventional habits of thought to get such
vears.
In lN’.ti their first separation took place.
power that progress is impossible,” a truism for
Mrs. 1- air went back to the Tahoe House to her every walk, work or profession and a proper
mother, who was still keeping that hotel in heading, for a n advertisement for Fellows’
V irginia < ’itv. Crittenden yielded to his wick- llYFoFHOsriUTKS. This preparation has been
d passion, and pursued her thither.
The before the public several years, has been tried,
mother insisted on his at once getting a divorce tested and approved by the leading men in the
from his wife, and marrying Mrs. Fair accord- faculty of medicine, ami yet there are fossils in
ing to agreement, or else that he should imme- the profession, who presist in prescribing the
diately and everlastingly separate from her. old palliative remedies of their grandsires in
* rittenden
promised to do the handsome thing such diseases as Consumption, Bronchitis and
and left, but soon returned and took Mrs.
Fair, others indicative of prostration of the vital pow■‘gainst her mother's wishes, to San Francisco, ers. and pronounce them incurable. Progress
the mother going along to watch over her in medical science is indeed impossible where
laughter's interests. They lived in San Fran- conventional habit of thought has such strongi'co on the most intimate terms, and in a wav holds.
hieh. as seen in the lurid light of the murder
Who that has soon a dangerous disease arDial, was utterly reckless. In the spring of
rested by an able physician or a good medicine
DC,. Crittenden went to Yirgihia
City to iook but values
both? lie it your family physician to
.Iter mining "peculation in which he and Mrs.
whom you owe so many escapes from aches and
Fan were both interested. While there he
ails, or Dr. Ayer's inimitable remedies:—his
u rote her the most pas"ioiiate love letters.
In June Fm.D lie followed her to New Orleans Sarsaparilla that renewed your vitality or Cherry Pectoral that cured a painful cough, or his
and accompanied her to New York. West Point
Ague Cure that expelled the freezing ague and
,nd
Sewhi n
lie returned to « alifornia in
the Jail and she soon followed him.
While at burning fever from your blood. Who that has
her mother's house in June, ls7b, Mrs. Fair been relieved by any of these agencies hut feels
made the acquaintance oi a Mr. Sender, a
grateful for them all? [Bangor Times, lmU
wealthy man. and married him after a week's
We should not hesitate to recommend to any
courtship. Crittenden, taking exception to this friend of ours, Parsons’ Purgative Pills; they
marriage, persuaded her to sue for a divorce, are scient ifically prepared, and are
to all
-lie followed his directions and in less than two
the purposes ot a good purgative medicine.
months she was free.
\\ hcii « rittenden urst paid attention to Mrs.
Decidedly the best remedy that has ever been
Fair lit- told Im-i that In was a widower, and
discovered for Rheumatism, Swoleu or Stiff,
wlit'ii she leai-ned that hi-, wife was li\in‘_r he •Joints, Flesh Wounds,*,1Sprains, Bruises, Cuts,
pioiiii-ed to gV. w;ih Mi '. I »ir to Indiana ‘and and burns, is .Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
Ilf al>.i proini>ed to have
We use it. and always recommend it to our
j*ro4-ure a divorce.
nothing more to do with his wile. After Mrs. friends.
hair's marriage with Synder, tlie triends of
The Times says l)r. Walpole has lost his
( rittenden advised him to east her off
forever, beautiful chestnut mare. She died suddenly in
• >ut he did not do so,
as
a
that
alleging
reason,
tin harness, it is supposed from Bots or Pin
In feared unpleasant disclosures. She also had
Worms. If the Dr. had used Sheridan’s Cavalthreatened that in ease he discarded her she
ry Condition Powders, he would no doubt, have
would eominit suieidi
had Ins mare to-day—they are death on worms.
< rittenden seems howe\ or to have dt terinined
"U reformation, and the return ol liiChapped Hands are very common with those
family
who have their hands much in water. A few
ir<»m tlif hast hastened matters. Mrs. Crittenden. with her children, arrived in.San Francisco drops of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment rubbed
over the hands two or three times a day, will
"ii tic* morning of the doth of November, isTo.
« mi the afternoon ol the arrival of Mrs. Critkeep them soft and white. Fishermen, sailors,
tenden, Crittenden ai-eompanied liis family on and others will do well to remember this.
board the ferryboat Id Capital, vvhieti plied l»eFou Neuralgia.
Immeasurably the best
tween San Franeiseo and Oakland, at which
known cure for neuralgia, rheumatic pains,
latter place was located the family' residence. I
headaches
and
ailments
of that nature, that has
When the boat had accomplished about one
been brought to public notice, i* Briggs’
hall the trip, Mrs. Fair, attired m a long water- yet
This valuable compound is preAllcvantor.
proof cloak with a heavy brown veil concealing
bv l)r. J. Briggs, the celebrated cliiropoher features, approached Crittenden who was pared
i
and like bis corn curative is an undoubted
seated by the side of his wife, and presenting a »list,
I SllCCSSS.
l)ci inger pi.-tol shot at him, wounding him
mortally. Alter tiring she dropped her pistol
Piles! Dr. J. Briggs'unrivalled Pile liemon the deck, and made no effort to
escape. When i cdy is mild, soothing and reliable for Internal
be was pointed out by Parker Crittenden, the ! external. Bleeding and Itching Piles.
It afeldest sol' of the murdered man, as the person
lords immediate relief and rapidly cures the
" li" .-hot hi> lather, she said,
Yes, you need | most distressing cases, except those requiring
look no further.
I admit that I shot him; I
surgical operation.
don't deny it.
lie has ruined me and my child.
individuals are aware that the descases
1 was looking for tiie clerk, to give
myself up. of Few
the feet, if not fatal to one’s life are certainly
l ake me. Arrest me.
I am ready to go with
as
\ one’
annoying as can he, and the remedy is simshe was taken to the oily prison and feigned
ple and sure; the corn, bunion, or inverted nail
insanity. A murder of such a character, in must he skilfully and carefully treated, and the
which tlic victim was a man
pain entirely ceases. The best way to obtain
well known
"iil'l not hut «,ivate a great excitement.and the this relief is to burehase a box of Briggs’ Alletrial which lias been in progress for a month viator or Curative, can he obtained at any drugS. A.
has been fully reported. The fact of the killing gist store. Sold by Richard II.
Howes A Co. Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Searsport,
was easily proved and the defence was insanity.
Roberts
A
llichborn, .Stockton, Mudgett A
Mi's. Fair was accompanied during the trial by
her mother and her daughter. She took the Sil.lv, Prospect, J. W. Seavcy, Frankfort, and
lm3S.
-land and testified in her own behalf boldly as. all druggists generally.
ci ting that she regarded herself as Crittenden's
Sea Moss Fa line from pure Irish Moss for
true wile and Airs. Crittenden as his encumBlanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac,
brance. she feels sure that she and Crittenden
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most deliwa re “made for each other,” and that all their
cious food in the world.
"ther unions were misadventures. This declaraiion was applauded by Mrs. Emily Fitts
St«veils, editor of a woman's rights paper in
■BELEANT P1KICB8 CiTRREWT.
San Francisco, and one of a party detailed
by
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
the Woman Suffrage Society of s.in Francisco,
to attend the trial throughout, for the
purpose
Belfast, Wednesday, May 3,1871,
«>f
the court in the prisoner’s favor.
0 to
10
Kouml Hog,
$S.OOtOl 1.
Hundreds of Crittenden’s letters were intro05 lo 1.
Clear S’t PorK$20 to 22
Corn Meal,
duced which were queer mixtures of passion
8
Mutton per lb. 0 to
1.50 to 0.
Kye Meal,
and business. Mrs. Fair was a speculator and
00
Lamb per lb. 00 to
1.15 to 1,
05.to 11
deeply interested in mining slocks and Critten- (’orn
Turkey per lb. 25 to 30
den managed much of her business for her.
Chicken per lb.20 to 21
Duck per lb.
25 to oo
2.00 to 2,
The prosecution was vigorously conducted and
Marrowfat
Cleese per lb. 15 to la
1.25
reas.l.OOto
not allowed to become a mere farce as is generto
Oats,
Hay per ton, $18 to 22
ally the case in trials of this character, and yes- l*o t;i toes,
85 to
Liiue,
$1.25 to 00
terday noon the case went to the jury, who, af- Dried Apples,
Washen Wool 40 to 42
8 to
ter an absence of forty minutes returned a verUnwas'd
30 to 33
Cooking, do.
dict of “guilty of murder in the lirst degree,”
Pulled
40 to
00
2? to
Hatter,
6
which
51-2 to
20 to
Hides,
regarded bv a majority of the com17 to
Call Skins, 10 2-3 to 00
l-gK*.
munity as eminentl\ just. [Portland Adv.
17 to
Hard,
Sheepskins 1.00 to $2
8 to
Hoef,
Wood, hard,$5.50 to 0.00
Ap’ls, lialdwin, 1.25 to 1
Wood, aolt, $4.00 to 00
Kaii.iuiap Aii>. Tint
ol'
5 to
0
4* to
Veal,
Dry Pollock,
8 to
$8 to 10
Straw,
!:ist week voted to lend its credit in aid of Dry Cod,
< >ne

»

In this city, by Rev. Wooster Parker, April 19th,
Mr. Henry D. Gray, of Castine, to Mary C. Snow, of
Belfast. Also by the same, May 3d, Mr. George W.
Pendleton to Miss Martha A. Durgen, both of Bellast.
In this city, Apr. 20th, by W. II Fogler. Esq., Mr.
Hiram O.Pillsbury to Miss Hattie Kaller, both ot
Belfast.
In Bucksport, April, 20th, Mr. Thomas C. Harris
ol Bangor, to Miss Hannah C. 1‘ierce of Bucksport.
24tli inst., George W. Burrell ot Bucksport, to Mrs.
Pamaelia B. Gray of Bangor.
In Newburvport, Mr. William K. Pillsbury of
Haverhill to Miss Lucy II. Butler of Kockland.
In Searsmont April 30th, by ltev. E. M. Fowler,
Mr. Nelson L. Wentworth of Hope, to Miss Mary
A. Conant of Appleton.
In Brooksville April lGlh, at the residence of the
brides father by W. G, Sargent Esq., Mr. Eben A.
Uinkley of Bluehill, to MlssPhebe P. eldest daughter
of K. W. Walker of Brooksville.
By Asa Coombs, at South Thomaston, April 27,
1871, Mr. Abial Sheldon, aged 09, to Miss Ellen
Cunningham, 59, both ol S. Thomaston. By the
same, at the house ot the brides father, Mr. Robert
Elwell, St. George, Friday, April 28,1871, a smart
and youthful couple just out of their teens, Mr.
Frederick Radclltf to Miss Ruth Elwell, both of St.

|

■

adapted

|

1

|

|

Moody[

lobbying

g E.S

city

the extension of the

Bangor

Piscataquis

liailroad

towards Moosehead I,like, and to build
the \Vinterport Railroad. The bonds in

Vic latter ease not to be
completion of the road.

issued until the

CELEBRATED

slaughter at Cranford, Thursday morning, when a train on the New Jersey Central Railroad dashed through the
supply wagon of Barnum's caravan, makes
terribly thrilling reading for the New
York papers. The scene is at the foot of

a

steep grade, down which inward-bounil

trains thunder at the frightful
sjieed, and
the road just before the crossing passes behind a building hiding the track. Twenty of the show-wagons had crossed in safety ; but two lagged behind, and the driver
of the foremost, just as he crossed, spied
the coming train and signalled Theodore
Conkling, driving the last, which was the
supply-wagon, lie was unable to check
the lour line mules attached, and the train
dashed the wagon into fragments, killing
the wheel mules and scattering the inmates and contents of the wagon along the
track. In the wagon, besides the driver
were the cook, Edward
Dyer; and assistant
cook,(ieorgell. Sickles, both colored :
two white boys named John
Joyce and
Tommy Welsh, and a colored boy named
Still.
Charly
Conkling and Dyer were
instantly killed. Tommy Welch—the
driver of Admiral Dot’s tiny

Joyce and Sickles

were

carriage—

frightly mangled,

and will doubtless die, and Still was badly hurt. The killed and wounded were removed to the nearest house, whose inmates
it is said, inhumanly refused for some
time to admit them, and medical aid summoned.

STOMACH

BITTERS !

Are endorsed and prescribed by more lending
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant
now in use.
They are

Phy-

A SlIKE PREVENTIVE
For Fever and Ague. Intermittants, Biliousnes
and all disorders arising from malarious causess
They are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
and in case ot Indigestion are invaluable. As an
Appetizer and Kecuperant and in case of General
Debility, they have never in a single instance tailed
in producing the most happy results.
They are

particularly
BEXEFICIAL TO

FEKALEH

Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
loine Stomach Bitters are compounded with the

fiving

greatest care, and no tonlc-stimulan thas ever betorc
been ottered to the public so pleasant to the taste
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It
costs but a little to
give them a fair trial, and
EVERT FAMILY IHOCLII HAVE
A BOTTLE.
JAS. A,

JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
Laboratory 105 & 107 N. 2d st., St. Louis, Mo.
For Male by all Drugging and Dealers.
JmoslMsp

CROQUET A RIMti-TOSS,
BASE BALLS & BATS,
FANCY GOODS AND

NOTIONS,

FIREWORKS,
at

wholesale.

CUTTER, HYDE
02 CHAUNCY

&

CO.,

STREET.BOSTON,
3m42.p

now

This Machine is new and is built expressly for
use with one horse. Some manufacturers have built
a Mower to be used either with one or two horses,
as the convenience of the farmer may require. This
to be a mistaken course, ns a Mower dehas

signed for two horses must necessarily be stronger
and heavier to withstand without breakage the power exerted by the team than ono to be used with one
horse. Another point is that when using a single
horse on a Machine, built for two, the labor for the
horse is too hard. The impression exists therefore,

that a one horse machine cannot be built that will
work as well with one horse as the regular machine
does with two horses. We have determined to correct this wrong impression by building a truly practicable One ilorse Mower.
Our thills or shafts are firm and strong, yet have a
neat and tasteful appearance, and have been pronounced by many mowing machine men the best
that have ever been uttached to a Mower.
We have taken the greatest care in the construction of the machine that the horse, Inside shoe and
right hand drive wheel shall all move in the cleared
track. The Inside Shoe Is of malleable iron, combining lightness with strength, and allowing the use
of a Cutting apparatus weighing less than one-half
of that used in the Two Horse Mower. These important advantages, taken in conneetion with the
strong points of the two horse machine, which are
all included in the One Ilorse Mower, make it the
light machine of the world.
All who wish to cut their grass with one horse,
should before purchasing, see the Light Sprague
Mower, the only really practical one horse Mower in
the world.
E. A.

CALDERWOOD, Agent.
The Bay State

HORSE
For Sale by
E. A. CALDERWOOD.
P. O.

Address. Morrill, Me.

2m43

LIIXUAWOJT WANTED!
THE UNDKBSIGNED, WHO HAS HAD
experience as a book-keeper, accountant and Clerk,
desires employment in the above capacities, or in
Employers can be
any other which he can fill.
Adfurnished with evidences of qualifications &c.
dress, care of Journal Office

Belfast, May 2,1871.

ALEX. M. GRAISBURY.
aw43*

on

DRIED

3w4:i

w

der the

EXPERIENCED
we

Cloth

HI
CD

Weed F, F,

PAPER COLLARS,

&
K

iu

it with new and desirable goods,
would a h the people of Belfast and the
around, lo make them a call and

placed

Country

look over their -'-lock of

STATE

OF

MAINE.

Term, A. D. lari.
the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at A. S. Redman’s
house in Belfast on Thursday the 22d day of June
next at y o’clock A. M.; and thence proceed to view
the route set forth in the Petition; immediately after which at some convenient place in the vicinity, a
hearing ol' the parties and their witnesses will be
had, and such further measures taken In the premises. ns the Commissioners shall judge proper. And
it is further Ordered, That notice ol the time, place
and purposes ol' the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all persous and Corporations interested by serving an attested Copy or said Petitionw it h
this Order thereon, upon the Clerks of the towns of
Nortliport and Belfast and by postiugup the same in
three public places in each of said towns and by publishing the same In the Republican Journal a public
newspaper published in Baid County, said publication
and each of other notices to be thirty days before
the time appointed for said view, that all may appear and be heard if they think proper.
Attest—W. (i. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
3wPi
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

Street, Belfast,

as

they

are

they have the best assortment el everything in their line, ever offered in this city, and which they will sell
at the lowest prices for CASH. They
Ueep

Boots & Shoes,

H. M. JOHNSON

;

OF

THE
sents that he has received notice from the

Belfast &
Moosehead Lake Railroad Company, that a certain
wharf and wharf {privilege, and certain flats, situate
in Belfast in said County, the same lying southwardly of the Belfast East bridge, and eastwardly ot said
Railroad, have been taken by said Railroad Company
and that said Railroad Compnnv have not allowed or
paid him any sum as damages for the same; Wherefore he prays that you will view said premises and
estimate and assess upon (said Railroad Company
such damages as he may be entitled to, and in duty
bound will ever pray.
WILSON COLCORD.
*

STATE OF

MAINE.

WALDO, SS,—County Commissioners’Court, April
Term, A. D. 1871.
On the loregoing petition, Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at the Court House in
Belfast on Friday the 23d day of June next at one
o’clock 1*. M.; and thence proceed to view the route
set forth in the Petition; immediately after which at
some convenient place in the
vicinity, a hearing of
the parties and their witnesses will be had, and such
further measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge proper. And it is further Ordered, That notice of the time place and purposes of
the Commssioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all
persons and Corporations interested by serving an
attested copy of said petition with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the city of Belfast and by posting up the same in three public places in said city,
and by publishing the same in the Republican Journal a public newspaper published in said County,
said publication and each of the other notices to be
thirty days before the time appointed for said view,
that all may appear and be heard if they think
proper.

Attest—W. G. F$YE, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order ol Court.
3w43
Attkss—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

Caution to the Public.
wife, adaline overlook, having left my bed and board, without just cause,
a to forbid all
persons from harboring or trust

My

ing her on my account) as I shall pay no debts of
her contracting.
MARTIN OVERLOOK.
3w42*
Liberty, April 21,1871.

F. GARVIN’S

SOLUTION AND COMPOUND ELIXIR

A

I ’INE TREK TAR,
EQUALED in Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, Asthma,
Bronchitis, and Consumption

UN

Gurus Without Vail
recent cold in three to six hours; and also by its
H ALISING, PURIFYING and STIMULATING
effects upon the general System, is remarkably ellicacious in all
DISEASES Oft1 TIME
ULOOO,
A
\

Including Scrofula and Eruptions of the skin. Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, Heart
Disease, and General Debility.

CO ASK ski:.

71 Main St, Belfast, Me.

INHALATION without application of IIKAT.
remarkably VALUABLE discovery as the whole
apparatus cun be carried in the vest pocket, ready at
any time for the most effectual and positively curaA

tive

in

use

of llie XONE, TllltOAT
ami Ll'UCiS.
THE COMPOUND

All

Has

charge

of the MILLI-

NERY and will be
py to wait

on

A

For

MISS1 GARDINER
hap-

her

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,
For use in connection with the ELIXIR J AR is
combination of the TWO most valuable AL TERA
1'IVE Medicines known in the Profession, and
renders this Pill without exception the very best
ever offered.
Send for Circular of I'OSITIVE CUKES
to your Druggist, or to

L. F. HYDE & CO.,

friends and

MILLINERY
MRS. FOWLER
full line of

DRESSMAKING.

pat-

terns for

New

Sacks

Ladies’

and Garments of the Latest

Style.

are

PA INT PA l TIj

Small Farm for Sale.
WE OFFER FOR SALE THE
Eastern sections of lot No. 12, in
the lirst division of lots in Searsport. This section will extend
Irom the bay to the northern extremity of said lot No. 12, embracing tillage, pasture and woodland.
It contains about 35 acres, and is
* well watered.
On tills lot is an
Worth ol the bay
Orchard ot Young Apple Trees.
road is one of the finest building spots between Bellast and
This land is about three miles
Irom Belfast bridge, and about two miles from

and Prices

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR

GJ-old. and. Bonds.
Belfast, April 20, 1871.

Searsport Village.
For Terms Apply to us on the Premises.

A LARGE INVOICE OF

HEW CARPETS
For

Spring and Summer Sales, io new and
beautiful Designs, fresh lrom the
Mills, very cheap at

G. R. SLEEPER’S.

Would announce that they have purchased the stock
ot MILLINERY and leased the rooms lately occupied by KISS IIA Eli. ami that they have just
returned from Uostou with all the Now Styles ot

HATS

&

BONNETS,

FRENCH FLOWERS, RIBBONS, COLORED
VELVETS & SILKS, OSTRICH FEATH-

ERS, ILLUSION LACES, IMITATION
MILLINERY EDGINGS, HAMBURG EDGES, INSERTINGS, GLOVES, BUTTONS, RUFFLFS,
&C., &C.
In the DRESS MAKING Department, we have
all the latest patterns for Ladies’, Misses’ and Childrens’ Dresses, Over-Skirts, &e.
Soliciting a share of the patronage of the Ladles
ot Belfast, and ot the Country, we offer our Goods
aud our Labor at entirely satisfactory prices.
Rooms over II. H. FORBES Shoe Store, Main St.
MRS. A. L. RICHARDS,
MISS. A. F. SOUTH WORTH.
»w42
Belfast, April, 1871.

GET THE BEST BLOOD.

Morrill Chief!
This

STALLION is 1 Years Old,
Splendid
nnd weighs 1100
11UO
10 hands high and

Htiimls
stands

ALSO

Clothing,
& Caps,

New Cloths &
Hats

pounds. He was brought Irora Vermont
by D. E. LUCY, and his pedigree is as follows
was sired by Young Morrill, Jr., he
Chiet
Morrill
and ho by Old Morrill, he by
by Young Morrill, he
by Justin Morgan. Old MorMorgan,
Woodbury
rill’s dam was by Harris Hambletonian, Morrill
Chief’s dam was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan,
he by Sherman Morgan,and he by Ju9tln Morgan.
Morrill Chiefs grand dam by Sherman Morgan, Jr.,
he by Sherman Morgan.
SKAKSFOItT on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays. At Sear3port Village on Tuesday forenoon, at Stockton Tuesday aiternoon, coming home
through Prospect. On Saturdays he will be at Pel-

rilHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that she 1ms been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of Mark 1*. Wentworth, late of Knox,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
tho law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, uud those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
to her.
3w4l
HARRIET W ENT WORTH

City

of Belfast.

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE of
City Council, on Accounts and Claims, will
be in session at the Alderweu's room, on thu first
Monday of each month at li o’clock P. M.
All bills against the city must be presented at said
meetings, to be entered upon the Roll lor payment
Per Order.
that mouth.
N. F. HOUSTON, Chairman.
2mosdl
Belfast, April 18,1871.

rpiIE
X the

City

of Belfast

FOR THE COLLECTION OF
Taxes in this Citv, lor this municipal year, will
be received until Monday, June 5, at? o’clock, P. M.
All proposals must be sealed anddeposited with tin
City Clerk ou or before said date ;the Council reser v
ing the right to accept or reject as they may deem
lor the interest of the City,
upon the amount paid into tin
Proposals, to be Per
Order
City Treasury.
JOHN II. QUIMBV, City Clerk.
?wil
April 18,1871,

ty&TCome and See Me.JFl
G. R. SLEEPER.

SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF 1812.
ATTENTION !
HAS PASSED A LAW, GIVING
A Pension oi
per mouth to the officers ami
soldiers of thoWurof IS Hi, who served sixty da)s
or over, and to the widows of such as have died,
thus doing Justice to this brave and meritorious
band ot Patriots.
1 have all the Rolls and Records of this service,
and they are not to be found at any other place in
the State to my knowledge, I will give every sol
dier the beneiit of my records to establish his claim
to a pension and 1 will assist him In the prompt
and speedv prosecution oi his claim. It the discharge
ot the soldier is lost, these records are invaluable.
The fee is fixed by law, at $0i. No charge made unless a
pension iscanobtaiued.
be mude, In person, at my tticc
In Bangor, or by letter giving name ot Com any
Officers, date and length oi service.
V. P. BROWN,
Office near D. BUGBEE'S Book Store, onJKendus-

CONGRESS

Application

keag Bridge, Bangor.
Bangor, Feb, 20, 1871.

To Warrant, $12. By the Season, $10.
Single Service, $0. Colts holden for service of the
E. W. SKAVEY
horse.
2m42*
North Searsport, April 25,1871.

IN BELFAST, ON

TUESDAY THKlSth, A

.‘tmos

lS

STEREOSCOPES
VIEWS,
ALBUMS,

CH ROMOS,

FRAMES,

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
Invite the attention of the Trade to their extensive
assortment ol the above goods, of their own publication, manufacture and importation,

Also,
LANTERN SLIDES

PHOTO

NEW

GRAPHOSCOPKS,
VIEWS OF YOSEMITE,
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
501 Broadway, New Yoke,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOUUAPIIK W
4moi34

ITERVALN.

CABLE SCREW WIRE,
AS A

last.
TERMS:

Curtains & Fixtures.
And many other articles of utility, all of which I
propose to sell at small advance, Indeed so small to
be undersold would be ruinous to the Dealer.
6W4S>

duly

rilll E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1
concerned, that he nan been dulv appointed
and taken upon hlmselt the trust of Administrator
ot the estate ol Addison A. Moore, late of Belfast,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
tohlin.
3w4i
GEORGE HEMEKWAY.

If)

Morrill Chief will stand at my Stable In NORTH

U30

ON FEB. 20, 1871, BETWEEN T1IE Sanborn
House and Brown’s Corner, a Black Satchel containing several letters, two pairs ot Spectacles and
sundry other articles, (the letters were subsequently
mailed at Beliast.) The tinder will please leave the
same at Perrigo’s Otlice, Telegraph Building,
3w41*

t«2

April 25,1871.

Searsport.

JENNETTE D. HOUSTON
SAKAll J. HOUSTON.

we

satisfactory.

Minnesota.

Special attention paid to conveyancing ami examination of titles of Real Estate; The payment
of taxes; or The collection and investment of money; The purchase and sale of Lots and Lands in the
city of Saint Paul, or elsewhere in Minnesota.
Owing to the great and constant rush of emigration to Minnesota with St. Paul st the centre of the
Railroad and Commercial System of the North
West, real estate in this vicinity is rapidly rising In
value, offering splendid inducements for the investment of capital. Money freely commands high interest, with lirst-class security on real estate mortFurther information given without charge,
gages.
to all desiring it.
tif Post Oflice address, 2T7 1-2 Third Street, Saint
Paul, Minnesota.
t!34.

Searsport, April 3,1871.

Retail,

confident will find

Styles

Attorney at Law anil Real Estate Agent,

or

THE

and New Goods!

Spring

GOODS.

at Wholesale
NMIOMUI.

Co-partnership

Mrs. A. L. liicliartln k Miss. A. I Southworth,

tor the
adopted to the wants of all classes and ages,
and Summer of 1871, together with a very
choice assortment ot

PURCHASERS OE

DRY

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been
appointed
and taken upon herself the trust ol Executrix ot
the last will of Daniel Doyen, late ot Lincoluville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the luw directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to uiuke
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
:twll
SARAH JANE DOYEN.
toher.

PROPOSALS

ers.

a

*

SOLE PROPRIETORS,
110 K. ■", ,S7., Nt w York.

custom-

Has

At a Probate Court field ut Belfast, within and tor
the County ot Waldo, ou the second Tuesday ol
April A. D. 1871.
S. DOW, tormer widow ol Levi O.
Bowden, late of Wmterport, in said Couuty ol
Waldo, deceased, huving presented a petition that
she may be appointed Administratrix ou said d<
ceased’s estate.
Ordeped, That the said Johanna, give notice t
all persons interested by causing a copy oi this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed ut Belfast, tlint they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellast,
within and lor said County, ou the second Tuesday
of May next, at ten of the clock before uoou, sii-i
shew cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should uot be granted.
ASA Til URLOL'Gli, Judge.
41
A true copy. Attest—B. P Fu-a.n, Register.

CONVINCES !

ALSO.

Volatile Solution of Tar

complete
in all departments.

MAINE.

To the Honorable County Commissioners of
the County of Waldo.
SUBSCRIBER, WILSON COLCORD, of
Searsport, in said County, respectlully repre-

DH. E

his STOCK is

THE

STATE

la i lieinUul and MedUal Nclence.

ONE TRIAL

A little of the old

To the Honorable Count.!/ Commissioners of
the County of Waldo.
UNDERSIGNED citizens ot the town ot
Northport, pray your honor to view and lay out
a road, commencing near James White’s house, and
running on the most feasible route to the County
road near Oscar Hill’s, believing that public conF. A. DICKEY.
venience demands the same.
And Six Others.
Northport, April 25, 1871.

WALDO, SS.—County Commissioners’ Court, April
Term, A. D. 1871.
On the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at Oscar Hill’s, in
Northport, on Tuesday the 29th day of August next
at one o’clock P. M.; and thence proceed to view the
route set forth in the petition; immediately after
which at some convenient place in the vicinity, a
hearing of the parties and their witnesses will be
had, and such further measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge proper. And
it Is further Ordered, that notice of the time, place
and purposes of the Commissioners' meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations interested, by serving an attested Copy of said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the town
of Northport, and by posting up the same In three
public places in said town, and by publishing the
same in tho Republican Journal, a
public newspaper
published in said County; said publication and each
of the other notices to be thirty days before the time
appointed for said view, that all may appear and be
heard it they think proper.
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy of petition and order of Court.
3w43
ATTEST—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

THOMAS LOGAN.
2m.t3

JOHANNA

Informs his customers that

stock lelt which will be sold less than
cost.

ROSCOK

LARGE LOT OF T1IE

agent.

lot of MENS’, HOYS’ & YOUTHS’summer Shoes, and are selling them at ex-

prices.

At a Probate Court held at Beifaat, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
April A. I). 1871.
G. WEYMOUTH, Executor ot the
last will of George Weymouth, late oi Morrill,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having present
ed his tirst account of Executorship tor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Executor, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy oi this or
der to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast,
within and for said County, ou the second Tuesday
ot May next, at ten ot the clock belore noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should uot be allowed.
ASA TlIUKLOUGii, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—JL P. Fiklii, Register.
H

T II K

tl40

OPENING!

ot James

County ot

Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of tills order
to be published three weeks successively In
the
Republican Journal printed at Bellast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten ot the clock belore
noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
same should uot be allowed.
ASA TilURLOUGll, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fikli*, Register
H

Prepared

FIRST AND ONLY SOLUTION ever made in
E TH’EI.VE valuone mixture of .4 1.1,
able active principals of the w II known curative

made with the famous <'able Screw Wire,
which never pulls out. They have a big

low

presented
Iowance.

GIRLS, TO WORK IN A CLOTHING
Manufactory, Boston Prices wili be paid. For parJ. HARRIS, Stockton, Me,
ticulars, apply to
3wU.
Stockton, April lu, 1871.

T

satisfied that

eecdinglv

or

pect,

ICE !
A

KINGSBURY .id, Guardian of minN. Pendleton, late ot ProsWaldo, deceased, having
his first accounts ot Guardianship for .>i

heirs
WILLIAM
in said

AVFIFTY

Maine.

1871.

Leather,

purchases,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witliin and loi
the County o’ Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
April A. D. 1871.

thickest, coldest, clearest and purest Ice ever
gathered in this or any other locality—irozen expressly to order. I shall be happy to supply customers regularly and in any quantity.

& Woodward,

Mersey
April 11,

any

Lpou the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in
ilie Republican Journal, a
paper printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to b< held
at the Probate office in Belfast atoresaid, on :b
second Tuesday ol May next, at teu o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
A6A THURLOUGH, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field Register 3•Ail

NEW DISCOVERY

Shoes,

SS.—County Commissioners’ Court. April

On

HAVE IN STORE

estate

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of April, A. D. 1871.

lyriois.

I

the

grant him a license to sell und convey so much ot
the real estate of said deceased, including the n
version of the Widow’s dower thcreou, as will
satisly said debts, and incidental charges of admin
istration.
JOHN GREELY,

THIS Y YU* ABLE SALVE IS SOLD BY ALL
DEALERS IX MEDICINES.

£ Boie* for Si
CeikU.
Remember the place,
ami be sure to give us a
CALL.

54 Main

Boots,

making

Administrator of

late of Palermo, in said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that the
goods, chattels and credits ot said deceased are not
sufficient to answer his just debts and charges ot
Administration, by the sura of two hundred and
fifty dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pray your honor to

by MISS
SAWYER, and put up by L. M.
ROBBINS. Wholesale and Retail Druggist, Rockland, Me. A Trial Box sent free
..-Ml.' ..f Sev. ntv-five cents, by L. M.
b.V mail
BOBBINS, Rockland Me.

ICE !

Judge of Probate for the County

GRKKLY,
of Alexander Dow,
JOHN

THE AFFLICTED.
If your Druggist is out of the Salve, and neglects
to keep supplied, send seventy-five cents as directed
below, and receive a box by return mail.
50 cents each.

HI

PROBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable
of Waldo.

TO

at

SALE

3m38

large assortment,

15. C. D1NSMOKK & SON, having sold
oil tin*, most of tlu'ir old .stock, and re-

before

FOR

We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with
Miss Sawyer for many yet rs, and believe her to be
a Christian lady and a skilful nurse, and having
used her salve in our families, it gives us great
pleasure in saying it is the best general medielnt
we have ever used
Kev. h.
John T. Berry,
Cutter,
Rev. W. u Holman,
V\ in, II. Titcomb,
ltev. Joseph Kalloch,
Mrs. Charles Snow,
Rev. George l’ratt,
M -s Alex. Snow,
Gen. J. 1’. Ciltey and wife,
Di E. P. Chase and wife,
J Wakefield and wife,
Capt. J. Crocker and wife,
Capt. David Ames and wife, Win. Beattie and wife,
Win Wilson and wife,
Jacob Shaw and wife,
E. R Spear,
John S. Case and wife,
II W. Wight and wife,
Geo W. Kimball, Jr. (Mayor '' O. Fuller and wile,
of Rockland) and wife,
Thomas Colson and wife,
1
Joseph Farwell,
Henry Ingraham tad
C R Mallard,
O. J Conant (Postmaster ol
Ephraim Barrett,
Leander Weeks,
Rockland) and wife,
Hon. N A. Burpee,
I K Kimball and wife,
Francis Cobb,
William McLoon.

Put up in Boxes

by Mail or .Express, solicited and wiil
prompt attention.

ALBERT .O BURGESS,
72 MAIN ST.,
Belfast, Maine.

ASIEW!

To the (Jaunty Commhsi<niers nf the Count n
of Waldo.
rrUIE UNDERSIGNED respectfully request jou
1. to lay out a highway from the Belfast and

Lincolnvllle road between Jell'erson Rowe s and
Collett’s in Northport, across land of A. G. Jewett
and otheis, to said Belfast and I.incolnville road
near Isaae Jackson’s in Belfast. And also to alter
said Belfast and Lincolnvillc road upon the Board
man ilill in Belfast, believing that public convenience and necessity require the same.
ALVAI1 S. REDMAN,
And Four Others.

Sewing Machines,

o

MAINE.

Orders
receive

the best in use, which we offer in the
above sale,

xn

Attorney.^

1st. The ROLLERS are of large size and B»t
Quality of White Rubber, and are secured to th#ir
Shafts in the most permanent manner, by the Moulton Process.
•id. The SPIRAL COOS used on this Wringer
gives the utmost ease and steadiness in working,
and will not throw out of gear.
3d. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily
adjusts this Machine to tub's of any size or thickness
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
4th. SIMPLICITY,STRENGTH,and REALTY
are combined in this Machine, with all the requisites
of a first-class Wringer,
Prices as low as oilier standard Wringers.

For Horses and Cattle. —For Sores or
Bruises on Horses or Cattle this Salve is invaluable,
and has astonishing effect in curing scratches on
horses. This Salve has worked its own way into
notoriety, and is a safe and sure remedy for all the
above ailments.

Belfast. March 2D 1871.

|

WALDO,

Clothing,

or

for whatever purpose, comraonJiwear or dress, to
give us a call and take the great advantage we
offer them in this Sale, at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. The assortment is
very large and FIRST CLASS, and
the utmost courtesy will bo shown
all who come for inspection.
We have a few of the
CELEBRATED

|

i

believe the best in this part of the State and
a trial to make others believe the same.
We Invite every one In want of

m

ses, as the Commissioners shall judge proper. And
it is further Ordered. that notice of tho time, place
and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations interested, by serving an attested Copy of said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the town
of Thorndike, and by posting up the same in three
public places in said town, and by publishing the
sumo iu the Republican Journal a public Newspaper
published in said County; said publication and each
of the other notices to be thirty days before the time
appointed for said view, that ull may appear and be
heard it they think proper.
Attest W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy of petition and Order of Court.
Jw»:{
Attest—W. G, FRYE, Clerk.

CUTTER,

H

&
o

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:

>ea_y

only ask

s=*

WALDO, SS.—County Commissioners’ Court, April
Term, A. D. 1871.
On the loregoing petition, Ordered, That the
Couuty Commissioners meet at Lyman Cutes, in
Thorndike, on Thursday the 8th day of June next at
‘J o’clock A. M.; and thence proceed to view the
route set forth in the petition; immediately alter
which at some convenient place in the vicinity, a
hearing of the parties and their witnesses will be
hud, and such further measures taken in the premi-

unman-

agement

o
|_Jfi

OF

will be sold at the same rates, during the next 00
days. In addition to the above, we have $10.
OOO ot nice foreign and domestic goods
for our CUSTOM D EFAR T M E N T.
which we offer at a large discount
trora lormer prices, and warrant
every garment to fit satisfactorily to the customer or
no sale. Our Custom

B

rruiE SUBSCRIBER, LYMAN CATES, ot Thorn
X dike, in said County, respectfully represents
that he is ugrieved and greatly damaged by the reason of the taking of certain lands and privileges ol
his in said Thorndike, by the Belfast Si Mooseliead i
Lake Kailroad Company, for borrow and gravel pits,
and cxcrvatlons in the construction and repair of |
suid Kailroad, Wherefore he prays that you will view
said premises, and estimate and assess said such
damages upon said corporation as you shall judge I
due him.
LYMAN CATES,
By W. 1’. Hakrimav, his

STATE

Stockings, &c.,

Department

b

salve combining soothing and
healing properties, with no dangerous ingredient. A remedy at hand for the many pains and
aches, wounds and bruises to which flesn is heir.
Is more easily applied than many other remedies,
never producing a bad effect, but always relieving
pain, however severe.
It is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it
in her own extensive treatment of the sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseases for which this salve is recommended are. Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles,
Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns,
Fever Sores, Felons, Pimples,
Erysipelas, Sore
Eyes, Barber's Itch, Deafness, Boils, Ring-worms,
Corns, Bites of Insects, Cancers, Toothache, Earache, Sore Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Breasts,
Itch, Scald Head, Teething, Chapped Hands,
Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked Lips, and
Sores on Children
It never fails to cure Rheumatism if properly
applied. Rub it on well with the hand three times
a day.
In several cases it has cured palsied limbs.
For Piles it has been discovered to be a sure remedy. Persons that have been afflicted for years
have been relieved by a few applications. For Erysipelas it works wonders, allaying the inflammation
and quieting the patient. For Chapped Hands it
produces a cure immediately. Let those with Salt
Rheum obtain this Salve, and apply it freely, and
they will find it invaluable. It is good in cuses of
Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers have been cured
witli it. The best Salve ever invented for Swollen
Breast and Sore Nipples. No wav injurious, out
sure to attord relief.
Sore or Weak Eyes Rub it
on the lids gently, once or twice a day. Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a
piece of cotton.
For Felons this is superior to anything known.
this act-4 like a charm. For Burns
For
and Scalds, apply the Salve at once and it gives
immediate relief. For Old Sores, apply once a
a

Pimples

Flannels,

APPLES,

the line of the Railroad will have their

To the Honorable County Commissioners of
the County of Waldo.

Machine Co.

Mower.

Drawers

goods delivered at the Belfast Station, free ot exA. E. DURHAM,
pense.
Comer Main & Washington Streets,
'htvi:i
llflfutt. naine.

HAVE CONTRACTED WITH
the town of Knox for the support of a pauper, John
Smith, and have made ample provision lor the support of said Smith at my house,—this is to forbid all
persons from harboring or trusting said pauper on
my account. I shall pay no bills thus contracted.
Knox, May3,1871. 3w43* JAMES HIGGINS.

satisfied with the results ol last
years’ business, and with the promising indications
ot the coming season’s trade, that we have made
great additions to our buildings, and have placed in
them u large and increased assortment ol the newest
and most improved tools and machinery. With our
present arrangements we are enabled to turn out
lilty machines a day.
Thanking the public for their very favorable reception ol the Sprague Mower, and their ready appreciation of its many good qualities, and for their
libera! patronage ol last season, wo respectfully
solicit a continuance of the same, and promise to
use every means in our power to give the best satisfaction both by the good qualities of our Machine
and the fairness ol‘ our business transactions.
WM. M'KAGUK, President.

Sprague

Parties

QUIM.BY, Treasurer.

!

bo well are we

Eenae*

CHEESE,

QAHTIOX
WHEREAS, I

public.

12.
The Sent and Tool Box arc combined, the
Tool Box forming the base ot the Seat and the Seat
forming the cover ol the box. By a slot in the bottom ot Mio base, the Seat can be moved lorward or
back, according to the weight of the driver, thus relieving the horse’s neck.
13. The Lever lor throwing the Machine in and
out of gear is worked entirely with the foot, leaving
the hands of the operator at liberty.
14. The Cutting apparatus is regarded as the best
ever placed upon a mower.
Neither pains nor exhave bean spared to have the material of the
est quality and the workmauship of the first clasa.
15. The Sprague Mower is preeminently the light
draft machine lor the following reasons: The Gears
are so carelully made and mechanically arranged;
the Shafts are so exactly fitted into the solid bearings, both being so completely protected lrom dirt
or grass, that they run with much less than the
usual amount of friction; the Wheels and Gears arc
so correctly timed, and work in unison with such a
perfectly constructed Cutting apparatus, that the
amount of power used and required to cut the grass,
is reduced to the smallest possible limit.
10. Each Machine, after it has been set up, ha9
power applied to it by means of a belt on one ot the
driving wheels, and is run for fifteen minutes at
double the rate ot speed that would be required
when mowing. In this way the perfection of every
Machine is insured and its practical working ascertained before leaving the shop.
17. Every part of the Machine is made In Duplicate, any one piece fitting all Machines.

keeps constant-

everything that is usually found in a first class
Grocery Story.
As a quick ninepcnco is better than a;slow shilling,
we are going to sell at bottom
prices and keep the
thing a going.

you have

—

and

Dyspepsia.

the results obtained troin these trials have been most
satisfactory both to the purchasers and to ourselves.
Our aim has been, and will be, to place in the
hands of the Farmer a Mower, light in weight, easy
ot dralt, strong in construction, with the best and
most simple mechanical arrangement and proportion
of the working parts; the newest and most complete
facilities tor handling; a cutting apparatus second to
none in use, and at a price at once lair and reasonable, and much below that heretofore charged for
the same quality ot tirst-class Mowers.
In order to carry out these desigus and to produce
the required results, we have secured and combined
the very best mechanical skill with the practical
Mowing Machine talent ot many years’ experience.
The Machines placed in the held last season, were
carefully tried and wratclied in all the different positions, and upon all kinds of mowing. A lew improvements have been made, and the Sprague Mower of the present day stands higher, and is nearer
perfection than any Mowing Machine oilered to the

Shirts,

GROCERIES, CORN,
FLOUR, MEAL, BEEF,
PORK, LARD, BUTTER,

As a delicious tonic healthful, and curative for all
diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Loss ot AppeNervous Debility, &c., it is unrivaltite,
led. To Females it is especially recommended for
all irregularities of the menses, and disorders peculiar to their system, as it can be used with perfect
safety. In malarious districts it is a great preventive of Fever and Ague,
Chas, S. Faulkner, Wholesale Agent,
40 Barclay-st., New York.
Sold by S. A. HOWES & CO., Belfast, Me.
3m43

chine, but
thorough and trying tests in many sections of the
country, and in all tlie various and dttlicult kinds of
works which are required from a tirst-class Mower,

1. The Machine is constructed entirely of Iron
and Steel, without any woodwork except the Pole
and its attachments.
2.
The Frame is un Iron Case, cast in one piece
with the bearings lor the Shafts cast on it.
3. The Shafting is of the best refined irou.and
running as it doe* in bearings cast on the Frame, it
cannot get out of line from any warping of Frame
or loosening ol Holts; thereby avoiding the trouble
which so often occur* from those cause* on all wooden frames that are made ot separate pieces.
L
The Gears are cast from the best American
Iron, and are the strongest set ol Mowing Machine
gears in use; they arc arranged in a mechanical and
compact manner within the Frame and are completely encased; by this arrangement they are protected lrom dirt and grass, and it is impossible lor
the operator to be injured by them,
5. But lour Bolts (and those with check or double
nuts) are required on the lrame, to hold in their
proper place* the Cover, Cap, Seat, Shalting and
Gears. The Cover i* hinged to the Frame, and by
simply raising it, access is readily obtained to all the
wonting parts of the Machine.
C. Almost the entire weight is carried on the
wheels while mowing, thereby giving the greatest
possible amount ot driving power in proportion to
the weight of the Machine.
7. The Machine weighing but (KM* lbs., is one ol
the lightest, but from Its peculiar construction, one
of the strongest and most effective.
8. Having the most simply constructed Lilting
Central Draft properly arranged, the labor upon the
team is much lessened, and the liability ol damage
to the Machine from striking obstructions is greatly
reduced.
U. The Machine has been so carelully constructed
and balanced, with a view ol avoiding side draft,
that no device is necessary to conceal that wJuich
does not exist.
10. The Frame and Gearing are placed in the
centre ol the Machine, bringing the weight equally
upon the drive wheels, thus obtaining a more steady
motion with less shaking of the driver.
11. The apparatus for working and handling the
Cutter Bar is the most complete, simple and efficient
ol any in use; with the single Lever, without moving lrom his seat, the operator can bring the Cutter
Bar to a perpendicular position and secured for the
road, and with the same lever, unfasten and lower
the Bar to the proper position lor mowing, the
whole operation requiring not more than ten sec-

In addition to his Fish Market, he
ly stocked up in all kinds of

DR. GUILMETTE S
Extract of Juniper,

to a new and untried experimental mato one that has been subjected to the most

Catalogue Sprague Mowing

TONGUES & SOUNDS,
SMOKED HALIBUT,
SMOKED HERRINQS,
DRY POLLOCK
AND CODFISH, &C.'

common Cloths, propose to sell them from lO
‘20 per cent, below what they have ever been
offered in this Market. They will sell good,
durable SUITS of heavy CLOTHING for
9*. Good all WOOL CLOTHS,
from VO cents to
per
yard, such as has been previously sold lrom 9l>®®
to 91 .V* per yard. A
large lot of furnishing goods
such as

to

HALIBUT’S FINS
AND NAPES,

EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE IT.

Fuovidkxce, R. I., January, 1871.
To the Farming Community of the United
States.
In presenting the Stuacuk Mowku to the notice
ot the Farmers ot this country, and in soliciting
their patronage, the manufacturers feel no hesitation
in maxing the statement that they are calling atten-

and

HALIBUT, CODFISH,

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

Hon ing Machine Co.

Ready Made Clothing

FRESH SALMON,

APPLY AT THE

Light Draft. Easy Haudliug. Perfect Wort

being desirous of closing out their entire stock of

WOULD

STATE OF MAINE BONDS

Maine,

HERSEY & WOODWARD,

DURHAM

E.

INFORM TUE PUBLIC THAT HE
in receiving large quantities of Smoked
Ali>viiv«>«, direct from St. John, which he offers
at wholesale or rt tail:
Thev will be sold to the
trader at Boston Prices, freight and other expenses
off. < 'ountry traders will please send in their orders.
The subscriber still continues to sell FISIl of all
kinds, such as

WANTED!

DURABLE AND ATTRACTIVE.

tion

A.

MaiiuSt., Belfast,

HERE

Belfast, Maine.

English Alewives!

AMOS GROUT, ol Winterport in the County
of Waldo, hereby give public notice that 1 claim
following described real estate situated in said
Wicterport, viz : Beginning on the cast side of tin
road leading from Winterport to Hampdem, on the
iine of land of Benjamin Stubbs, thence northerly
by said road about 8 rods to a stone wall near the
barn of Louisa Kenney, thence by said wall easterly
to Penobscot River, thence by said River south
westerly to land deeded by one Kenney to Herrick ft
Hill, thence by said Herrick & Hill land south westerly to a stake and stones in the line ot said Stubbs
land, thence by said line to the place ot beginning,
containing 18 acres more or lass, by virtue of a
mortgage ot the same from Louisa Kenney to lieu
ben Tv. Stetson, dated May 8, 180c, Recorded in the
Registry ol Deeds for Waldo County, Book lu2. page
53vi, which mortgage lias been duly assigned to ami
is now owned by me, that the condition in said
mortgage lias been and is now taken by reason
whereof I claim a foreclosure of the same.
Winterport, May 1, 1871. 43 AMOS GROUT.

STRONG, SIMPLE, CONVENIENT,

54

SMOKE I)

%

Tli.' BEST ami CHMSniower in the World.

A T

STREET,

ROOM 62 MAIN
3wi:*

I
the

Mower.

SPIRAL GEAR.

now prepared to Cut, Make and Trim,
in every variety of style. **-WISHING ALL TO
BEAK IN MIND THAT A PERFECT FIT IS
GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANCE.

Sale,

Belfast, May 2,1871.

Pierce,

Bastiiie. Dress and Over-Skirts,
and is

NOTICE.

THE

Sjiraniie

WRINGER.

RELIANCE

O F

pleasure in returning thanks to her numerous customers, in and out ol the oity tor their kind
and liberal patronage tor the past year, and wishes
to inform the public in general, that she has procured a large assortment of the latest style

SITUATE
IN
NORTH POUT,
1-2 milos from Belfast, containing
about 60 acres of land: a large orchard ol the best Fruit,
Grape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered, buildings good; House and L., new. Will keep a Horse
and 12 to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Brick Privilege bordering on a brook. Near a School House
and in a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied for soon.
Apply to J. C. LEWIS, New Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATERMAN, or JOHN
M. WOODS.
tf43
May 4, 1871.

.JOHN II.

proved

HOME
The

Farm for

Belmont, 24th, Mary It. Poor, daughter of the
late Charles and Susan Poor, of Belmont, aged 35.

Office nf I lie

”

Takes

LUCE, County Supervisor.

In

The One Horse

SPECIAL NOTICES
THE

Mrs. A. L.

In these Institutes tlic County Supervisor will be
assisted by W. II. BIGELOW, Est>., Supervisor oi
Kennebec County, and others.
Will S. S. Committees of adjoining towns use
their inllucnce to secure a general attendance of their
Teachers ?
All interested in the improvement of our Common
Schools are cordially invited to be present at the
regular sessions of these Institutes, and especially
at the evening lectures.
iwi3
n. A.

[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,
must be paid for.]
In this city April 22nd, Abbie Piper, aged 37 years,
10 months, wile ot Albert 1*. Piper, of Thomaston.
In Richmond, Apr. 3, Mrs. Jennie Toothaker
aged 32 yjs 0 months.
In Waldo. April 0th, Mr. Kdmond Clements ag®u

Sprague

MISS SAWYERS SALVE.

....

1 iIED.

Virginia

**

....

2

PENOBSCOT.

Murder.

Orders

And take no other. See that the portrait ot Dr.
Clarke is upon the label ot each bottle. No other
is genuine. They arc puerly vegetable and will not
intoxicate.
tfap

Trial Jus.

MAKING.

24-25.
FRANKFORT,
STOCKTON,.“ 20-27.
30-31.
SEARSMONT,
UNITY,.June 1-2-3.

OIL.

^

SOMERSET.

The

on

“MACHINE,” IN

Simp over FRANK B. KNOWLTON’S Store,
Hih-h Street,
Relfaat. Me.

Thos. 1). McMahon, Eddington.
Jacob P. Hardy, West Orotio,

otnplete

GRAND SALE

BROOKS,.May 22-23.

Papering Front Entries,
Sitting-Rooms made a
Specialty.

GRAINING WITH

KNOX.

meeting of the Central Directors will
once ratify the lease, which will make

WASHING, ENAMELING
AND VARNISHING.

Painting

James R. Malcolm, Thomaston,
F. A. Piper. Muscle Ridge Pit.

A
it

WHITE

HANCOCK.
J. D. Parker. Mt. Desert,
Geo. V. Mills. Brooksville,
Geo. W. Collins. Bluchill,

Institutes 1071.

HOUSE PAINTER, The
PAPKR-UANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING,
lows

Nominations. Among recent nominapassed by
the rat living tions by the Governor, are the following—

Resolved, That the acceptance of this Lease is
made l>\ the Stockholders with the express un*!«-r.-taiulimr that tin < .mstrudion of Article till
n, that in
making provision tor the rates of
freight .tie l fare" to and from 1 tel fast, it is meant
.uni understood, to indude any distances over
the Maine central Railroad. or upon other
..n|s leased l»v them, as well as upon the road
the 15. A M. b. liailroad.

A. CULIA-TATST,

-0spring series of teachers’ in8titutc8 for Waldo County, will be held as lol-

was

vote—

it

M.

FASTENING KOI! IIKAVV

BOOTS

AND

SHOES,

Has

proved superior to either Thread or Pegs. For
all the lighter grades of work it is equally applicable, and the most delicate lady’s slipper or the iinest
pump-soled boot is more pliable, more durable, and
preserves Its shape better, If fastened with

CABLE SCREW WIRE
Belfast, April 18,1871.

THOMAS TAYLOR.
3w41*

These popular Ctooila
Healers evenahere.

are

sol«l by
tiw30

Einfach—One

Fold.

Jjfrfo Jtibcrtiscmcnts.

SCHAMON.

1»Y lillllTIIA S11 >NKY

1.

I?IKTIIOIIIST, of New York, lias all
been edited with marked ability by liev.
I)r. Crooks. Its publishers have just added to its
editorial corps, Rev. Abet, Stevens, an equally experienced journalist, and author of the best History
of Methodism extant. They have also engaged con-

A Mil so the l»at tie is nearly done,
\;i<i the shield will he laid away.
For tlu* golden bronze of the evening sun
slants o'er the meadow
gray.
IV a long, long strife to the
end, sweet wife;
The end,.just a myrtle crown,
Two billows of green, with a cross between,
Win re we lay our burden down.

JL

wavs

tributions and sermons from the Rev. T. De Witt
T.vi.MAdt;, whose success and popularity as a preacher. writer and lecturer, are almost unexampled, and
whoso free Tabernacle in Brooklyn, with its congregation o: over :i,000 people, is one of the marvels of
the age. Rev. Henry Ward Beecher lias a
Lecture Room Talk every week.
Tiie Methodist abounds in good things, is never
dull or dry, has stories for children, hints for farmers, and something for everybody. Mrs. Willing's
great serial siory is almost ready. They oiler for
the price of one year’s subscription {$2.50) to send
The Methodist from now until .July 1st, 1ST2.
Specimen copies tree. 114 Nassau Street, New York.

Aperient,

Bill

Mason’s

Bride.

I Ialf an hour till train time, sir,
An' a tearful dark night, too;
Tala* a look at the switch-lights, Tom,
Fetch in a stick when you're through;
m time?” Well, yes, I guess so—
Left the last station all right—
She'll come ’round the curve a-tlyin’—
Bill Mason comes ui> to-night.

You know Bill? lie’s engineer—
Been on the road all his life:
I’ll never forget the mornin’
lie married his chunk of a wife:
"1 was the summer the mill hands struck—
.Ju-t oil work, every one;
kicked up a row in the

They

And killed old Donovan’s

son.

Kill hadn't been married morn an hour,
I p comes a message from Kress
• >rderiu' Bill to
go up there
And bring down the night express,
lie left his gal ill a hurry,
And went up on number one,
Thinkin’ of nothin' but Mary
And the train he had to run.
And Mary sat by the window
To wait for the night express,
An’, sir, it she hadn’t a-done so
She’d been a widow. 1 guess,
For it ’a’ been nigh midnight
When them mill hands left the Ridge—
They came down—the drunken devil'-!
Tore up a rail from the bridge,
But Mary heard ’em a workin’.
And guessed there was somethin' wrong—
And in less than fifteen minutes
Bill’s train it would be along!
She couldn’t V come here to tell us,
A mile—it wouldn't ’a' done—
So she just grabbed up a lantern
And made for the bridge alone.

Then down

makin' her

Well, hy Jove! Bill saw the signal,
And he stopped the night express.
And he found his Mary cryin’
< >n the track, in her weddin' dress:
( lyin’ atT laughin' for joy. sir,
An’ boldin’ on to the light—
Hello! here’s the train—good bye, sir.
Bill Mason’- on time to-night!
An

in great trouble while
in Portland in search of the runaways,
and started for Boston, Saturday morning,
hoping to continue on their track. They
stopped a short time at a hotel in Portand, having a week's start of the lather,
who knew nothing of the elopement until nearly a week alter it took place.
The girl is quite handsome and accomplished, and sustained a good name up to
the time of her elopement.
It may seem strange that the father did
not learn that his daughter had eloped until a week had elapsed after the affair took
place. But the teacher closed the schoal
two weeks before the term
expired, and
all the time was making preparations for
his departure, and collecting the money
due him. He also worked his card so as
to secure what
money his wife had, leaving her and four children without any
means of
support. The father was going
after his daughter at the close of the term
not knowing that she had
gone.

Prospects of Peaceful Settlement.

Washington, nth.
At the Masonic banquet, Monday evenin", Karl lie Grey, in a short address,
congratulated the world on the brightening prospects for a more complete unity
between the United States and England.
Among those who replied to the toast
of the Grand Master was Mr. Heard,

Grand Master of Massachusetts.
Sir John A. McDonald said ho found
his welcome as warm as the weather.

He had the pleasure of
attending the centenary of the Masonic Lodge of one of
the oldest and most renowned regiments
of the British army, where ;it was stated
that during the revolutionary war the
Masonic chest containing evidences of
as

a

Lodge,

was

■

riteai-rt- -Sr -.-irrr'rr

Without

ti failure, the
OF l’l LICS,

The New Bedford Mercury tells the fol-

lowing good deed: “An old pensioner,
eighty-three years of age, who witli his
aged wife had lived in that city for a number of years, supported by his pension and

the generous benefactions of a few persons, has his legal residence in Mattapoisett. The overseers of that town,
fearing
the old man might call upon it for
support, recently had him removed to its almshouse. This was a sore grief to him and
;
his patrons here at once
sought to have
him returned. The authorities of Mattapoisett consented to this upon bavin" a

bond executed indemnifying them against
at once

given by three obligators, either of whom
could buy the entire real and personal estate

of the town at the valuation of the
The old pensioner has strong

owners.

backers.”
Josh

-‘y

past l.'» years, in ail the

Address «EO.

Advertising Agents.
Xos. AO A 41

Park

Bi«m, IY<»w York.

THE LITTLE WONDER.
Patented Jan.

1, lsri.

Agents wanted everywhere.

THREE

and
NER it

a large commission
wonderful inventions. Address M. WAGCO., Marshall, Mich.

A

DAY FOR A 1L.Y. with Stencil
Address A. E. Graham, Spring-

sio Tools.

field, Yt.

tfOOC A MONTH Horse and Carriage furnished.
Expenses paid. II. Shaw, Alfred, Me.

2U XT CSV* Hi 1ST X E2;
Or, La<lk*s’ Companion.
The most beautiful invention of the age. Is'o lady
should be without if. Price
Sent to any address in perfumed box- <. Female agents wanted.
Send lor a circular. Di:. EEKTCHElt, 117 Court
Street, room Boston, Mass.
nilVSIdl,

and the

JL whole Sexual Science in man and w«man. Send
stamp for pamphlet. Box fi'JW, Boston P. O.

A

CARD.

A Clergyman, while residing in South America as
missionary, disco.ered a safe and simple remedy
for the Cure of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay,
Diseases of the Urinary and Seminal Organs, arid
the whole train of disorders brought on by baneful
and vicious habits. Great numbers have been cured
by this noble remedy. Prompted by a desire to
benefit the afllicfed and unfortunate, 1 will send the
recipe for preparing and using this medicine, in a
sealed envelope, to any one who needs it, free of
charye, Addreas Jos. T. Inman Station D, Bible
House, N. Y. City.
a

1*.

For

Vigor,

restoring Gray Hair

its natural

Vitalily
A
is

to

and Color.

dressing

at once

which

agreeable,

healthy, and effectual
for preserving the

hair. Facial or gray
hair is soon restored
to its original color
with the gloss and

freshness of youth.
Thin

falling

hair is thick-

liair

cheeked, and baldness often, though
not always, cured
by its use. Nothing can restore tlie
hair where the follicles arc destroyed,
or the glands
atrophied and decayed.

But such as remain can be saved for
usefulness by this application. Instead
of fouling the hair with a
pasty sediment, it will keep it clean and vigorous,
its occasional use will prevent the hair
from turning gray or falling off, and
consequently prevent baldness. Free
from those deleterious substances which
make some preparations dangerous and
injurious to the hair, the Vigor can
only benefit but not harm it. If wanted
merely for a

HAIR

DRESSING,

nothing else can be found so desirable.
Containing neither oil nor dye, it does

not soil white

cambric, and yet lasts
long on the hair, giving it a rich glossy
lustre and a grateful perfume.

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,

She wanted tew kno and liav a hand in
awl was a going on, and the devil offered
to teach her, and yu hav heard what the
result waz. My advice tew you iz tow

OFFICE, HAYFOItD BLOCK,
tla2

N

Burnham, April Ui, 1871.

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many of whom consult him in critical oases,
because of his acknowledged skill ami reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and
observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

and clear

Scientific and

QUACKS,

FOREIGN AND NATIVE

'f.

STEAMER

Freight

quality,

n.

Popular Medical

Reduced!

Belfast, April H, 1871.

continue to keep our usual Large
Stock of them, as well as all
grades of Alpacas.

tf24

STEAMSHIP
A L L I A X C

cottouTc.lot h $.

13,

This department will he found to
contain all the Leading Brands
of Bleached and Brown.

(10TTONS.
Look at

Prices of them. The
popular Bleached Hill Cotton, 14
cts, sold recently at 18 cts.
BOOT li. BLEACHED COTTON
at 12 1-2 cts.
Sold everywhere
at 14 cts.
Wo have most all the different
Brands of Bleached Cottons, that
wo intend to close out cheaper
than over sold before.

The Great Remedy For

RHEUMATISM !
WING’S

Myalgic Liniment, Myalgic Pills
Myalgia is derived from two words, one meaning
muscle, and the other pain or pang, it therefore
muscle pain.
Among the medicines lor Rheumatism, WING’S

mate a

Adhesive Phenol Salve,

put up in rolls, fitted for lamily use, and no family
should be without it. Its healing properties are unequalled by any Salve over before in use. Its adlniiv< qualities are such, that it cannot be washed oir
ot exposed surfaces, like wounds on the hands, tfcc.
It immediately sooths and removes the pain oi an
inliamed Sore, and quickly puts an end to all symptoms ol malignancy. Try it and you will never be
willing to be without it.
Is

WING’S

A

just

Is an unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, Iroe
from stain, and its healing properties are such, that
il once one becomes acquainted with them,
they will
always keep it on hand. For Chapped Hands, Pimples on the Face, Sore Lips, Sore Eyes, and Lesions
of Cutaneous and Mucous surfaces, it is the most
positive cure. Among all the medicines lor Catarrh,
nothing approaches the benign action of this application. It quickly restores the glands of the
mucous membrane ot the nasal cavities to a normal
and healthy action, No family should be without it
a single day.
Full directions accompany each article. Sold by Druggists.

IVirisfs Catlmlicfin,

The lireat

Remedy

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND
IX SEARS PORT, ME.
rsillE WELL KNOWN, Meant port 91 oust*,
1 three stone* high, finished iu Modern Style,
unci containing 35 or more large and convenient
rooms, is now ollered for sale. Attached is a Stable
nearly new, 10x70, both House and Stable abundantly supplied with water. The LIVERY STOCK,
s *o 30
Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Robes, &e.
will also be sold.
This Hotel is the only Public House, in the place
is situated in the central part of
Searsport, at the
head ot Penobscot Ray, one of the most beautiful
bays in the world for lishing and Railing, which
renders Searsport a line summer resort, one that
has already become very popular with the
traveling
public, and whose patronage is constantly increasing. Fine roads alFord every facility, for pleasure
Boston and Portland Steamers call here daily
within six miles of Railroad communication with
daily trains lor lioston and Portland. One of the
most desirable locations in Maine, ior the Hotel
and summer resort, sold on account of business in
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
attention.
Full particulars
to terms of sale &c., on
application to the proprietor.
W. H. MATHEWS, Searsport, Me.

Moses Fairbanks & Co.
(Successors

to

FAIltBANKS &

BEARD,J

MANUFACTURERS

Mineral Water,

Ginger Ale,

SODA AND SYRUPS.

ALE,

PORTER,

Cider and
In

Bottles,

or

HOWARD

Lager

Barrels, Half Barrels,
family use.

flier
or

Kegs

f .c

HOWARD STREET, BOSTON.
Orders per mail or express filled on the same terms
as if applied for in person, All goods warranted.
Moses Fairbanks.
Levi Fairbanks.
3ms H
O. S. Neale.

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers &c.
stand,

Uigli Street,

■

where may be found a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about every
variety and style in the Market, lie invites his old
customers and all others in want of anything in the
SHOE line to give him a call before purchasing.
A good stock of

Sole &

Upper Leather,
Calf Skins,

And all kind of

Splits, Lasts,
hand.

Findings constantly

Trunks, Valisos,

and

on

Also

Travelling

Bags.
W.T. COLBURN.

A. T. EDMONDS.

Belfast, April an, 1871.
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*a

n»n

a. i:

1

lyrs

Wr. J.

|

Carlo & Morison’s

j

Belfast, Me.

£a“Also needles, oil and nil 1 lu- lilt
Machines kept constantly on hand.

n.r-

lor holh
tie,.**

remedy

IN OKDKit TO CLOSE A COX- i
corn, till' Two Story Ilouso ami L, |
in JLtocklumi, on South sideot Kook- i
-land street, adjoinin'; l'.enjamin
unowitou s, win or soia v. ry low, ;
and possession Riven immediately.
The house i- |
ploasautly situated, in a Rood neighborhood, liv<-or !
six minutes walk from the l’ost Ollier, High Seln oi j
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished room-, !
numerous closets ami other convenience.-.
Cellar:
under the whole. The house is in Rood repair, has
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spa- ;
cious entries, above and below, all which -ire el.
gantly papered and painted. It is very suitable Cor I
a private
dwelling, or lor a Hoarding House, ami i< I
convenient lor one or two families. A perfect t it If I j
"ill be given free from all claims to dower. Tinpremises may be examined on application to IJcnj.
1

—-

1

j

"COLLARS.

lvnowlton, or to

Is

SOLD \>\

Belfast, March 1,1K71

in this
attention of

the

U'U

ever

OYSTERS 1

the Ladies to these goods, as we
F IlES II ANI > S O I, I J ),
Received daily from Portland, by
give them the benefit of a large
Edward Gross,
assortment at Cheap Prices.

and for sale by the MUTT.
or ^ ll,
Jf'OlY. Also (hackvrN, l*Ukl«>w. K cu iiiip*.
«Src.. besides a good assortment of fruit and con

,

lectionery.
door

to

the Court Houno

32tl.

Belfast, Maine.

ppmiTvf a

SIMONTON BROS. & CO ,
IIayford Block,
Belfast.

hr mints.

<

.l-. |

|-;\ |-.|;VU’ill r:i
ALL DlU'i.OLSlS.

Y

1,1

J. C. ROBBINS i»«

■••»««• 1'" !•
»•«
'i as Ir.i
1 t hr |m: Mil-1.'ill i.
Hi. ah..-,
•.t*.
!! !x;; »-v11
i-hu.. a)
-a
ini it(:t i ii nit it I l> Ha.- Irav lliii^ j.iilii.
11 ■
ill t hor.ia t: h
r. ii.n al• t h. Iimi -j.
make improvement ana «
ry w v contarni to mou
Tin'- t .Ihe will be ~11j«,.! i• .i with all tl*>
itii needs.
delicacies tli.i! can !■• procured, illd -p. cial att.u
••
atm
n
-H pm.tion giv. n to or-t.
and

You

Dresses,

can

have your

Sacks,

&c.,

DYED, CLEANED, & PRESSED,

Steam

ID ye

!

I

mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the atlliet** person
-o n rejoices in
perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater
experience in
the cure of diseases ot women than any other
physician in Poston.
Hoarding accommodations tor patients who may
wish to stay in Poston a lew days under his treatinert.
Dr. Dow. since
having confined his whole attention to an oilice practice lor the cure of Private
Diseases and female < ’omplaints,
acknowledges no
superior in the United States,
N. IL All litters must contain one
dollar, or
they will not be answered.
< mice hours irom s A. M. toP. M.
Hoston, July 25, 1S7H.
lyrii

FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE.
'Fin* Kcliooiirr Mcnafor, 35 tons,
o. in., a very good vessel in every reWell found in Sails and Ringing, has 130
fathoms new cable. Will be sold very low.
E. B. GARDNER.
ttl8
Bucksport, Me.

spect.

E. BARBIES & CO.,
Fancy Good Store, No. 17
1 vr3f*

THE AMERICAN

Movable Comb Beehive
purchased this valuable
Having
patent for Waldo County, 1 will sell farm
with

directions for making, for $3,00 each.
144 pages sent post paid,
40 cts. Also Hives and Glass
lloncy Boxes for sale,
at low prices,
Italian Queen Bees raised from
selected stocks of undoubted
purity, sent by mail or
express. Purity and safe arrival guaranteed in all
cases. New circular for lh?l, sent free.
Address
j.
GRAY,
3mos35eow
Dixmont, Me.
rights

Bee.Kceper’s Text-Book,

Foot of Main Street.

House.

Office at B. F. WELLS’S
Main Street, Belfast.

:;u

|

cOr

j

apart incuts.
All tin' .'tail*'- !. a\ m.r
parture from 111i-« li«»u
to the boats, uuil ^in -tthe city or country,
JJelfast, May !<*, i> i.

Buy

rao, and I’ll do you Good.”
DU. LAND LEV'S

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
1 his medicine is, without tno possibility of a doubt,
tbo very best remedy known for the following and
all kindred diseases: Indiaestion, Ccstircness, Liver
(’oinplaint, Piles, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia,
J>i'. -ines8, Scrofula, Salt Ilheum, Languor,Laziness,
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, d’v.
By the timely use ot this medicine the blood is
purified. The appetite is restored. The system is
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath
is sweetened. The
complexion is beautilied. And
the general health is

li E S T O Tt ED.
The best Roots, Herbs anti Barks enter into the
composition ol this Remedy, making it a simple
and safe, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases
of the blood.
GKO. C. GOODWIN

by all Druggists.

GO., Boston.

For sale
4mo834
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by all Druggists and country stores.
Is 15. IIIKSK 10I.I., I'roprictor, Bangor, .tlC. (ioodwin & <\>., Wholes tic Agent.-,
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Street, Boston, Mas.-.
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'.•to Vi A.M.
M iJOHN II, < ,> I
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Ki vsipelas, Sc;iM 11 rail, Kingworms, ric-r-'. I >urn -•.
Salt Blteum, (.’hillMains, Scalds, 1'impli s, Blotches
»SI 1 s in nlc .in or
Frostt il Limbs, lmlamoii KyiBiles, and all I.viij.
month, \\ ill I*, pi
Jions ol tint Skin.
AUo goad tor Scratclu s on ; month,
pt .M
horses.
eomputt *1 l'l .01 tin -am■ in
receivi .1.1,1
l)i“posito
Warranted to Cure o- Money Refunded.
.ml
•,»
l-.* A

(i.
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A penny savot! is
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A. ,J. HA1MHMAN & CO.,

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS

No. GO Mam St.

Belfast, Maine

Nkai: Fn.ToN !-'i:i:i:v M.W \ • »i
Feb, 11, W I,
tl
This wo 11 known and lavorite Hot- ;
.n-t
boon renovated, remodeled ami lurnMied m
elegantly throughout, ft i- kept on th hm
t\«asoBt on a i. sri: iniiiH
plan, anil lias ample accoiuodatiori ho t--u! humlr« ;
guests.
S\!l, IV IS I: \ W I.! >M I. A V A M s 1 1.1
-i .N w
1 ho location is more accessible to all par:
York ami Brooklyn than :uy other ln-uin 11.. !
N \v ^ OKJv \NI> Oi.AsiioW,
city. The Broadway stage- pass the Hotel ev< ry
throe minutes besides various linos ot street cars,
Palling at l.omlomicrry to in.I Mail-, uni P:m-. n
v< rv other route
one of which intersects
in .New
York.
The St him ei
<■! this I.norite inn are built <\
It being hut two blocks tn-m Fulton I try rnak«
fret. amt lilt,
pr- -ly lor the Atlantic I a- eiigi
it convenient for those wishing to ’it the “fit c o:
in.-;, n
up in every re 'poo with all 11..
Churches," as from tliis Ferry diverg. all the prin
III. lit S call ill,'.tell t
ill lire tl
olet V, 11)1 ho T ,1.0
cipal railroad routes in the city ot I'.iooklyn.
ct'
convenience
pn
ugi r-.
I* V IsAm; 1J A 1 1. >, 1*.\ Y A151 I IN ft IUM.Ni \
GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY,
it
loti
I.ASt
i.l
\
l-.KPool. h | .oN I *o.\ PI- p i, \
»\V,
lyrr.l
<

■

.1

!

Proprietors.

ITliSl

( A

KIN

according

Cabin Return Tick.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
t

IN THE TOWN OF MONROE & JACKON.

it. KMKl»I

?1

1,

to

it

curing be-t
i;k

\ I i:

n

...m

v«. I

Parties sending for tin .r friend- in the
try can purchase In k. t .it reduce.I rati
tier paiiieulai.- ,:pi 1> t.. Hl,M*I.Kso\
PI'S ; Howling (.le ii.N
V.,orOO\
I ii'Uranee A;'eitt- K. Hast .Maim

-■

(

Id <\nn
l-.u In;
l. t; *1 ! I
Kl 1.1,1*

OF A til’1ST MI 1.1., imlp'ui
J leges,with lour run ot Stones, two ot tie in
n,
French Burs,and two Holts; it is one of t!
i.
Country Mills in the State, the lower part istructed of Stone and Cedar.
Also one saw M i:
j
!
good repair with opportunities lor other M.u-h.n
*• n i* i-: h
t
it
is *
it *•
all the lumber manutactured linds a r« miy taark*
the Mill.
Also two Stores, Blaek.-ouith'- >h« \ j
i
House lots, &c., all situated in the flourishing \
I 1ST iK< 111 IVI’I)
lage of Monroe, which is distant from tide watlie-1 N.av Ilamj •'him 'A 11 1 I OAlv \\i
Also in th
Belfast & M. I.. K. K. some six miles.
IIICKOItV Sl’OK I >
from 1 1-s
town of Jackson, several lots of valuable timber
inch,
wide.
Also
a good assortment
t
a
o seasoned lit i,.s
most
of
them
lands,
containing heavy growth
I will warrant tl,
h< al-ov
above goo.is to h, ,,i the b. >i
Hemlock, Spruce, iiardwood ami < 'edar.
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe \\ h
lUalit vamt will -ell at low pries.
'nll al in
a'oti No t Phcuix Ko .v.
the logs may be driven at small exp* n-e. Mom
tl.:
O.VKIN AM.IU;,
the land is within four miles of It. & M. If, I.. !i. K.
The Hemlock Bark finds a market at 1'lymoiM'i which
is distant about ten miles, or at Bella-:
For par
j
ticulars apply to
JOSEPH PALM Kit, Monroe Mills or IH.N.i.
at
t!<
WILLIS. Bangor House, Bangor, Mi.
j

CCONSISTING
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■
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S.

A.

LUCE,

Attorney

Hanford

J

\ i:i»
kMri
n«y A II it 11*011
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Plow.- Sc

It*

a r. \im;k i.nror

nu«.

1

h 111 v;11ors.
Also a line assortment of NlimeU, II <»«>*, 1| u
m-l
a
Fork*,
mire
jjood variety ol l-arming lm
or sal.
at the lowest market
plements in general,

! 1.1-ii-.s. by

lio

Company,

t \»
*.
riv tiif
um.tl*
in-

Plows! Plows!

buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute lor
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means lor providing, in the ho us?
a
comfortable private closet, affording comfort
neatness and health.
Prices
to *:;3. Send for
Circulars to

hrlli Closet

U

Belfast,
his c ti e will
references

quired.

to

Ra r
c

Law,

Block...

All business entrusted to
prompt attention. IUst of

Phosphate

n

ALL Dill

BELFAST.

always happy to see Without
B II A I) 1, E A' S
ripping, also with the trimmings on.
NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
Dealers
and will sell for
Country
GENT’S GARMENTS T1IE SAME.
X.
L.
of Lime!
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,
Cash, goods at prices that will in- Kid Gloves
Dyed or Cleaned, rpTIIK BEST EElMTI.I/EIt IN THE MAltlvET
sure them a good profit.
MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
at
E.
NO
1st:A
TI
X
l
V*.
AT THE
in Brilliant Colors on
Eor Sale Here.
The New Year will be devoted
in englarging our Stock and Trade
and for that reason have made
improvements in the store to accommodate our increased Stock.
Those indebted to us are requested to call and settle their

lion ell

AMERICAN HOUSE

new

ILadies T

Ladies I

are

Stamped
Burlap.

O,

(

tuuh/ti.uf

nu<l

SO Lid’.

For sale

SOLD ISY MOST DRUGGISTS IN ALL PARTS
OF THE WORLD.
Price 50 ends. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt
of sixty cents, or lour packages for two dollars, lieware of counterfeits and worthless imitations.
See
that my private stamp, which is a positive guaranlee of genuineness, h upon the outside
wrapper.
Knaembcr this private Stamp, i sued by the United
States (iovernment expressly tor stamping my tiled
ieienes, has my portrait, name and address, and the
words
T. S. Certificate ot (lemiinencss," engraved upon it, and need not he mistaken.
Don’t be
swindled by travellers and others representing
themselves as Dr. Sage: 1 am the only man now living that lias tiie knowledge and right to manufacttire the Genuine Dr. Sage's Citarrh Remedy, and 1
never travel to .-oil this medieiue.
R. V. PIFRCF. M. D,
•Inios1T> Seneca Street, llutlalo, N. V.

o. in.built of white oak, ami in ?ood or- I
Derangements, are ail treated
der, will be sold at a bargain. inquire on new pathological principles, and speedy relief
So invariably certain is
F. A. lvNOWLTON, Agent.
guaranteed in a few days.

Oi

Hamburg Edges.

Dodge’s Rug Patterns.

1V£K «,%

<

1‘rneticftl

Htoskfll's Finnic
do not wish to inform vwu, reader, Unit l)r. Wonderful, or any other man, lias discovered a remedy
that cures consumpti >n, when the lungs are .halt
consumed, in short, will cure all disease* whether of
mind, body or estate, make men li\- forever, anti
leave death to play for want of work, and is designed to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise,
to which Heaven itself shall hi* hut a side show.
Von haw heard enough of that kind of humbuggory. I>ut when 1 tell \ou that l)r. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy will postively cure the worst eases of Catarrh ia the Head, I only assert that which thousands can testily to. \ pharnphiet giving symptoms
and other intormation suit trei to any address. This

or

We

J

I

t

We cannot say too much in favor PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
< VI T8<>\
No. 2 Kimball Block.
of these Collars that are having
To
in Delicate Health.
Females
tf29
Rockland, Jan. 25,1871.
-0such an Extensive Sale with us.
DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 F.ndiLinen Finish, Cloth Lined Button
Schooner for Sale. eott street, lloston, i- eonsultoil daily lor all diseases
incident to the female ~ystem, Prolapus Uteri
The Sell IDA MOIITON, of
Falling of the Womli, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
Holes, 2 Boxes for 25 cts.
and other Menstrual

-o-

No. 3 cm BLOCK,

t is r.

Cotton.

Country Dealers.

!

Ik Nature, Troatiurnt ami Radical

well-known remedy doe*; not dry up a Tough, and
leave the cause behind, as is tho case with, most
preparations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and alla\s
irritation, thus removituj the cause .,f the complaint.
Id
Sl’.TH W KOWI.E .fc SON. Proprietors. Poster
by druggists and dealers in men it.-•; ,■/ m.-ralty.

FLORENCE Sc IIOWE

HARDWARE STORE,

FANCY GOODS.

■

A Lccturo

This

MACHINES

It has been our aim to keep a
large and varied assortment of
Fancy Goods, and the recent purchases have made this department
very attractive.

CAUSE

\v>

MACHINES!

X

largest stock
city. We call the

THE GREAT

SEWING

Endless Quantities of all Linen
Handkerchiefs sold from 8 cts. to
12 1-2 cts. in good qualities.
The great sale we have had on
these goods, prove that low prices
insure large sales.

The

jj

;

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.

PAPER

|

BELFAST,

yard.

Spool

-.

••'

A large assortment of the Best
!
Slake of Spool Cotton in Bull'
Shades for Basting 2 spools for FOR SALE AT A BA TUI AIN.
A Perfect Title Given !
5 cts.

ATIIENiEUM BUILDING,

The subscriber is still at the old

GOHOIE1!

Ir±
Good Crash Towelling at 0 cts.

!

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

-.

HO OH,

fur Pain, per yard.

It has a wide range of application. The sure and
most immediate relict from pain.
Jndispensible lor
<
olds, Cough, Diarrhoc, Dysentery, Cholera, &c.
Made expressly lor those who want the best, and
know alter they get it. None others need buy.
Every person ought to have it, whether at home or
abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March BO, 1>71.
lyr:is

DRINK,

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.

I? Pc I N T S
new case of Beautiful Prints
received, selling at 10 cts.

G JEL

On which they an- constructed brings llu* core or
centre ol the Jens directly m front ol the eye, producing a eh ar .1 nd distinct vision, a in the natural,
healthy sight, and preventing all unpleasant sin
-ations, sie h as glimmering and wavering of sigh',
di/.zine.&e., peculiar to all others in use.

Made of Poor Klim, Wlii^kcy, Pr»««t Spirit*
tulid Kcf'itmo JEi<iHorn doctored,spiced and
cned to please tins taste, called Tonies,
App> t,/.
rs,” “Restorers," &c., that lead the tippler mi t
are Mounted in the Finest Manner,
drunkenness and ruin, but are a true Medicine, mad
In 1 rallies ot the l.e.-t inality, of'all materials used
from the Native Hoots and Herbs of California, free
tor that purposi.
f rom nil Alcoholic {Stimulants. They are the
THE III r/xisil f.\7> nniM'.lUTY
GREAT RLOOl) PURIFIER ami A PI PE
GIVING PRINCIPLE a perfect Renovator and
CANNOT Hla SUUl'A.SSKD.
Invlgorator of the System, carrying off all poisonous
1 'Al
l ION.—None genuine unless bearing their
matter and restoring the blood to a healthy condition.
trade mark <> stamped on every Irunie.
No person ran take these Bitters according to direcISAAC
tion and remainlong unwell.
$100 will be Riven f-*r an im-urald .-.iso, pr->vi !• I
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for
the bones ure not destroyed by mineral poison or
11 «:i. 11 st. ...
other means, and tl»c vital organa wasted beyond the
f rom whom they can only be obtained.
These
point of repair.
goods art not supplied to lvdlers, at any price,
For Inflammatory ami Chronic Klicumulyric.
li-on a mi Gout, Dyspepsia or Indigestion,
Bilious, ({emit ten I and liitrnniilrnt levers.
Kurin lot* S;i lc\
Diseases of the Blood, Fiver, Kidneys, ami
liladdi'i', tUesn Kiticio havr boon most sue.cvssfill.
Such Diseases are caused by Vitiutcd
srn .\
t> in Noitrni’oii i,
om-hall milo lroin Brown’s t'orltlood, which is generally produced by derangement
lln* lann contains sixty
ner, on the shoro road,
of tlio Digestive Organs.
acres ol hir.d, lias a house, barn, shod,
good well ot
DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION, Headwater, orchard, ami two hundred cords ot standing
ache, Pain in tlie Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the wood, sol!
and hard. This farm will he sold at good
Sour
of
the
Eructations
Stomach,
Chest, Dizziness,
advantage to the purchaser. Apply to
Pad taste iu tho Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation
Mrv Itum.K I II. (JOOMItS.
of the Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs,Pain in tho ;
Belfast, March 1, 1*71.
tru
and
a
hundred
other
of
the
!
painful
Kidneys
regions
•jmptoms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
They invigorate the Stomach and stimulate the t-r- j
pid liver and bowels, which render them of une.p.iaik 1 |
I
cfflcacyin cleansing the blood of all impuritu
ton PiniFvnc; the iieooie
imparting new life and vigor to tho whole st
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Eruptious.Teiter.
The reputation this exRheum, ElotchCR, Spots, Pimples, Pustule:-, Ilmi.*, ,.v
cellent inc'liciuc enjoys,
i.s derived from its cures,
buncles, Ring-Worms, Scald-Head,Sore Eyes, Ik;
clas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of tho Skin, II
many of which are trulv
inarvellous.
hivetorate
and Diseases oftheSkin.of whatever name or nature,
cases of .Scrofulous disarc literally dug up and carried out oftho sy-t en i:i
ease, where the .system
short time by the use of these Bitter
One b..ttl« m
seemed saturated’ with
such cases will convince the most incredulous of their
corruption, have been
curative effect.
purilied and cured liy it.
Scrofulous affections and
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you llnd its
disorders, w Inch were
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, Erupthe emfu
gravated 1
tions or Sores cleanse it when you find it obstructed
I-”
contamination until
and sluggish iu the veins; cleanse it when it is foul,
they were painfully .ullintinjr. have been radeall.
'•imul
m
such
great number in almost i-v.
and your feelings will toll you when. Keep the blood
tnm of the country .that the public scar- ly m-.-d t
pure and tho health of the system will follow.
be informed of its virtues or m-es.
PIN, TA PE and other WORMS, lurking in the
Scrofulous poi-on i- <010 of the most destructive
system of so many thousands, are effectually destroy
enemies of our race. Often, this unseen and tmfelt
edand removed. For full directions, read carefully j tenant ol't lie organism undermines the con- tit ut mu.
•an 1 invites the attack of mi fee hi
in l'.mr lo.the circular around each bottle, print'in# or fatal disea es,
>■» ithout ovaing a M.-pieion "i it- presence. A gam.
guages—English, German, Preuch and Spanish.
ii -coins to breed inlet lion throughout the Imds. am;
J. WALKER, Proprietor. R. II MCDONALD & ro..
then, on some fas orable occasion, rapidL develop
one or other of its hideous form.-, cdtli.i >u the
Druggists and Gen. Agents, San Francis*.», t .1,, ] into
surface or anionir the vitals. In the latter, tuber
and 82 and34 Commerce Street, New Void;.
cles may be suddenly de|e it-‘d n tl:e hint's 01
CxTSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS. ! heart, or tumors formed in the liver, or it snows
its presence by eruption-' on ti e skin, or lbul ulcer
lyrSO
atinns on some part of the body, lleuco the occa:
sional ii.-r of a
“tile of this Sursnjutrilltt 1- advisable, even when no active symptoms .>1 di.-ea
anpeai-. Persons alllicted with the following coin
Plaints generally limf immediate relief, and, at
length, cure, b\ the u.-e of this SAKS liM/f/// t
St. Int/mni/'ft f 'irr, Ilosn. or H rt/si prhtx,
HUMAN MTS I '.IiV.
Tvtter, Suit Hluuw, Sruhl Htntl, liiiifju-orni,
Sorr IJt/rs. Son
h'ur.t, and other eruptionJust Published, in a Seated /-'nr elope. /’rice si.e rent*, i
i-ible forms of Srrofulous di-ca-e. Al-i in the
n ore com
did f< u
aDi/s/ujisiu, /trinmi/,
Ilrurt Dist-ttsc, I its, I.pilrysif, \ UfUlj/iu
«n
and the various t 1,-rroua auei tniim of the mti-.-uCure of Seminal Weakness, or spermatorrh a, in- I lar and nervous
systems.
duct’d by Sell-Aim-e, Involuntary Emissions, lmpo |
Sifji/t ilis 1 I ii' rrtil and 1/> rrurinl 1 tiscast *
tency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Mar- I are cured by it tie mail a long lime is re«|Uir> t loi
riage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and it-,
obstmale
tmdaiiu- by any mede-me
ui-duinKthe-e
Mental and Physical Incapacity, &■ —K. linliEliT
Hat lony continued use -f thi.- im dwine will< in
CL LYEIIWELL, M. D., Autln-r of tin- “(Jrc.n
I lie emuplaint.
I.cm'nt’rlurit or llhihs, I trriiif
ltook,'- 8iC.
frrrations, and i-rtmih Disrasr.s, are
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
munis soon relieved and ultimately cured
u
Lecture clearly proves from his own experience that
purilying and invigorating eHm. Minute Inn
the awful consequences of Sell-Abuse may be etleetlion- for cadi case are found in our Almanac, u,.
ually removed without medicines, and without
lih» iinmtism and tinut, when
plied grati-.
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments, ; caused by accumulati.ui- of extraneous mallei
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode ot cure at
in the hi.!, yu Id uuU kly to if, as al o / ic#
once certain and effectual i>v which every sufferer,
t'otn plaints, i'nrjtitfitf/. f on*/> sf iou o; Injlum
no matter what Ids condition
may be, may cun*
motion of tin
at d •hutntlirc, ss bo an m.
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
THIS
they often do. from the rankling poi -.ns in tl
LKCTUKK WILL PKOYK A I5U(L\ TO THOfsblood, 'flits s.! j; s ir 11:1/
..
great
ANUS AND I HOl SANDS.
Moivr for the -nenglh and s igor <1 lie -y-tem.
adSent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to
Ilc-ewlio ai
I / isthss, U*spon
I.mujti Ul
iress.on receipt ofsix cents, or t wo pe-dage tamps
•.h ut. Sin fill ss, :.m| tr<>nt•!. ! wiih Amis l;>y sold reusing the publish, ri.uid.
Also, DK. CCLYLUWLLI.'.- M irri u
II ukurss, will find immediate
ynipt''H itic
I’clicf and convincing evidence of its re-doi ifiv ••
Address the Publishers,
po\Ver upon trial.
( HAS. .1. (
KLINE & ft).,
|
li? Howerv.
Vork.P. <». lb>\ a. »«.{*,
r u 1: r a a r n n y

TWINES AND NETTIE US,

Gotten Flannels
At the surprising price of 10 cts.
per

Frinciplo

Tho Scientific

VILE

A

their

on account ol

ALLAltli,

PUBLISHED I!Y TIIE

FISHERMEN!

derive their name, “Diamond.
hardness and brilliancy.

■

Nervous Diseases,

'•

G-IINJ Gr-EH-A-dVrS
Selling at the Low Price of 12
1-2 cts.

PHENOLINE,

MOST PERFECT

They

Manhood, Womanhood, & I

•••*■•

N. Y.,

Natural,Ai liiicial help to the human > < everknou n
They arc ground und. their own KUpervIskn,
trom minute Crystal Debbie.-, melted together, a m

THEY ARE NOT

Works

—

E. SPENCER & CO.,

Which r< >. wollV r< d to tlic public, are pronounced
by all the c. icbralcd Opticians ot the World to be the

FANCY

TO

Great bargains in this department. We shall sell a good yard
wide Cotton at 9 1-2 cts. per yd.
Sold recently as a good bargain
at 10 cts. Extra Weight Cottons
marked down from 14 cts. to 12
1-2 cts.

rivalry.

Wing's

our

liI*v()WXCOTT()XS

means

j

liters

.1

we

GLASSES,

MAXUFAC TUKEI) BY

have

crystal, it* will not soil
SAIT,. ( THAN ami Ml'
l,ONG SOI.'< 11 T l-OR

but now known to “kill more than is cured," nut
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, |
knowing no other r< medy,hc relies upon Mkioti:v,
and gives it to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, .^e.,
Efioune.)
(^piioniM1
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds \
his so-called Extracts, Specifics, Antidott, &c.,hoth
1\V. 1. TA UK Mlf. A-sistairt Physician.
effects
in
a
few
in
a
its
curing
hundred, M-tUrnl
relying upon
l-nowletfge /*.•>• >-v>:-ryhotly. -.'.Vi/iou copies
it is trumpeted in various wavs t hroughout tin-laud ;
Soft! in tn o years,
but, alas ! nothing is aaid of the balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are left to linger I
a
S^oni> for
.Tia:i.
and suffer for months or years, until relieved or !
rm: sciknim t»i' i i: ::, oi: sr,r tukskim
cured, ii possible, by competent physicians.
V.\ I'lON. A M edicai I’i'i
m tin' Cause nml
BUT ALL QUACKS AK10 NOT IUNOUANT,
('lire ol' Mxiiai -.rrn V iai.ity, Iy.t.mati ki: 1»i.
.\xi> I’iivsh aj. I>i-:r.n.Notwithstanding the foregoing facts art- known to ri.iNi In M AN. .N: i.\<
li v, IJ'i i’i»i :i«>n i»i.i a aml nil other disease's :>ri-:
some (juaek doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless ot the life and health of others, there are i:>g from the Mkkuks >i Youth, ok ini; Indis1:kti<*\s <11: I- x<•,. -.sic
>1 mature years. This is
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to Ilnur patients, or imi* eel a book lor every man. Trice only 31.Ou •>;»
that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the pages, hound in cloth.
usual lee-- may be obtained for profcs-odly curing,
ISook for «*v<i*r> Winmui.
or
the dollar,” or fraction of it,” may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many are dr- j entitled SFATAL I'll V.SlOl.oti V OF WOMAN,
AND
IlKIi
I.)ISKASK S ; or, W«>.\!ax tkicaticd of
ccivcd, also, and spend large amounts for experiTii v-s >i.oi. ii
t. i. v A>i> Tatif >i.o< hpw.i.y, trom
ments with quackery.
Ini AN- V III Ol.D A■
with elegant ll.i.t
Dll, DI.Ws
livi: Knouavins.
pages, hound in beautiful
charges are very moderate. Communications i- French cloth. Trice 3_,00,
crcdly confidential, and all may rely on him with
A fSoolt Tor Dverrhody.
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever mayFlattered hy the ret option o! and great demand
be the disease,condition or situation of anyone,
the
above
valuable and timely treatise, and also
for,
married or single.
to 'ii*
a ;:n at need
if the present age, the author
Medicines scut by Mail and Lxpress to all parts of
lias
a rew book, treating
published
xclusivelv
just
the United States.
150
All ietters requiring advice must contain one dol- Ot Ni.KVofS AND MKNTAL DISK AS MS.
or sen r fkee on receipt ot
pp. cloth. Trice
lar to insure an answer.
sx tor the other two books,
postage paid.
Address Dn. L. l)i\, No. \!1 Kndicotl .Street, BosThese are beyond all comparison, the most extraton. Mass.
ordinary works on Thysiology ever published.
Boston. Jan. 1, 1.-71—1 yr.
There i- nothing whatever that the Ma ikied ok
Sincilk, of KithEi; Sex, can either require or wish
THE I.AD1ES.—The celebrated OIL L. 1)!\
to know, but wliat is fully explained, and many
particularly invites all Ladies who need a Men
matters ol the most important and interesting
ieal or Surgical adviser to call at liis Booms, ‘.'1
character are introduced to which no allusion even
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will iind
can he found in any other works in our language.
for
their
accommodation.
arranged
special
Ml the New Disi ovekiksoI the author, whose exDU. D1X having devoted over twenty years to
perience i.' such as probably never b lore tell to the
this partienlar branch of the treatment of all dislot ot any man, are given in lull. No person should
eases peculiar to females, is now conceded by all,
be without these valuable books.
(both in this country ami Europe,) that lie excels
V.\i.raiii.e Took-*.— We have received the
all other known practicioners in tin’ safe, -peedy
valuable medica* works published by the Teabody
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
Medical lustitut'.
Tin -v hooks arc of actual merHis medicines are prepared with the express | urit, and should lied a place in every intelligent famipose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
are not the cheap order of abominable
ly.
They
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of trash, published by irresponsible
parties, and purthe womb, also discharges which flow from a morchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a
bid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully
professional gentleman of eminence, as
prepared to treat in his peculiar -tyle. both medi- responsible
a source ol inst rucf ion on vital matters,
cally and surgically, all diseases of (lie female sex, which lumenta de ignorance exists. Theconcerning
important
and they are respectfully invited to call at
subj* cts presented are treated with delicacy, ability,
and earn, and as an appendix, many us’elii! preXo. 21 Esariii’otC *f.. BSo^foia,
scription- F
prevailing complaints are added."
All letters requiring advice must conU.i::
do!3 ■•mis Republican, Lauca-ier, N. li.
Iar to insure an answer.
i'lie
of the-e lvmks is one of the most
aut:i«t
Boston, Jan. 1 1-71 1 yr.
learned and popular physicians ol the day, and is
< ntitled to tin gratitude ot our
ice for these irvaluahlc j roiiiiet (••:-. it s,tjiis to be his aim to induce
men and won m to avoid the cause of those diseases
to which liny are ul>i< et. and lie tells them just
how and when to do it." [Chronicle, Farmington.
Maine, Sept. 7, isup.
y\ \NDi'.Yc'ma:i> i;v
lather book sent by mail on receipt ol price.
N. 15. 'I'lie author ol the above named medical
works is th
('i.il
Consulting Physician of the
Teabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly em•fltS-Scml for Price-List,
l{dlfjni.»rr.Htt,
ployed in consultation with invilids irom all parts
of tiie country, that he lias no time to attend to
mere business details. Therefore all letters should
».e addressed to the TKAliOPY MKDIMAL INSTIJOHN
I TTK, or Mr. W. II. TA UK MU, the Medical As-i't.iu: ol 1 i'i'.autlior, and his llu-im ss Agent, who,
as well
tint author himself, may be consulted on
all disease- ;■( paring skill, secrecy and experience*.
\Inidi'.
Invioi.ai t.t: Skoki-k v anf. Ceaktix Keiiei.
tl-5
1 y r 17

shall

GEO. G. WELLS, A-out

z

THE DIAMOND

BSHoml
eiquu.al.

fo further their impositions, copy from medical
hooks, much that is written of the qunlith s and effects ot different herbs and plants, ami ascribe all
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, .Nr
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, hirau.of the ancient belief of its “curing everything."

IJMBEMABK PAI'W
Are still the favorite Brand tor
our customers, and as we
cannot find their equal
for cheapness and

ATAHDIN,

Belfast, Maine.

Yu hav a power
OTICI!
now that never can he loss if yu hold on to
THIS IS TO FORBID ALL PERSONS FROM
it, but if you spit on your hands tew get crossing my hind In Burnham, without liberty, as I
shall prosecute according to law.
a better holt, yu
may lose your grip en-

DR. DIX

n '-*•

Johnson,

Rare Chance for Sale

Hair

H

Eg. 4. uuinnch Street, Boston.

! Read This!
Agents
WILL PAY A<;K.YT« A SAL*
i
WJEAllV OF
aiul
$:»0 PHIS
allow
new

large cities,

April 1*, the

The PAIN of Rheumatism fade.-away by the use
of this Liniment so rapidly and so permanently that
everyone who has used it, is astonished at its salutary effects.
The MY ALGIC PILLS restore all the secretions,
and cleanse the blood, making a complete cure and
a return oi the disease. Try them. Sold
preventing
by all Druggists.

JE\iMMiP»«‘s.or

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of fore ign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in otliei

WEEK.

MYALGIC I INI MEN T and MYALGIC PILLS
stand far ahead of all others, none even approxi-

st
to sell our

a

the finest fabric--perfectly
1-TCIKNT-■(!<■sideratums
AND FOUND AT I.AST!
II restores aud prevents the Hair from becoming
(•ray imparts a solt, glossy appearance, removes
Damlrutt’, is cool and refreshing to the head, checks
the Hair from falling oil, and restores it to a great
extent \\ hen prematurely io t, prevents Headaches,
cures all Humors, cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural Heat. AS A DRESSING FOR Til 10 HAIR
it is the rest article in the market.
I>If. U. SMITH, I’ateutee, Oroton Junction,
Ma.-s. I’rep,i ltd only by PROCTER DRUTHERS,
Olouceslt r, Mass. The Genuine is put up in a panik I bottle, made expressly for it, with the naim of
the article blown in the glass. Ask your Druggist
for Nature’s Hair Restorative, ami take no other.
ifS'Enclose a t lire.'cent stamp, and send for “Treatise on tl.e li Liman Hair,” which is worth $500.00 to
Gmos25*
any person.

1

STEAMER

has thi3 wholesome advice

slay right where yu are.

TRIPS PER

On and after FKIDAY,

10U per ct. ]>rotit.
samples by mail. Mac. Send at
once tor circulars and testimonials.
Little Wonder M
Y. Co., lj it, 3." Court St., Boston, Mass.

U

Transparent

TWENTY YEARS

engaged in treatment ot Special Disease a tact
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &c., that he is much r«
commended, and particularly to

BEAVER MOHAIRS.

US O KT T H

€> OIlOVv I'l.I. A CO..

IS THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE 1MIVSK IAX
ADVERTISING IN POSTON.

BOSTON & LOWELL

Thirty-one First-class

JP JL*

he

ers

Capt. T. II. SliUTK,
of all the above diseases. Call and receive back
Will resume her regular trips, leaving Boston
Sent by ex
your money, in all cases of iailure.
press, as some do not like to sell it, because it has i every Thursday at 2 o'clock, P. M., lor TENANT'S
never failed to cure, thereby losing the sale of bun- j 11A K15 OK, LIN CO LN VILE E .BEI. FA ST, con meting with the Belfast and Moosehcad Lake Railroad,
dred? of dollars ot remedies that never cure.) £3 a
SANDY POINT, BUCKSPOKT, WINTEUPORT,
bottle, sold everywhere. Send lor circulars tree
and BANGOR.
li. L*. FOWLE, Chemist, Boston.
Returning—Will leave Bangor Monday at « o'clock
A. M., touching as above.
I he ALLIANCE is in line sea-going order, having
new Boiler, Shalt, &c., and being
thoroughly repaired throughout.
We will insert an advert i sement
•‘IS
ROSS G. LEWIS, Agent.

So 3Q.t

boldly
cept by
perjure

FOR

FOWLED PILE AND IIUIOR CURE,

Laist

(and it cannot bo contradicted, exquacks, who will say or do anything, e ven
themselves, to impose upon patient. that

ex-

Line!

Independent

Fares and

Including Five Dailies.
We refer to the publisher ol this paper, to whom
our responsibility is well known.

H
b

WHAT ARE THEY ?

for

expose

worst

MAINE NEWSPAPERS,

i-3

<J
[H

Those in want of Goods in this who know but little of the nature and character of
Some
Diseases, and less to their cur>
Special
hibit lorged Diplomas of Institutions or ( nlleges,
department will find it for
which never existed in any part, of the world ; othexhibit Diplomas of the Dead, bow <d lained,
their interest to examunknown; not only assuming ami advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to furamine the Goods,
ther their imposition assume names of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
as we have made
QUACK NOSTKLM-MAKEPS,
them
through false certificates and references, and recomof their medicines by the dead, who
mendations
EXCEEDINGLY CHEAP.
or contradict them ; or who, besides,
cannot

SANFORD'S

cirular.

Contains no LAC SULPHUR—
No
No SUGAR OF LEAD
No NITRATE
LITHARGE
OF SILVER, and is entirely
free from the Poisonous and
Health-destroying Drugs used
in other Hair Preparations,

DR. DIX

Dress Goods.

EVENING-,

AT 10 O'CLOCK,
Or on arrival of Express Train from Boston, for
Itockand, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Castine, Deer
Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor,(Mt. Desert.' -Millbridge, .loncsport and Macliiasport.
Keturning will leave Macliiasport every Tuesday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings.
For full particulars inquire of BOSS & STIDIVANT, 1T9 Commercial Street,Or CYKUS STL DlYANT, Ceneral Agent.
t £34
Portland, Feb. 25,1871.

S<' e., > IT LA
SALT'
Itin.r.M, Dt -rhr.sia, Catarrh, Nliraloia and
all diseases oi the Skin and Blood, i:y sin*.

lJillings
Practical and Analytical Cuemists,
for all misguided females who are lecturLOWELL, MASS.
ing and perambulating the "country in
tRICE *1.00.
search of their rights:
“Eve, youre graitist grandmother comI. IICKIBIOll,
mitted a mistake, a good deal bigger than Jt
ibis one yu are anxious tew commit, but
there iz a remote similarity in the mistakes. Couiiseller $• Altornnij at Law!

tirely.”

FRIDAY

LKI'RO.sV,

•ASKS

captured

this evening. In the backwoods of Canada the Masons of my country will read
with pleasure and gratitude of the honor
conferred upon him, who may bo said to
be their representative here.

was

capt. CI1AS. DEKRING,
notice; Knilroatl

Will leave (until further
Wharf. Portland, every

A

fi

asserts,

to close them out at tremendous Low
Prices.

ON,

Capt. H. S. RICH,
Will leave Belfast for Boston, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY ami Fit I DAY, at '-1 o'clock, I*. M.
KKI U UNI NO -Will leave Boston every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and Fill DAY, at r, o’clock, V. M.

01/Eli 60,000 CORES

Mason, and returned it in the most cordial and friendly way. I will 'near back
to Canada the grateful remembrance of cncfl,

The bond

*=="2=:

AND

a

expenses.

Tlie Favorite Steamer
LEW I ST

K

by a vessel ot the American navy, and although they had given it up as'lost Gan.
Washington, commanding the armies of
the United .States, did not forget he was

any

we km.

peh

Capt.

In

was

existence

rnip

«sri3

fel

r-

—

quently we are receiving
Large Invoices of Goods
by every Steamer, intending

Cambridge,

Jut Creat_Blood Purifier.^
•*&■{■

continu-

ance

PENOBSCOT MAC11IAS.

Kid Gloves and all kinds of Cloths and
removes Paint, Creese. Tar, See., instantly
without the least injury to the finest fabric. Sold
by Druggists and I ancy Goods Dealers. FRA
< RAN'I
SAPOL1KN K Co.. :vt Ruielay St., New
York, 10 La Salle St., Chidago.

t-.-n

secure a

wo

of the same.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent.
|
taken
Stock, this firm
just
Having
37
Portland, March yo, 1871.
has resolved to keep one of
its members in the BosSPRING ARRANGEMENT,
COMMENCING MARCH 10.
ton and New York
Markets
most of the time, conseTHE
TO
LINE
INSIDE

cleans

ONE

The Portland Argus states that an anxious lather from
Farmington, arrived in
that oitv, Friday evening, in search of his
who
had eloped with her
erring daughter,
teacher at Wilton Academy. The girl is
hut seventeen years old. The teacher who
thus seduced her front the path of virtue
and honor, is nearly three times her
age,
tall, raw-boned, lank and uncouth in all
his movements—a face not at all
prepossessing, and a manner anything but fascinating. lie had been married long
enough to have a son assistant teacher in
the same school, and what is worse and
more to be lamented, he has a wife and
some smaller children now
living in the
town of Casco, and his father lives in

t heir

FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE

Stock tfc Low Prices
Enlarged
shall

I Train for Boston.
For lurthcr particulars inquire of Ross t Sturdi|
or
I vant, 171) Commercial Street,

w

v.

Hundreds of Thousand;
Bear testimony to tlieir Wonth
ful Curative Effects.

t?J

UH, L. I)1V»
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Enilicotf Street, .Boston, iUus*.
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
Ifo. **l> having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his

an

FOR $2 PER LINE,

Elopement Extraordinary.

Westbrook.
The father

Invent oil by the late Hisiiop Soule, is creating a
revolution in the curoot s< iatioa, Rheumatism,
Nkukaloia, Kidney and Spinal Complaints,
Souk Thloat, Spkains, &c. The cures effected
by it are almost beyond beliet. Try it, use nothing
else, and you will be cured. It is the only cure for
that dreadful disease, Sciatica.
For sale by Druggists, price $1.00 per bottle. F.
W. RYDER Sc SON, Proprietors, lioston, Mass.

.n, LiuBangor, touching ai Rockland,
colnville, Bellast, Searsport, Sandy
.i, Buek?port, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave liangor every londav, Wednesday and Friday mornings at «i o’clock, touching
at the above named landings. arriving at Portland
in time to connect with 0 o’clock, P. M. Express

l'or

cure

came

was

BISHOP SOULE’S LAMENT.

Commencing Monday,

fi
4

Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

For the generous patronage received from the public the
past year we extend our
sincere thanks and
trust that with

Capt. DUN NISON,

Will leave RAILROAD W1IARK, foot of Mat.
Ptreet, every ^innday. lVednrHiliir. A Friday Kv<*nii»a», at lo o'eloek, or on arrival ol
o’clock, P. jjI, Express Train ircin Boston.

Entirely vegetable. Used by more than Loo Physicians in their practice, here and abroad, as it is the
only medicine ever discovered lor the permanent

the night express, sir,
climb!
But Mary held the lantern,
And swinging it all the time.
And Bill

the most valuable natural medicines iu the
We refer to the great Selte/er Spring of
world.
Germany, to which thousands of the dyspeptic, the
biilioui, the rheumatic, and the victims ot venal
distuscs resort annually, and return to their homes
convalescent or cured." The Aperient is one of the
first and by far the most successful of all the (Hurts
made to reproduce, in a portable form, the popular
mineral waters of Europe. *«*«■ iliut you piircliatc only tin* getmine article.
SOLI) BY' ALL DRUGGISTS.
one ol

SimontonEros.&Co

CityofRichmond

--

m

'O'"O
VINEGAR BIT i UlbiJ

b
i>

M

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladles.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;

It!

Buy

FOR HI OUT JS PRICELESS !

^Dr. WALKER'S CALiyoi>"

RESTORATIVE!

Cannot

Money

A GREAT MEDICAL L5i

HAIR

S ELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;

FOR,

THE STEAMER

Clothing:

village,

NEW YEAR

of The Season!

Trip

NATURE’S

an

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

First

WILL BE FOKFEl TED BY Du. L.
DIX if tailing to cu ro in 1 css time
any other physician, more effectually and permanently, with less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to all weather, with sate and pleasant med-

THE

llangor.

rilllB

II.
1IV way has been dark at limes and drear,
With the drooping of tears between,
When the steady close of vour hand in mine
11a- been all that made it green;
but the sunlight broke, when your smile awoke,
And the \ alleys of rest were sweet,
W hen the hills were past, and the earth at last
<in*w soft to our aeliing feet.
III.
t me love, one home, one haven before,
.1 .—Professional Men, Man\TORWOOD
One-fold in heart and life,
utaeturers, Builders and others desiring busiAnd the old love still it will last us through
ness and homes near New York, should examine
To the journey’s end sweet wile.
Norwood, where i sell sites and town lots at lower
And reaching on, when this life is done,
prices and on easier terms than ean be found elseI t will live and thrive and grow',
where, equally accessible to the city; hotels,churches,
schools, stores, &c.; is trains daily; Northern R. It.
With a deathless flame and a deeper name
of N. J.; 21 miles from City llall. J. WYMAN
Than our mortal loves can know.
JON LS, 100 Broadway, N. Y.
IV.
1 lie wayside guides upon life's broad tra k,
How oft have we read through tears!
We’ve traced the lesson with whitened lips.
When wo could not pray for fears !
Some lie so small, and some so tall.
Hut all are green at last,
We held them children, in our hearts,
And keep them close and fast!
Y.
And some have heard life's sweetest tale,
And some it saddest song,
We leave them all to Him whose love
( an ne’er be blind or wrong!
Of a far IViglier Class than any other proWhile we, turned buck, look o’er the track,
prietary medicine of the day stands
And a wave of greeting send,
The paths lie wide, and the way beside,
Tarrant's Kflm'sewnt Seltozor
Hut all lead to one end !
And for this reason; it is an exact counterpart of
VI.
So. slowly, as for days or years,
We journey on the w ay.
And iii the west the amber light
Proclaims a dying day.
And what, through life die out, sweet wife.
And its signal lire buyns low?
For a glory w hite, that against the night
Like a watch-lire seems to glow !

Inside Line to

j
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A. j. HARRIMAN & CO.,

Maim

si

'ft*'

April 11, is11.

t»iun>

DOANK ST.,

Spokes! Spokes!

BOSTON,

•lust received ten thousand

lyrll

piACE
AS

HICKORY AND OAK SPOKES,
WAIVTKIt!

AN KDITOIt, Olt ASKOCIATF, l'|)H01t,
A<Mn**s X. Y /..
(iootl rclt rcnc»*H
.Ionmill OIBcp.
ti37
Belfast, Maim*.

Kor light and heavy Carriages. All sizes
ly seasoned, and lor sale low by

ALBERT C.
7?

Waiii fit..

thorough

BURGESS,

ll«-ir.i*i, Maine.

